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Corn.

Raising

of corn-raising is yearly
ami more interesting to
■
and tlii- more they consider ii
i xperinicm. tin more they find that
t licit interest to engage in it. Algh Western com can never he sold at
•' in Maine than it
"•
has the past
years, yet farmers have been engagmv and mule in raising corn and
kmg new methods to increase the yield
1 dimmish the cost of production. One
will always have in their
tg thi-y
and that is that they have the adigeof the Western farmer in the niat•f f lahl
The day is coming when
ir in-: m tin
West must apply fertile :■» the soil in secure a
paying crop
:.
and then the Eastern farmer " ill
ad. .image of the Western farmer
.i
!o e i:i purchase the ehemiiii-.
ary for a tiushel of
brother farmer in
is ii:
I it the same tinn- receive
an-!, light-i price for his corn as it
'..tlii -p.>i! it from the West to the

'i In- subject

tiling

■

more

VOLUME

taking out' year with another corn is a
profitable crop to raise, as its culture is
the greatest

lb' give tlie experience and
opinion of
this intelligent well-to-do farmer, because
we have long believed the
neglect to sow
wheat and plant corn to be a great mistake in fanning. The land for such crops
should he well chosen, thoroughly prepared, heavily manured with carefully
chosen fertilizers, and cultivated with assiduous attention. The largest and best
piece of corn we ever saw in New England
was raised on sward ground.
A large
amount of barn manure was spread on
tile surface, and then the plough turned
ii under at least ten inches. After repeated harrowing it was well furrowed, a
large shovelful of compost put in the hill,
the hill- and rows running three and a
half feet apart. The corn came forward
rapidly from the stimulus in the hill, and
will'll that had expended itself the rich
barn manure under the sword was ready
to send it up to a harvesting of a hundred bushels per acre. The next year
such corn land is ready for a large crop of
wheat,
[(ridden Uule.

the W estern farmer raises
vithout the extra expense
appu ng manure, and consequently
a much large] area than the
:.u ie;.
Tile average product
lai" .w, i.
declining y ear by
illy iliout twenty-three bush..
111 one of the lies! corn States,
while lln- average product ill
•'••
In order
it thirty bushels.
Ma
.ay successfully compete with
U<-st, tim average yield must be iniscd it ill further. U e can make up
>

a

i. y hi
our corn area by in
In- y ieid.
Heavy manuring will
a
Stale on a level with the

di

:

n_ i

The

W i. n .mi farmers can raise one
ii.iishels of riirn per acre then
-n.
aed in competing with the
I'li. n il w ill be as profitable to
Hiudivd hushelsonfive acres in
i'.use live hundred bushels on
Eai nn is a. Maine
:.
men who hat e
I'hen
i-1|. I- III shelled corn
In d
i.iiid. Mole Ilian this
\i
»■
a Massachusetts
i..
.. lied and fifty busli1
.in one acre, and a
111
do as well as that,
Mil- aehtlSelts
.•ad
all it
Iiv li'-ttei naturally
uits is ], .ire manure.

.i-i*d amount of manure
aiip.nl.ml question,
.•■
aid that tanners

11• -1.

iv

that they possibly can
The liquid
I..:budding
,i

-ti.rk .1 < ;il 1 le are ol as
lh.di.I excrements and
e.|. lull vcry many farmer.-.
I.pa11 uf the liquid to mil
V mall wh.i allows this <le.aili'd
a.I tanner. All
dli "lid Ii.- -at ed either by Using
u > ai th i.. absorb them, or by
Suds
.,i ii eellat In bold them.
li.'iild !'.
litiIi-11 and lings
a

>

is

■■
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i,

•'

apply

“I

immure,

in. tlie.se manures they
a] a. i-ted and thoroughly de:
..rdei la render their elel-la-it I-i.id a\ ailatile lor tile Use

appl

t

tr<- ■<nn.

t

■

MjMtli Ji.i'v

ill** iiitililllV

,I.composed and pulverized
applied l" tin soil. There

■

I'm Seliev ing that
ii given that a eon

ieasoits
s

iii
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apple

tin* nitrogen assumes
with silicates nr
soil ami remains
!..nei-s m tin
1!. lit>'i\ ever, 1 ictnre up
-n I. ilu
il
manure is dceoin1 process the nitrogen is
11 1:11a and nitrates w hieh
!oi‘ie. the nitrogen will be
ami the corn w ill
1
It in the
i'.-netit nl' it.
: ..ii. the manure is
1
of the sun, wiml ami
: :han gained In the
i
hull Id be eon
lei
■:. and muck, earth or
null! lie used to prevent tile
e
lia as it forms, and
1
I oe kept moist by applit ir,
;iter or ]i([uid manure,
; be
lietler still, would be to
aer— to the manure as last
1 id
depend Upon them to
t and keep ; in the most favor
", 1
'. hoi nigh 1 leeiimposition
ini!,nil i'|
i\
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■

union
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1
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maiimall carefully saved,
•mpusi d and made line, to
,:ea 1 v emp nl' corn, a heav y ap11111 re should be made.
If
1 bushels of corn are desired
t the usual thirty bushels, then
I
oplying the usual four cords
there should lie applied about
ids.
ij may be remarked that
hle av y manuring as that is to be
it. that a vcry small area of land
be mam 'ed.
\ cry well, that is
.it
hu h we would urge alii
better to 1 aise a hundred
11 11.1
."
!
with fifteen cords
lie’ 1 p pi * 1 be fifteen cords
1 •
nid 1' eeiv e only a hundred
'ti".. tie
lllce
file cost of cul
•;
,>
.,!V ed and the profits
•t•
"
that : 1 iti'li increased.
I
ill Ileavy manuring the
ply
id in* spreaiI 1 ii1'i.adeast and
dli ],.i! !• vved in. and a small por-
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on meivinl fertilizer might
d in tin hill to give the crop a
It'll il is not .1 good practice to
In a .inure in the hill, in which
a v grow 1I1 of the corn is
greatsi, >ut vv lien the plants extend
■

"'is

and the

ears

are

forming,

detieietlev nl tood to carry
.top on the scale on which it
,,ud tlie .ail' fail Ii 1 till and the

a.

.1

si

tin
ten

moderate.
t future is before corn raising
M
and il will yet be shown to be
:nitabli• crop oi the farm. To
d cut of that day fanners
all their farm manure, both
1 nd soil,!, and
apply large quanti
o h acre 1 lilt i\ ated
] Lew iston
J«HiniaS.
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Km sell

rar-it lias been believ cil ill
lain! that wheat i- not a protit1
e. .a at least that it emilil
i a
• •.I .1.
.. quality in any ex-

ill'.

N<

I

a
a

• uar inn-1
\a.I
successful farmers
not reekuiieil ii iii tlieii plan for

I
l

lienee, while they have raised
minlaiii-c ahnusl ev ery thing else, they
had to buy their Ilnur. I’erhaps we
! to make a partial exception of corn,
while must farmers have planted a

ach year, hardly any of
depended iqion home-raising
ba il .-apply ;
roiiscipiclilly they have
el
|n;r< lia-e a large proportion, and
aut
ii-ed nearly as much as it is
profitable to do.
we are glad
It
t
learn that the faili.i i.u
at lea-t enough bread-stnil's
home consumption is licing considered
ee«

ul

urn

..ii

..

<

e

farmers as a serious mistake,
talked with a suceessful farmer of
Kastern Maine, lately. He said that for
’weiily years of bis farming life lie did
not think of sowing wheat, and he
only
many

a small quantity of coni to
get
Northern meal fur the table use, and bev aiue to the land of the carea .si• of fin-

plained

ful cultivation lor the com crop. But
uuw In- raises more wheal and corn than
In- ma ils for home use, and feeds three
tones the amount of t orn he formerly did,
but to gn at advantage.
We asked him
tin cause of this change, which he said
w.us Incoming common in his section, lie
said that twenty diva-y ears ago, for several years the wheat crop was a failure,
owing to the prevalence of rust, mildew
and the weevil. Farmers got discouraged,
and thought that from some change in the
climate, or something in the nature of old
soil, wheat could not he successfully raised
m this part of the country.
But the high
price of Hour for a few years past has
driven them to make the experiment, and
wheat raising is again a success. Corn
lias not lieen raised to any great extent
necuuse some years Western corn can be
bought so cheap that it is more profitable
to buy It.
But farmers are learning that

Snowllake
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Marjorie.
Marjorie hides in the deep, sweet grass:
Purple its tops bend over;
Softly and warmly the breezes pass.
And

bring her

■

the scent of the clover.

Butterlles flit, mid tin* banded bee
Booms in the air above her:
Preen and golden lady-bugs three
Marjorie's nest discover.

Cp to the top of the grass so tall
Preep they, while .Marjorie gazes:
Blows the wind suddenly—down they fall
Into the disks of the daisies !
Marjorie!
Brown-eyed
In the sun s<»

Who. do you think.

Sings
loudly
Marjorie smiles. "Tin tin* bobolink.
Paroling gaily and proudly.'

Bright locked Marjorie! What floats down
Through the golden air. and lingers
Light 1*11 your head as a cloudy crown.
Pink

as

your rosy lingers 1

"Apple blossoms!" she laughing cries.

"Beautiful boats come sailing
of the* branches held up to the skies.
Over the orchard railing."

Put

sweet Marjorie, hidden away.
Birds, butterflies, bees above her.
ith tlowem and perfumes and lady-bugs ga\
Lverythiug seems to love ln-r
(Pelia Thaxter in St. Nicholas.

Happy,
W

Prom the Palaxy for April.
SISTER ST. LUKE.

Potato.
A
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to the land, and a
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advantage

plentiful use of it in stock-raising, milk
producing, and butter making, is'profit-

■

\
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Since the introduction of the Early
Rose there have been a host of new seed
[ CONI 'Ll' 1)E1> 1110M LAS L’ WEEK.]
ling potatoes brought out, all highly laudTin- other two came back at length,
ed as something better than what we alwet ami triumphant, with their prize.
ready possessed, which in a tew years They had stopped to hail it out, plug its
would almost entirely disappear, in con- cracks, mend the old sail after a fashion,
sequence of not possessing the requisite and nothing would do but that the three
qualities to meet the present views of should sail home in it; l’edro, for whom
cultivators. The Snowilake, however, is there was no room, returning by the
an exception ; it ha so many good qualiway they had come. Carrington, having
ties and trails that it is universally liked worked hard, was determined to cany
1 believe it to he the out his
wherever known.
plan ; and said so.
coming potato, and will prove as great a
"A tine plan to give us all a wetting,”
boon to the potato growing and eating remarked Keith.
"You go down there and work an hour
public as the Early Rose has been.
1 h.t\ e long contended that, in this lat
or two yourself, and see how you like it,"
it inle. we could not grow late potatoes answered the other, with the irrelevance
profitably, and we needed an early pota- produced by aching muscles ami prespito that was of good quality, productive,
ration dripping from every pore.
and would keep late into the following
This conversation had taken place at
season.
These conditions the Snowilake the edge of the marsh where they had
meets perfectly.
It ripens about two brought the boat
up through one of the
Weeks later than the Early Rose, is even numerous channels.
more productive of beautiful, oval. Mat"Very well," said Keith. "Hut mind
toiled while tubers; eyes (“veil with the you, not a word about danger before the
surface; boils and hakes dry and mealy, Sister.
I shall have hard enough work
and will keep in tip-top condition until to
persuade he to come with us as it is.”
late the following season. The tubers are
He went back to the ridge, and. caremedium sized, and grow close together at lessly suggested returning home by wathe loot of the plant, which makes easy ter. "You will not have to go through
digging. The plants are v ignrmts growers the thicket then." he said.
ol a light green color, which, when they
Somewhat tv) his surprise, Sister St.
gel nearly grown, fall over, thus covering Cuke consented immediately, and folthe whole ground, and effectually prev cut
lowed without a word as he led the way.
ing the growth of weeds after the crop is She was mortally afraid of the water, but,
1 have grown it three years, and during his absence, she, had been
made.
telling
1 have never seen a hollow potato, nor her beads, and
thinking with contrition
has it ever made a second glow til and be- of two obstinacies in one day ; that of the
come spongy, and has always
prov ed thicket and that of the veil; she could
uniformly productive. It possesses more not, she would not have three. So comgood qualities than any oilier potato that mending herself to all the saints, she emI know of. and is bound to become ex- barked.
"Look here, Carrington, if ever you
ceedingly popular. [Rural World.
inveigle me into such danger again for a
Reform in Houae-CieaniiiK.
mere fool’s fancy, 1 will show you what 1
Forty years ago, when there was no think of it. You knew the condition of
such hard times, there were no carpets
that boat, and I did not," said Keith
or very lew
to gather dust and harbor
sternly as the two men stood at hist on
mollis, and empty purses.
Now a carpet the beach in front of the light-house.
in every room, and it wears out, and The Sister had gone within, glad to feel
another must he bought and made, and land underfoot once more. She had sat
nailed down, and pried up and threshed, quietly in her place all the way, afraid of
ami turned, and patched, and made over, the water, of the wind, of every thing,
and no end to the trouble and cost im- but entirely unconscious of the real danposed by that one edict to a tyrannical ger that menaced them. For the little
and dirty fashion.
Why not have good craft would not mind her helm: her mast
smooth lloors. and then mats or rugs slipped about erratically: the planking
where you need them .' You might as at the bow seemed about to give way alwell ask: Why have bonnets
whenthey together: and they were on a lee shore,
arc such as they are; or, Why not have
with the tide coming in, and the surf
more cloth and more buttons in the makbeating roughly on the beach.
They
It
w ere both
ing of feminine attire, instead of less
good sailors, but it had taken
is in vain for pulpit, press, or lecture- all they knew to bring the boat
safely to
room to ask, ami yet. if these hard times
the light-house.
could only plead with the unscriitable and
"To tell the truth, 1 did not think she
imperious powers that order the •■style," was so crippled,” said Carrington. "She
we might get rid of carpet nailing and
really is a good boat for her size."
much other domestic bric-a-brac and non-Very,” said Keith sarcastically.
sense, which makes house-cleaning and
Hut the younger man clung to his
house-keeping such a continual tack-and- opinion; and in order to verity it, he set.
liammer, broom and mop and duster nui- himself to work repairing the little craft.
sance.
You would hav e supposed his daily bread
Rut so long as so much periodical house- depended upon her being made seaworthy
cleaning must he done, w hy not have pro- by the way he labored. She was made
fessional house-cleaners, who might go over from stem to stern : a new mast, a
around two by two, saying, ••Peace be to new sail: and, finally, scarlet and green
this house,” trained in all the details of paint were brought over from the v illage,
the business, engaged, dated and register- and out she came as brilliant as a young
ed beforehand, ready to do the whole job paroquet. Then Carrington took to sailfrom cellar to garret, including varnish- ing in her. Frond of his handy work, he
ing. whitewashing and paper-hanging, sailed up and down, over to the reef, and
and to do it deftly, neatly and with dis- up the inlet, and even
persuaded Melpatch.' It would he skilled labor in a v yna to go with him once, accompanied
needed
greatly
department.
by the meek little Sister.
"Why shouldn’t you both learn how to
Tlie "eel-skin” dress is now the great manage her ?” he said in his enthusiasm.
-"
rage both in London and Paris.
In the "She's as easy to manage as a child
"And as easy to tip over," replied Melw idlest days of the tie-back or pill-back
vyna, screwing up her lips tightly and
mania, there never was seen such a tight
shaking her head. "You don't catch me
ness in the matter of skirt as now prevails.
Whatever the paucity of folds in the pin- out in her again, sure as my name’s Sau
back in its fronter parr, in the enormous cer.”
For Melvyna always remained a Sawexuberance of the pannier or bustle the
balance was struck.
I!ut now, not only is yer in her own mind, in spite of her
the bustle a thing ofliorror, but even the spouse’s name ; she could not, indeed, he
else -iiobli'sse nhlii/r.
Hut the
necessary underclothing is considered dr anything
obedient as usual, bent her eyes in
tru/i. To lengthen the waist far beyond Sister,
its natural proportions, a stiff webbing turn upon the ropes, the mast, the sail,
ot clastic is fastened to the stays to the and the helm, while Farrington waxing
depth of half a foot : and to this, at first, eloquent over his favorite science, denarrow skirts were buttoned.
Hut even livered a lecture upon their uses and
this is now abandoned for another scheme made her experiment a little to see if she
lie used the simplest
to acquire slenderness.
.Mrs. Sw isshclm's comprehended.
much-ridiculed eheiniloon is in demand, words for her benelit, words of one syllaand garments made in this way are sold ble, and unconsciously elevated his voice
at the furnishing shops, and patterns of somewhat, as though that would make
it pass eagerly from hand to hand among her understand better; her wits seemed
to him always of the slowest.
The Sister
lady friends. Some ladies have had regular stage tights made in thick webbing, followed his directions and imitated his
and over these they wear nothing but the motions with painstaking minuteness.
She did very well until a large porpoise
outer dress, underskirts being simulated
rolled up his dark, glistening back close
by pleated rutiles of white muslin, sew n to
the edge of the dress, which is then tied alongside, when, dropping the sail-rope
back till the woman within is shackled with a scream, she crouched down at
almost like a convict in a chain-gang. Melvyna's feet and hid her face in her
No more uncomfortable fashion ever was veil.
Farrington from that day could
devised: for not only are the limbseonlined get no more passengers for his paroquet
by the binding dress, but the wearer must boat. Hut he sailed up and down alone
constantly concern herself about the con- in his little craft, and when that amusedition ot the bodice, that portion being in ment palled he took the remainder of the
incessant danger of turning itself up lie- scarlet and green paint and adorned the
bind. wrong side out, like an umbrella in shells of various sea crabs and other
so that the little Sister
a windstorm. The desired elfeet of
youth- crawling things,
ful slenderness is generally obtained bv the was met one afternoon by a whole pro“eel-skill," but at a good deal ofsaeriliee cession of unearthly creatures, strangely
variegated, proceeding gravely in single
of personal ease.
| Paris letter.
tile down the beach from the pen where
A dealer in American antiquities got they had been confined.
Keith pointed
himself into trouble in an Iowa town the out to her, however, the probability of
other day
lie sold live pairs of Wash- their being much admired in their own
ington’s only breeches in the same town, circles as long as the hues lasted, and she
then missed a train, and the five different was comforted.
historical societies, running around and
They strolled down the beach now
boasting, discovered.what lie had done every afternoon, sometimes two, somebefore be could get away. Hut he com- times three, sometimes four when Melpromised by taking four pair of breeches vyna had no cooking to watch, no bread
back and issuing in lieu thereof the club to bake ; for she rejected with scorn the
that Captain Joint Smith killed Pocahon- omnipresent hot biscuit of the South, and
tas with, the skin of the wolf that Israel
kept her household supplied with light
Putnam killed in the den, Ethan Allen's loaves in spite of the difficulties of yeast.
pocket Testament, and the raw end of the Sister St. Luke had learned to endure the
sw ear that George shot otf of General Lee
crabs, but she still tied from the tiddlers
at .Monmouth.
Then tranquility was re- when they stray ed over from their towns
in the marsh; she still went earefullv
stored in Grinnell.
[Hawkeye.
around the great jelly fish sprawling oil
Twenty ladies voted on the question, “Has a the beach, and
regarded from a safe disyoung lady tin* right to kiss a gentleman with
whom she takes an evening drive ?’’ 'There were tance the beautiful blue Portuguese mennineteen affirmative votes. The one negative vote of-war, stranded
unexpectedly on the
was east l»v a woman with red hair and a
glass eye. dangerous shore, all their fair voyagings
Johnny, have you learned anything during the over. Keith collected for her the brilliant
week (" asked a teacher of a live year old
pupil. sea-weeds, little flecks of color on the
*•
YctlTm." “Well, what is it?" “Never to lead a
white sand, and showed her their beausmall trump when you hold both bowers.
ties; he made her notice all the varieties
It sounds like a romance to read that over one of shells, enormous conches for the tritons
hundred handsome American girls broke through to blow, and beds of wee pink ovals and
the ice last winter, were rescued, and have mar
cornucopias, plates and cups for the little
lied their rescuers.
web-footed fairies. Once he came upon a
sea bean.
The Christian Union says that it makes a man
“It has drifted over from one of the
to cherish a rejected love. There
and
better
purer
is more fun, however, in going off and
making West Indian islands,” lie said, polishing
love to another girl. [Norwich Bulletin.
it with his handkerchief—“one of the is-

lands—let

1877.

“My no means, croaker. Sport to con- snow ." lie thought, “ani l the wind is whisMiraprovos a palniv
bringing up visions of a sist in shooting over the water like a tling around their double windows.” And
volcanic mountain, vast dill's, a tangled rocket: 1 sitting on the tilted edge, then lie stretched himself on the sand, and
gorgeous iorest, and the soft lapping wash watching the waves, the winds, and the lay looking upward into the deep blue of
of tropical seas.
Is it not so, scnora !"
clouds, and hearing the water sing as we the night, bathed in the moonlight, anil
Hat the scnora had never heard of the rush along."
listening dreamily to the soft sound of the
West Indian islands. Heing told, she reKeith took counsel with no one else, water as it returned slowly,
slowly hack
plied. --As you say it. it is so. There is. not even with Melvvna, but presently he from tile African coast. He thought many
then, much land in the world
wrote his letter ami carried it himself thoughts, and
deep ones too, for his mind
"II you keep the sea bean for ever, over to the village to mail.
He did good was of a high order; and at last he was
will
said
deeds
like
that once in a while, “to help so far away on ideal heights that, coming
good
come,”
Keith, gravely presenting it; "but if after having once ac- humanity,’’ he said: they were tangible home after midnight, it was no wonder if,
cepted it, y ou then lose ii, evil will fall always, like the primary rocks.
half unconsciously, he felt himself above
At length one evening the fog rolled the others; especially when he
upon y mi.”
passed the
1’he Sister received the amulet with out to sea for good and all, at least as far little Sister's closed door, and
thought,
believing reverence. "[ will lay it up be- as the shore was concerned. In the morn- smiling not unkindly, how simple she was.
fore the shrine of Our Lady,” site said, ing there stood tile light-house, and the
The next morning the two men went off
carefully placing ii in the little pocket island, and the reef, just the same as in their boat again for the day, this time
over her heart, hidden
among the folds ever. Someway they had almost expect- alone. There were still a few more quesof her gown, where she kept her most ed to see them altered or melted a little. tions to settle about that shark, and, to
a bead of a rosarv
“Let us go over to the reef, all of us, tell the truth, they both liked a good day
precious treasures
that laid belonged to some saint who and spend the da>." said Keith. “It will of unencumbered
sailing better Ilian anylived somewhere some time, a little faded do us good iii breathe the clear air, and
thing else.
leel
tile
in
the handwriting of a
brilliant, dry hot sunshine again."
prayer copied
About four o’clock in the afternoon Mcl"Hear tlie man!" said Melvvna laugh- vyna. happening t■ > look out of the door,
young nun who had died some rears before and whom site had dearly loved, and ing. “Alter trying to persuade us all saw a cloud no
bigger than a man's band
a 11 tSf of her own most vicious faults, to
those davs that he liked that stickv fog low down on the horizon line of the sea.
be read over and lamented daily ; crying too!”
Something made her stand and wateli it
toils such as a preverse and insubordi“Mine, (lonsahe
we like a lily: hut
for a few moments. Then, “Miss Luke I
nate bearing, a hear! Howard anti to ll,
is that any reason why we may not also Miss Luke! Miss Luke! Miss Luke!" she
desires
of
like
the tiesli, ami a
a rose .’’’
gluttonous
called quickly.
Down came the little Sis••Neither of 'em grows on this beach as ter, start led at the cry. her lace work Mill
These were
spirit of murderous rage.
her own ideas of herself, written down at I'm aware of," answered Melvyna dryly. in her hand.
the convent.
Had she not behaved her
Tlien ('arrington |>ut in his voice, and
“Look
said Meh \ na.
sell perversely to the Sister Paula, with carried the day. Women never resisted
Tile Sister looked, and this is what she
whom one should lie always mild on ac- Carrington long, but yielded almost un- saw; a line white as milk
coining toward
count oi tilt1 ;tItiiftitm which had sharp- consciously to the inliuonee of his
height, them on the water, and behind it a blackened her tongue ? Had she not wrong- and his strength, and his strong, hearty ness.
fully cm cted t lie cell of the novice Petipa, vv ill. A subtler influence over them, how“Wliat is it r she asked.
because it looked out upon the orange ever. would have waked resistance, and
"A tornader,” said ilelvy na with white
walk.' Ibid site not gluttonously longed Carrington himself would have been con- lips.
“I've only seen one, and then 1 was
for more uf the delectable marmalade quered far sooner (and was conquered over in the town: lmt it's awful! We
made by Ihe aged Sanehitu
And worse later) In one who renamed unswayed by must run back to the thieket." Seizing
than all, bad she not, in a spirit of uiur
those mere outer inflneneex, to which the Iter companion's arm, tin* strong .Northderoiis rage, beat the yellow eat with a crowd of fair ones, however, paid invol- ern woman hurried her across tin* sand,
palm branch for carry ing utf the young untary obeisance.
through tin* belt of sand hills, and into
I’edro bad gone to the village for his tin* thicket, where they crouched on its
doves, her especial charge.”’ "Ah, toy
sins are great indeed.” she sighed daih supplies and his tun days of mild Minor
far side close down under the protecting
and smote her breast can dissipation, and Melvyna, beguiled backbone. “The bushes will break the
upon lift knee
w itli tears.
and cajoled by tile dialling of the two sand, and the ridge w ill keep us from beKeith w at el led tlli‘ vea bean go into t lie young men, at last consented, and not ing buried in it," she said. “I dursn't st n
little heart-pocket almost with compunc- only packed the lunch-basket with care- on the shore, for the water’ll rise.”
tion.
Many of these amulet of the sea. ful hand, Iml even donned for the occaTin* words were hardly spoken before
best bound,” a structure the tornado was
gathered .hiring his winter rambles, bad sion her
upon them, and the air
lie bestowed w ith formal warning of their trimmed in Vermont seven years before
was tilled with the living sand, so that
magic [lowers, and many a fair hand had by the experienced hand of Miss Althy I
hey could hardly breathe. Half choked,
taken them, many a soft voice had prom
Spears, the village milliner, who had they beat with their hands before them to
ised to keep them "for ever." But he well adorned it with a durable green ribbon
catch a breath. Then came a roar, and
knew they would be mislaid and forgot- and a vigorous wreath of artificial movfor an instant, distant as they were, tins
ten in a day
The fair ones well knew it ers
Thus lielmeted. Mine, lomsalvez
caught a glimpse of the crest of the great
too. and each knew that the other knew, presided at the stern of the boat with
wave that
followed the whirlwind.
It
so no harm was done.
But this sea bean, great dignity
Cor they were in the safe seemed to them mountains
and
high,
he thought, would have a dill'crcnt fate
well-appointed little yacht belonging to
to engulf the entire land.
\\ itli a
laid up in some little nook before the the two gentlemen, the daring paroquet ready
over ill
rushing sound it
shrine, a witness to the daily praters of hav ing lieeii left at home tied to the last er’s house, broke plunged the lower keepagainst
story
the simple-hearted little sister.
"I hope of a low heap of rocks that jutted out in- of the tow
or, hissed acn >ss the sand, swal
do
it
he
they may
good."
thought vague- i' the water ill front of the light-house, lowed the sand hills, and swept to their
ly. Then, relleeting that even the most the only remains ol the old stone dock very feet, then sullenly receded with slow
depraved bean would not probablv be built by the Spaniards years before. Sis- angry muttering. A gale of wind came
much affected by the prayers, lie laughed ter SI. Luke was with them of course,
next, singularly enough from another dioff the fancy, yet did not quite like to gentle and frightened as usual.
Her rection, as il to restore the
equipoise of
think, after all, that the prayers were of breath came quickly as they neared the the
atmosphere, lint the tornado had
no use.
Keith's religion, however, was in reel, and Carrington with a sure hand
gone on inland, where there were trees
tile primary rocks.
guided the little craft outside into the to uproot, and houses to destroy, and
far down the beach they came upon a surf, and rounding a point, landed them much liner
entertainment generally.
wreck, an old and long hidden relic of safely in a minature harbor he had noted
As soon as they could speak, -W here
tile past. The low sand-blutf had caved there. Keith had counted the days, and are the two out ill the
sail boat .*” asked
away suddenly and left a clean new side, felt sure tlnu the answer from tile eon- the Sister.
where, imbedded in the lower part, they vent would come soon. His otter for lie
“Hod knows!” answered .Mclvyna.
saw a ponderous mast.
"An old Spanish had made it his alone without Carring“The last time 1 noticed their sail they
galleon, said Keith, stooping to examine ton's aid had been munificent; there were about a mile outside of the reef."
the remains. -I know it by the curious could be but one reply. The little Sister
“1 will go and see."
bolts
They ran ashore here, broadside would soon go hack to tin' lime tree, the
"(lo and see!
Are you crazy .' You
on. in one of those sudden tornadoes
they white rosebush, the doves, the old organ can never got through that water."
have along this coast once in a while. I that was "so large" -all the quiet routine
••The saints w ill help me. I think." said
presume. Singular I This was my wry of the life she loved so well; and they the little Sister.
place for lying in the sun and letting the would see her small oval face and timid
She had risen, and now stood regarding
blaze scorch me with its clear sciiitillant dark eyes no more for ever. So lie took her the
watery waste with the usual timid look
I
never
I
for
a
last
walk
was
down
tin
imagined
while
Mel- in her gentle ey es. Then she stepped forsplendor.
reef,
lying
oil the bones of this old Spaniard.”
vvna made codec, and Carrington
having ward with her uncertain tread, and before
"(toil rest tile souls of tile sailors," said noticed a dark line floating on the wa- the w oman
by her side comprehended her
the Sister, making the sign of the cross. ter, immediately went out in the boat, of
purpose she was gone, ankle-deep in the
"They have been in wherever they course, to si e vv hat it was.
tide, knee-deep, and finally wading across
are. let us say, for about three centuries
The reef had its high backbone, like the sand
up to her waist hi w a ter low ard
now,” observed Keith, "and must be used the island. Some day it would be the is- the light-house.
I'he great wave was no
to it. good or I lad."
land with another reef outside, and the
deeper, however, even there. She w aded
“Nay: but purgatory, seimr."
light-house beach would belong to the to the door of the tower, opened il with
i had forgotten that," said
"True.
mainland.
Down the stretch of sand todifficulty, climbed the stairway, and gain
Keith.
ward tile sea the pelicans stood in rows, ed the
light room, where the glass of the
one morning there came up a dense, toeing a mark, solemn and heavy,
by tile windows was all shattered, and the little
soft, southern-sea fog, The kind you can hundreds a countless number for the chamber half full of the dead bodies of
cut with a knife." Carrington said.
It
reef was their gathering place.
birds, swept along by the whirlwind and
lasted for days, sweeping out to sea at
"They are holding a conclave,” said dashed against the tower, none of them
night on the laud breeze, and ly ing in a Keith. “That old fellow has the lloor. falling to the ground or losing an inch of
gray bank low down on the horizon, and See him wag his head."
their level in the air as they sped onward,
then rolling in again in the morning enIn and out among the pelicans, and
until they st ruck against some high object,
veloping the water and the island in a paying no attention to them and their which broke their mad and awful journey.
thick white cloud which was not mist and conclave, sped the sickle-hill curlews, acHolding on by the shattered easement.
did not seem damp even, so freshly, soft- tively probing evenwhere with their Sister SI. I,uke
gazed out to sea. I'he
ly salt was the feeling it gave to the faces long, grotesque, sickle-shaped hills; and wind was blowing liereely and the wave.that went abroad in it. Carrington and woe he to the burrowing I kings that came were lashed to
fury. The sky was inky
tropical
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Keith, of course, must needs be out in it in their way. i'lie red-Ileaked oysler bird
every moment of the time. They walked Hew by, and close down to the sea
down the beach for miles in the fog, hear- skimmed the razor-hill shear-water, with
ing the mul'lled sound of the near waves, his head bent forward and his feet, tilled
but not seeing them. They sailed in the up, just grazing the water with his open
fog, not knowing whither they went, and hill as lie llew, and leav inga shining mark
they drifted out at sunset and watched behind, as though lie held a pencil in his
the land breeze lift it. roll it up, and mouth and was running a line. The
lazy
carry it out to sea, vv here distant ships on gulls, who had no work to do, and would
the horizon line, bound southward, and not have done it if they had. rode at ease
nearer ones, sailing northward with the
on the little wavelets close in shore.
The
11 till stream, found themselves enveloped
Sister, being asked, confessed that she
for the night and bothered by their old liked Hie lazy gulls best. Being pressed
and liaflling foe. They went over to the to say why, she thought it was because
reef every morning, these two, and bathed they were more like the white doves that
in the fog, coming back by sense of feel- sat on the old stone well-curb in the coning, as it were, and landing not infre- vent garden.
Keith had always maintained that he
quently a mile below or above the lighthouse: then vvliat appetites they had for liked to talk to women. He said that the
breakfast.
And if it was not ready, thev talk of any woman was more piquant than
roamed about roaring like young lions. the conversation of the most brilliant men.
At least that is vvliat Melvvna said one
There was one > bstacle: the absolute inmorning when Carrington had put his ability of he sex to lie sincere, or to tell
curly head into her kitchen door six times the truth, for ten consecutive minutes.
in the course of one-half hour.
To-day, however, as he wandered to and
The Sister shrank from the sea log; fro whither lie would on the reef, he also
she had never seen one before, and she wondered to and fro whither he would in
said it was like a great soft w hite crea- the mind, uni the absolutely truthful
ture that came in on wings, and brooded
mind too, of a woman.
Vet he found it
over the earth.
-Yes, beautiful, per- dull I He sighed to himself, but was
haps,” she said in reply to Keith, "but it obliged to acknowledge' that it inis dull.
is so strange
and and
1 know not how
The lime tree, the organ, the Sisters, the
to say it
but it seems like a place for Sisters, the lime tree, the organ ; it grew
spirits to walk, and not of the mortal monotonous after a while. Vet lie held
kind."
his post, for the sake of the old theory,
The were wandering down the beach, unlil the high voice of Melvyna called
where Keith had lured her to listen to them hack to the little lire on the beach
the sound ol' the hidden waves. At that and the while cloth spread with her best
moment Carrington loomed into view
daiities.
They saw Carrington sailing
coming toward them. He seemed of giant in with an excited air, and presently
size as he appeared, passed them, and he brought tile boat into the cove and
disappeared again into the cloud, behind, dragged ashore his prize, towed behindIns voice sounding muliled as he greeted nothing less than a large shark, woundthem. The Sister shrank nearer to her ed, dead, after a struggle with some other
companion as the figure had suddenly marine monster, a sword fish probably
made itsell v isible. ••Do you know it is
A man-eater,” announced the captor.
a wonder to me how you have ever man"Hook at him, will you
Look at him,
aged to live, so far?” said Keith smiling. Miss Luke!”
lhit it was not far," said the little
Hut Miss Luke went fur away, and
nun.
‘•Nothing was ever far at the dear would not look. In truth he was an ugly
convent, but everything was near, and creature; even Melvyna kept at a sale
not ot strangeness to make one afraid : distance.
Hut the two men noted all his
the garden wall was the end. There we points; they measured him carefully :
they
go not outside, but our walk is always turned him over, and discussed him genfrom the lime tree to the white rosebush erally in that closely routined and exhausand back again. Everything we know tive way which marks the masculine mind.
there
not roar of waves, not strong Set two women to discussing a shark, or
wind, not the thick, white air comes to even the most lovely little brook trout, if
give us fear, but all is still and at peace. you pleasi, and see how far off they will
At night I dream of the organ, and of the
be in lift ecu minutes!
1 wake,
Hut the lunch was tempting, and dualorange trees, and of the doves.
and hear only the sound of the great wa- ly its discussion called them away even
ter below.”
from that of the shark. And then they
“You will go back,” said Keith.
all sailed homeward over the green and
lie had begun to pity her lately, for her blue water, while the white sand hills
longing was deeper than he had supposed. shone silvery before them, and then turnIt had its roots in her very being,
lie ed red in the sunset. That night the
had studied her and found it so.
moon was at its full.
Keith went out and
“Sin* will die of pure homesickness if strolled up and down on the beach. Carshe stays here much longer,” he said to rington was playing fox-and-goose with
Carrington. “What do you think of our Mine. Gonsalvezon a board lie had goodwriting down to that old convent and of- naturedly constructed for her entertainfering of course unknown toiler to pay ment vvlicn she confessed one day' to a
the little she costs them, it'thev will take youthful fondness for that exciting game.
her back ?”
Up stairs gleamed the little. Sister’s light.
“All right,” said Carrington.
“Co “Saying her prayers with her lips, but
ahead.”
thinking all the time of that old conHe was making a larger sail for his vent,” said the stroller to himself, half
And he said the truth.
paroquet boat. ‘'If none of you will go scornfully
out in her, 1 might as well have all tile
The sea was still and radiant; hardly
more than a ripple broke at his feet; the
sport I can,” he said.
“Sport to consist in being swamped f” tide was out, and the broad beach silvery
Keith asked.
and fresh. “At home they are buried in
•'

■

black.

one

two

The reef was under water, save

high knob of its backbone, and totliat
dark objects were clinging,
Fin'In r

down she saw the wreck of the boat ilriv
itlg before the gale. 1’edl'o was over in the
village: the. tide was coming in over the
high sea, and night was approaching. She
walked quickly down the rough stone
stairs, stepped into the water again, and
waded across where the paroquet boat
had been driven against the wall of tin*
house, baled il out with one of Melvyna’s
pans, and then, climbing in from the
window of the sitting room, she hoisted
the sail, and in a. moment was out on the
dark sea.
Melv ynu had ascended to the top of the
ridge, and when the sail came into view
hevoud the house she fell down on her
knees and began to pray aloud: "Oh,
Lord, save her: save the lamb! She
don't know what’s she is doing, Lord.
She's as simple as a baby,
Hi, save her.
out on that roaring sea!
Hood Lord,
good Lord, deliver her!" fragments ot
prayers she had heard in her prayer-meet
ing days came confusedly back into her
mind, and she repeated them all again and
again, wringing her hands as she saw the
little craft tilt far over under its all too
large sail, so that several times, in the
hollows of the waves, she thought it was
gone. The wind was blowing hard but
steadily, and in a direction that carried
the boat straight toward the reef; no tacks
vvere necessary, no change of course : the
black-robed little figure simply held the
sail rope, and the paroquet droveon. The
two clinging to the rock, bruised, exhausteil.vv illi the waves rising a nd falling around
them, did not see the boat until it was close
upon them.
"15> the great heavens!" said Keith.
His lace was pallid and rigid, and there
was a ghastly eilt a cross his forehead, the
work ot the sharp-edged rock. The next
moment he was on hoard, brought the
boat round just in time, and helped in
Carrington, whose right arm was injured.
‘•You have saved our lives, senora,” he
said abruptly.
“ISy Jove, yes,"said Carrington. ‘-We
could not have stood it long, and night
was coming.”
Then tliev gave all their
attention to the hazardous start.
Sister St. Luke remained unconscious
of the fact that she lmd done anything
remarkable. Her black gown was spoiled,
which was a pity, and she knew of a halm
which was easily compounded and which
would heal their bruises. Did they think
Melvyna had collie back to the house yet ?
And did they know that all her dishes
were broken
yes, even the cups with the
red (lowers on the border? Then she
grew timorous again, and hid her face
from the sight of the waves.
Keith said not a word, hut sailed the
boat, and it was a wild and dangerous
voyage they made, lacking up and down
in the gayly painted little craft, that
seemed like a toy on that angry water.
Once Carrington took the little Sister’s
hand in his, and pressed his lips fervently upon it. She had never had her hand
kissed before, and looked at him, then at
the place, with a vague surprise, which
soon faded, however, into the old tear of
the wind,
it was night when at last they
reached the light-house; but during the
last two tacks they had a light from the
window to guide them; and when nearly
in they saw the lantern shining out from
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Forty years ago, the Tippecanoe steam
er, then a coasting packet plying between
Point Chicot, Arkansas, and Natchez, on
the Mississippi river, was owned by Colonel Anderson Miller, and commanded by
his eldest son, Simon. Colonel Miller

was

high-toned Virginian hv birth, and
withall a thoroughbred wag. The Tip

a

pccanoe was a pleasant and sate craft and
Simon Miller an agreeable and shrewd
young man, and his father, during tinwinter months, preferred the boat as a
homo for himself and wife to tlmir tine
tin- shattered windows of the tower in a dwelling at Louisville. The cabin of the
titful. surprised sort of a way. for Melvyna Tippecanoe, though not spacious, afford
had returned, and with the true spirit of ed ample room lor dancing and social
amusements.
Cards
other games
a Yankee, had
immediately gone to work were fashionable at thisand
date on all steamat the ruins.
I’he only sign of emotion she gave was ers running upon the Southern Missisto Keith. "I saw it all,” she said. ‘‘That sippi, and all men played Poker or Bragg,
child went right out after you, in that ter- or “Old Sledge” (Seven Up or All-Four i.
rible wind, as natural and as quiet as if Sportsman was then the softer title for the
she was only going across the room. And gambler, and there were few who travelshe so timid a fly could frighten her! ed up and down the Mississippi to whom
Mark my words, Mr. Keith, the good the title of sportsman might not lie honLord helped her to do it! And I'll go to estly applied. Gambling was considered
that new mission chapel over in the town at this period a legitimate business in
Southern State. The women, loo.
evert Sunday alter this, as sure’s
my name every
would .join in games at cards for money,
is Sawyer!” She ceased abruptly, and going Into her kitchen, slammed the door until a disgraceful scene was witnessed on
behind her. Emotion with Melvyna took the Lexington race-course between two
of the most fashionable ladies of Ken
the form of roughness.
Sister St. Luke went joyfully back to tacky, in which u regular list and skull
her convent the next day, for Pedro, when tight was the issue. Ladies Were as great
lie returned, brought the letter, written, gamblers upon the race as the roughest
man; but that tight caused a iv
as Keith had directed, in the
style of an sporting
affectionate invitation. The little nun form in Kentucky, and after the year ls:fil
one class of females was ever seen
wept for happiness when she read it. only
Yon see how they love me love me as with a handful of money oili-ring to be.
upon the winner of a purse.
1 love them," she repeated with innocent
The Tippecanoe left Natcln-z late in lie
triumph again and again.
“It is all wo can do,”said Keith. “She afternoon in the month of January. 1-a.i.
could not be happv anywhere else, and Cards were soon introduced. Colonel Mil
with the money behind her she will not ler, General Disheroon. General William
be neglected,
Montgomery, and General Klias Rector
lb sides, 1 really believe
made up the party, and betting at times
they do love her. The sending her up
here was probably the result of some out- ran high. Disheroon and .Montgomery
won, and after several hours play Colom-I
side dictation."
Miller and General Rector, not satisfied
Carrington, however, was dissatisfied.
"A prettv reiimi wt make lor our saved that all was on the square, dosed tlu-ii
live.-." he said.
hate ingratitude." game. This left the old French planter
Per Carrington was half disposed now to Disheroon and General Montgomery, of
Montgomery’s Point, \rkansas, to a sinfall in love with his preserver.
gle-handed game. Bui this did not mi it
Hut Keith stood flr,m
Audios,” said the little Sisitr, as Pe- them. They wanted some one whom they
dro's boat received her.
Her face had could, by favoring each others'play, ca-i
lighted so with joy and glad anticipation ly victimize. Tin- trick of passing the
that they liardlv knew her. “I wish you size i»l each other’s cards to the one .licould to the convent go with me,” she said the other, Colonel Miller mid hector had
detected. They would place their feet
earnest!) to the two young men. --I am
under the table and telegraph
sure you would like it."
Then, as tin- together
boat, turned the point,--I am sure ymi by the number of kicks, Mainly ing thus
would like it," slu- ealied hack, crossing one kick, one pair; two kirks, two pairs
her hands on her breast, -'ll is vt-rv three kicks, threes; four kicks, fours; live
kicks, a full hand ; one long and .Mc.kIv
heavenlv there very heavenly."
push, a sequence, or llusli, of mu- sni:
That was the last they saw of her.
from ace, king, queen, knave, ten of
Carrington sent down the next w inter
|'bc
from New York a large silver erueilix, su- hearts, spades, diamonds, or clubs
was twenty card-poker, nr Mull,
game
embossed
anil
ornamented.
Il
was
perb!,,
with four aces, four knaves, four
placed on the high altar of tile convent, played
tens.
Il was a certain game to win I'm
and much admired and reverenced In all
the nuns. Sister St. Luke admired it too. two well versed in kicking and play a _The game was broken up by Milicr and
sin- spoke of the island occasionally, but
■in- did not tell the story of the rescue. Rector's withdrawal. But General Mom
She never thought of it. Therefore, in the goun-ry and Disheroon must have a game
matter of the erueilix, the belief was that at any cost, and they swore that some
man must play.
.Montgomery commenced
a special grace had touched the young
man's heart. And prayers were ordered his rounds through tin- cabin for game
for him.
Sister St. Luke tended her stern, but all refused: some pleading il!
so fo; t!i.
doves, and at the hour of meditation health, others willlt of sleep, and
It was now near midnight, and we bad
to
and
fro
between
the
lime
tree
paced
left Grand Gulf, fifty miles di.-;am
and tin- bush of white roses.
When she just
above Natchez.
Here a youth came on
was thirt) years old her cup was full, for
then site w as permitted to take lessons and board and immediately went to the clerk
and paid his passage to Vicksburg, and
play a little upon the old organ.
then took his berth,
lb- had scarcely
Melvyna went every Sunduv to the
hare, struggling little Presbyterian mis- dropped the curtains and was nestled m
his bed before General Montgomery went
sion ov t-r in the town, and slit- remains to
to the berth and shook him. crying: "Get
this da) a Sawyer.
we want you to play cards;
lint Keith remembered.
He bares his up, my boy,
head silently in reverence to all woman- we know you can play, and if you can't
we
will teach you.
You can't learn
hood, and curbs his cynicism as best Inand you’ll never be a man nut i
can. for the sake of the little Sister
the younger,
can play poker:'’ --I can play," -ay.sweet little sister Si. Lltke. [CoN.sTANi’K you
the youth, and will get up." 'flic table
1- KN I MliltK \\ OOLSON.
again was set. and a three-handed game
was tin- very
one
desired by General
A Newspaper Libel Suit.
Montgomery and his partner. The green
horn pulled out a large roll of I niled
Dr. Charh* I' Sraikweatliei. ldnni*rl\
States bank Gills ami laid them bcfnri
a
resident of Keene, N li., asked the
him. This caused tile eyes of his oppn
spi iiiLdirid Kepuhliean to pay him slO,- in-tits to
The youth, discovered
snap.
t>*>o for a libel, and he got si, whieli was
that General Montgomery'slight foot had
worse than if lie had got nothing'.
The
come in contact with one of his.
lie fur
libel was contained in the follow ing item :
■tiler discovered that Disheroon, too, Wa| In !m Wcsl lit-l-1 items of lie Republican, Apr. J I J tty ing to brace feet, and lie gave him his
l'he latest scandal rile aifects l»r. Starkweather,
left foot. Right and left they commenced
who i.' charged with improper intimacy with a
to tell each other, as they supposed, the
married woman during a period of a year and a
size of their cards. This suited the grci-n
halt She claims that he lirst accomplished his pur
horn exactly, and soon lie was tiv. bun
pose by drugging ln-r. alter w hich she submitted
to him until she learned lie was
paving attentio:
died dollars ahead.
Disliemou had now.
To another woman, w hen sic went into
hysterics,
and confessed to her husband and other parties. as tile General supposed, kicked him four
times hard, and, of course, had four ac.--,
Some accept the story in its fu.lm ss. and claim to
have know n the dot tor to he guilty of such things
and the General, as if by accident, gave
"
before, while other.*, doubt the drugging, and siis
“greeny a glance at the cards in his hand
peet that tile w (•man was a willing victim. The
for
the
purpose of drawing him oil, that
good natured husband says that if the neighbors
Ilisheroon might call and beat them both.
think best, and his wife will agree not to be false
again, lie will forgive her and lake her back.
This done four hundred dollar.- was bet
The defence relied upon what the Re- by the General and made good by the
publican claimed to lu* ihe truth of the young man : Imt Disheroon did not call,
charge, and the worthlessness of the and tile General was sadly mistaken to
man's character, and there was no lack find that Disheroon kept out, after liav
of o idcitcc to sustain its ground, lu ihe ing, as he supposed, kicked him Ibur
course of his argument
Lawyer (lilletl times. Now he saw his error: Disheroon'.discussed in a \ery intelligent manner hand w.r- worthless.
I'hc vnuiig man drew in tin- money,
the duly of journalism, both to the public on the one hand, and to private* char- placed it in his pocket, and pushed hy
liis chair and hid the brace of generals
acter on the other.
He said :
Here was t scene Worthy of
Now. Mr. Foreman, and gentlemen, I have no goodnight.
I p at either sale of
sympathy with that tlippant and uneonsidend the artist's pencil.
alm.M* and vindication of good names, whether in
the table sat the two generals, with eye
or
public
private life, whieli characterizes some of
spread wide open and steadfastly set up
the public press, and I ask no favor in that behalf.
on each other, while language not tit t.
.Nor. Mr. Foreman, do we claim that the editor ot
a newspaper has any right to publish libellous and
he repeated was poured forth in disgrace
scandalous words which any private citizen has
till accusations of dishonest intern ions and
not.
lie cannot intrench himself behind the im
the ruinous elleet it had ended in W Nile
personality of a newspaper, and send out his pois
in the background stood Colonel Miller
oiled arrows upon the community, and then ex
and Celicral liector, chuckling over the
peet an eveiuption from penalty because be lute
pens to be the publishci ot'a newspaper. While
issue.
we admit this, we also claim that very large re
•‘Colonel Miller," cried Montgomery,
spnnsihilities and duties attach to the publication
of a daily paper.
There has grown up a sort of
••what do you think of this d d outi.i
common law ot obligation, recognized mutually
genus game ?”
by the press and by the people. In which the peo
••It is e\ ident, (ieneral. il is unite e\
tlmt
the
distributors
of
useful
pie expect
press,
intelligence, shall inform them, as well what is to dent
he avoided as vvlmt is to be sought, as well who is
••W’liat is e\ident
to be suspected as who is to be confided in.
Lid
I liat you and Celicral 1 hsla-rooti Itn '<
a
as
the
and
distributor
of
garncivr
newspaper,
irul.nl it/) tin' m'twfi piissruiirr."
news, is a public monitor, and it is its duty to ad
This was the origin of the term, and
monish tin people against frauds ami shams, and
impostures and dishonesties, h is to be a beacon until the last day s of their 11 \ es these old
as well as a guide, and whenever a public new
spa
gamesters would tell you of the ••given
per, through its divci;silicd uppliauees for the col
their money by placing hr
lection and distribution of information, discovers horn" winning
anywhere in public life and in public avocations, feet against tlleir’s under the table, and
whether it be a lawyer, or a clergyman, or a phy
Colonel .Miller’s consoling opinion that
sieiau. a man who. instead of securing the public
they had waked up the w rong passenger.
w elfare by honorable methods ami practices,
simp
ly prowls about in the back yards of his proles
Reward of Literary Labor.
sion. and uses the means and instrumentalities
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which honorable titles give bun to pander to his
lust or avarice, or any other vile passion, ami
that paper fails t«» scud out some admonitory
voice, and sound some signal of warning, it i>
recreant to
very principle ot duty and responsi
billtv. and should be stigmatized by the public it
pretend*, to represent and to serve.
I cordially, however, give my assent to the doe
trine that a newspaper has no right, in its endea
vors to minister to the public, to saeritici* private
character. The public, too, has a stake in the
good name of its citizens, and he who defames a
good reputation does it at his own peril. Tinpublic press should inculcate the selitilc.eut that
in* who maliciously or wilfully, or wantonly or
carelessly, even, and falsely charges a man with a
crime, is a foe to society, and an enemy of law.
The law recognizes This, and always has, so that
from the earliest history of civ ilization, and in the
rudest stages of society, we have found tlmt the
law furnished protection to every man in the full
and complete enjoyment of a well earned reputa
tion
You are aware that in these later davs the
actions of slander and lihel have become mipopu
it is not the fault of the law. It is because
but
lar.
those who usually resort to it to make use of it us
a sword instead of a shield, and
employ it to minister to their avarice or to their malice.
And,
therefore, it is that for such men a Court House is
a poor place to go to lind a lost
or
to
reputation,
restore to its purity a tarnished fame.
And the
law perhaps requires that when a man comes into
a Court House and asks for a good name, he shall
go there with clean hands, and the plaintiff in this
ease seems to have recognized this
principle, and
says in his declaration, "that he always has been
a person of good reputation and character, ami
that the defendants maliciously contrived to in
jure his fair name." And. Mr Foreman and gentlemen. it is becausi instead of coming here with
clean hands he came with hands black with crime
and stained by
corruption, that the defendants in
this case make their defence, and for these reasons
were
constrained
to make the publication for
they
which this suit was instituted.
ow ii

[Hayard Taylor in Cincinnati 1 oinmeiviul J
you coukl in sonic way help !< make j>« »j !<
unde is tun d that no author who is not indeprdmt!
t he
lainis made
ly rich ean possibly respond
If

i..• vi-r attained
m
upon him-and that wealth
this country, or perhaps any other t»y tie- higln-M
purest and most permanent of literary lahoi vmi
will do a real service to our guild.
Kmersoii is
now seventy four years old. and his last volume is
the only i»ue which has approached reiiiunerali\e
sale. Hryant is in his eighty thin! year, and hr
could not buy a modest house with all he e\n iv
eei\ ed in his life from his poems.
Wnshim-ton
Irving was nearly seventy years old la-fore tie >a!
of his works at home met the expenses of to
simple life at Sunnyside. I .have had no reason ti
eomplain of the remuiicratiou formerly derived
from those works which I know to possess ^!|. ;
literary value Hut the translation of •Faust, i■
which 1 gave all my best and freshest leisure dm
ing a period of six or seven years, has only ielded
me about as much as a fortnight’s lecturing.
I
have spent two or three years in collect ing the
material and making the preparatory studies tbi a
of tiocthe. ami 1 have been wait
new biograpln
iug two years longer for the tilting leisure t<> be
gin the work. In order to undertake it I must o» n
No matter how successful it
mv time in advance.
might be considered, it could not possibly bring

me more

than

a

tithe of the amount

which* drudg-

for the markets of literature would return, in
I foresee that 1 shall linalh be
the same time.
obliged to return to Cedarcroft, to write the biogra
phy If all this interruption and consequent wear
and tear won't let me alone. I must get out oi iis
Wlu-li 1 happen to speak of it. people imio
way.
eetitly say: “Why don't you keep u secret.in
brent heavens! I’d rather take a
secretary's salary
and buy up two or three months of my own linnSome critics have charged me with attempting too
much trying too many ticlds. 7Vyon// win u it
was a matter of shear
necessity! I should only he
too happy, if I were in a condition to give up
hut
the
one
everything
path of literary labor
which l know was designed tor me if any ever
ery

was.

sitting silently In her side one
chilly evening hist tall thinking of something to say. finally he remarked, “How
sad it is; the frost has come, and it will
kill every thing green.” Thereupon the
young lady extended her hand and said,
in a sympathetic tone, “Good-by."
lie

was

“You didn’t laugh at my stupidity before we were married ; you always said f
was a duck of a lover,”
grumbled a complaining husband. "Yes, that's so," replied
the wife ; "and a duck of a lover is almost
sure to make a goose of a husband.”

It is said that a few nights before l)r.
Muhlenberg's death the sick man, listen
ing to the storm outside, said : "It is such
rough, bad weather that 1 guess I'll not
venture over the river Jordan to-night."
Dr.

mor

Muhlenberg

retained his

sense

of hu-

to the last.

An unsuccessful lover was asked by
what means he lost his divinity. “Alas!”
cried he, “1 Mattered her until she got too
proud to speak to me.
A

dentist’* sign—Drawing, music and darning.

The

Bucksport Murder Trial.

Hus worth, May ‘J. The trial of Edward M.
Smith, for the murder of
Capt. Robert T. Trim, his
married daughter Mrs. Melissa Thayer, and her
laughter Jo*it*, at Buck's Mills, near Bucksport. on
!ic night of Friday. Oct. 13th. I87t>. was
begun in
! ! Supreme Judicial Court at Ellsworth to-day.
i h<- court is held in Hancock Hall, to accommodate the crowd, and tin* hall has been packed in
‘■very part to-day, many of the audience being
women.

Attorney General L. A. Emery, assisted by County Attorney George l*. Dutton appears for the
State, and II. D. lladlock. Esq., for the
respondent.
Vfter tin* jury had been impanelled the
•
•unity Attorney opened the case for the prosecution. stating the law aud the facts relied
upon to
prove the guilt of the prisoner at the bar. The
particulars of the murder were gone over in detail.
Capt. Trim was a man 74 years of age. aud a
widower. In the February preceding Mrs. Thayer's
husband had died, and disposing of her property
ilampden for SSoO she had come with her little
child to live with her father. On the night of the
murder, about midnight, Mr. Emerson, living within ten rods of (
’apt. Trim’s residence, was awakened
light which proved to be the burning
byf a bright
Capt. Trim's dwelling. He arose and went out.
but saw nothing of Capt. Trim or his family. The
lire had made such
progress that the house* ell and
barn were totally destroyed.
The
non-appearance of the occupants of the
house excited suspicion, and a search of the ruins
was commenced.
In a short time the charred remains of Captain Trim was found beneath the
uins of the carriage house. Nothing but the bones
were
found, the flesh having been completely
These were gathered together and reburned.
moved.
The search was continued aud it soon became
c\ blent that a horrible crime had been committed.
In the barn beneath some partially burned liav.
tne body of Mrs. Thayer was found, and outside
v valences
of the fact that she had been brutally
murdered, after a desperate struggle. She hail
been to a neighbor's, Airs. Harriman. and had left
there at 8 o'clock for home. It is
supposed she
'v as attacked near the
house, the murderer striking her on the head with a large stone, which was
nuiinl in the rear of the barn covered with blood.
In many places blood was found on the
ground,
uhu h was traced from in front of tlu* barn to a
pil* of rocks in the rear of the barn. A bloody
Tt. worn by her, a
pair of her rubbers, covered
v ith blood, and a comb with the teeth
broken out
"••re also found in the
vicinity. It is supposed
that she was attacked near the house, knocked
down and killed, her body dragged to the rear oi
the barn, wherefrom the large quantity >f Inood
it would
appear the body had lain here some tune,
it was afterwards put Ui tho barn where the re
mains were found.
It is conjectured that after tile murderer had
made wav with Mrs. Thayer he pulled the carriage
<»ut
f the carriage house to attract attention, and
tin- latter going into the carriage house was struck
and killed. It was here that his remains were
found.
It was supposed that the murders were commit
ted for the purpose of robbery. The next morning
officers commenced an investigation. It was as
‘-rt.uued that Mrs. Thayer had visited a neighbor’s
ami between halt-past seven and eight had started
f**r home.
This was the last seen of her alive.
Her body was subsequently found as described
above.
Suspicions were directed to two parties.
Frank Sanders, who was arrested in Hamden, but
<0011 after
discharged, and Edward M. Smith, a
*•
v.faring man about forty years old who lived in
Bucksport. and was quite* familiar with the Trim
family. IE- was at the house of Okas. Harriman's
when Mrs. Thayer called, and went out soon after
she started for home. lie. had been at work for
Harriman that day, but was found by the officers
at his home four miles distant
early the next mornimr.
He was arrested and a coroner's inquest was
held
On the clothing of Smith, worn on the day
<>f the murder, were found several spots of blood,
and his coat when found had been colored bv some
live.
1 In- coroners inquest lasted several days, and
Smith was tally committed for trial,
lie offered
no defence at the time.
He has been confined in
until
within
a
week.
llangor jail
The lirst witness examined to-day was Mr. Gross,
who explained some plans ol' the scene of the umr
tier which he had prepared.

j
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SECOND

DAY.

substantiate their safe keeping and to corroborate
the statements of the County Attorney, both Hale
and Emery were called to aver to the safety of the
things within the safe.
John B. Treadwell, of Boston, a physician and
surgeon, also an assayer of chemical compounds,
was the first witness who took the stand in the afternoon. He testified: l am a graduate of Harvard Medical College ; 1 am to a considerable degree acquainted with the art of microscopy, having
used the microscope many years in my tests; 1
have very often articles submitted to my care that
1 may determine what the coloring matter i>. with
and liv which they are stained: l have received
much clothing from time to time upon which to
make chemical tests.
l)r. Treadwell, at the request of Attorney--(ion
cral L. A. Emery, went and explained to tlie jury
in a very comprehensive manner the composition
of blood. He then stated that George K. Dutton,
some time ago. brought to him in Boston. Mass.,
these articles: coat, pants, vest, cap t.ud knife
they were in my safe Keeping until l arrived hero
as a witness.
In mv medical examination there
was recorded the
following: 1 find on cap. oil left
hand side of visor, a number of spots of blood:
there was one spot of blood two inches long. On
the right sleeve of the coat, from edge of sleeve up
to the bend of elbow, there was found considerable
blood. The blood on the sleeve was about five
inches wide : quite irregular. The left sleeve had
a large smooch of blood
upon it: about a square
foot, extending from edge of cutf upwards: was
like
quite irregular,
right sleeve. The inside facing on left sleeve, near edge, contained blood: it
was colored; but the facing on the right sleeve did
not have any blood on it. and was not colored.
The right hand, and also left hand corner of the
coat contained blood to the amount of eight or ten
square inches in each corner. 1 found hair on the
coat seventeen inches long, quite light, with reddish tinge. It had been pulled from the head and
not broken off
One end of it was in the pocket
of this coat.
In my examination found two short
pieces, apparently the same quality, which 1 lost
by accident. On the cloud that Mrs. Thayer had.
1 found four hairs corresponding witli that found
on coat.
1 also found in cloud a hair which came
from the head: was quite light. (These various
hairs were produced.) The vest contained two
small spots : the left leg of the pants had three or
four spots an inch or two wide. The knife had
more or less blood on it: but 1 found it to be
sheen's blood. The coloring matter made no material difference with the blood: couhl easily dis
tiuguish it as human. Photograph views of the
blood globules wen* offered by Dr. Treadwell to
the jury. nut.
»•<•<(///m but to make obvious his
explanation. Dr. Treadwell consumed all the at'
ternoon and will take up quite a portion of Moil
day. He makes a grand appearance on the stand
as an expert.
He appears well informed in medi
cal jurisprudence, and as a chemist cannot fail to
have a marked impression with the jury as t<> the
blood on the garments. The ease will consume
nearly all the coining week.
1

11i
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he lived at Trim’s one year
ago last winter and left
Hie latter part of June or the first of
July; he came
to
my house to live about the time Mrs. Thayer
to
came home
stop; Edward M. Smith came to mv
house Thursday at 11 A M.. stopped until Friday

made a cupboard and painted a floor; also
assisted my son in loading straw; worked in the
house in his shirt sleeves; had on a dark shirt; the
shirt shown him the one that was taken from
Smith; said it was not as dark as the one he had
on at work;
stopped at my house Thursday night ;
the last 1 saw of Smith Friday night he was stand
ing near my barn by the side of the road ; l came
near him and passed him a
piece of tobacco ; went
to my brother’s that night about a mile distant
;
got home at ten minutes of eight IV Al.; when 1
came home that night Ada Snow had returned
from the office.
James Emery called: At 8 A. Al. Smith was at
mv store; lie looked
very neat; had on a clean
shirt and a dark suit of clothes ; was
going to "ugage him to work for me, but 1 did not as he had
I said, captain,
on good clothes;
you have lost
your job; he assisted me on that morning in mov
two
mortar
stands.
ing
kobert Emery called, son of former witness: lie
member tin* tragedy: saw Smith Saturday night;
came into my father’s store for
cartridges; noticed
he had on a neat shirt; happened to notice it because I had purchased some similar: hadonadark
suit of clothes.
A. tl. \\ ebster, of Bucksport, testified: 1 live in
the same house with Air. Smith— northern part;
heard of the murder; saw Smith about eight Saturday morning; had on a neat colored shirt and dark
suit of clothes ; saw Smith on the street that morn
mg: saw a crowd ahead; going toward it I met
Smith ; he made a mot ion backward with his hand,
and said go on, you will hear the news; he made
several motions with his lips ami appeared greatly
affected.
Joshua K. Jordan, coroner, was the next witness. who testified: Held an
inquest over the dead
bodies of the Trim family; arrived at
Bucksport at
A 1’. A!., Saturday ; Sheriff Devereux told me of the
murder; held an inquest Sunday at Emeton’s the
cloud, rubbers, comb and stone were committed to
me as coroner: also cotton batten, and three
shirts,
I think.
Smith appears very calm and composed and is
not moved in the least by the great crowd.
(J. P. Dutton, County Attorney, took the stand
and made oath to the following: I have kept in
mv custody and care those articles which were
taken from Smith and given me by J. W. Patter
son. Deputy Sheriff.
There was given to me a
gun. four shots, one pair of rubbers, one coat, some
cotton and a cloud. I had these things late in the
fall; sent a piece of the cloud to Dr. Joshua B.
Treadwell, of Boston; afterwards received from
Patterson coat, pants, vest and small knife. I
had these in my care until 1 went to Boston ;
then placed them in the custody of Dr. Treadwell.
I notified Mr. lladloek,
attorney for the plaintiff,
that they are in the hands of Dr. Treadwell to receive examination.
Dutton was cross-examined
severely, that they
might prove beyond a measurable doultt that these
articles were the ones taken from Smith. Dutton
testified that he placed some of these things in the
vault of Hale Jt Emery during the winter. To

night

BY
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sians hav

taken Kars. The Russian attacking army numbered 7>b,b(il) and 17.000 troops were captured.
The Turkish
i.
'U clads are reported
guarding the
Black Sea before Odessa.
[Kars is a fortified city in Turkish Armenia, 1(MI miles northeast of Erzerum.
It lias a population of Id.OOO. is defended
by ramparts surrounded by a ditch, and
has a strong citadel. It was taken by the
Russians in isgs and occupied two years.
In 1855. having been strongly lbr’ilied
under direction of English engineers, it
was stubbornly
defended against the
Russians, and an assault was repulsed.
The place finally surrendered from famine in November. Erzerum is said to be
strategically much more important than
Kars. ]
Washington, May 7. Despatches from
Constantinople authorize the Turkish Legation to declare the reports of persecutions of certain Christian villages on the
right bank of the Danube, without foundation. Israelites having equal rights in
Turkey with all other Ottoman subjects
of whatever religion. The I’orte is determined they shall he respected, and the
Saltan has nominated David Chou Effemti. an Israelite, Senator of the Empire.
Rkha, May 5. The news of a Russian
defeat at Batoum and the capture of three
guns, is continued by letters. Everything
tends to show that the Russians are verv
strong in Asia and likely to advance
e

Turks, of turning
the second Turkish line of defence at
Saghaule. The Russian centre in the
plain of Kars seems to be awaiting the
result of this movement and of the mauteuvres of the left wing which is
trying
to force its way from Bayazid by way of
Surikay. The Turkish authorities here
are actively collecting provisions.
Circassian levies are beginning to arriv e.
Vienna, May 7. A telegram says tile
Sultan has resolved to proclaim a holy
war.

Bloody

Work

of

a

Mob.

Jackson, .May
Thursday evening last Jno. \V. (fully, a prominent citizen of Kemper county, was assassinated
by an unknown party, which created intense excitement, and every means w ere
1.

On

resorted to to discover the perpetrator.
On Saturday two colored men made alii
davit that Benjamin ltush (white) did the
deed, and that Judge Chisholm, who ran
for Congress on the Republican ticket in
the third district in the last election, his
son, Gilmer, Rosenbaum, and Hopper,
prominent white Republicans, knew of
and instigated the crime. Chisholm and
son were arrested and imprisoned at Dekalb. .Mrs. Chisholm and daughter insisted on sharing their confinement. On
Sunday Chisholm sent to Seooba for Gilmer, for whom a warrant had been issued.
Gilmer came and on his arrival was arrested, but just as he arrived at the jail
lie was set upon by a mob and killed.
The jailer was then overpowered by the
mob, who immediately attacked Chisholm, mortally wounding him and killing his son. .Miss Chisholm, in defending
her father, shot and killed Dr. Rosslie,
and Mrs. Chisholm severely wounded
young Gully, a son of Gully who was assassinated. Miss Chisholm was also severely wounded. Rosenbaum and Hopper were carried to the woods by the mob
for the purpose of extorting from them
the whereabouts of Rush, the alleged assassin of Gully. When last heard from
some weeks ago, Rush was in Arkansas.
It is supposed that Rosenbaum and Hopper were hanged.
It is reported that a horrible state of
affairs exists throughout that section. The
people are wild with excitement and other
hangings will probably follow.
The above affair lots no political sig-

Observations

says—

SIMPSON.

In his extremity the Turkish Sultan threatens to
raise the sacred "banner of the Prophet, about
EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR.
which not only all the turbaned men but all orthoSubscription Terms. Tn advance, $‘J.OO a year: dox Mussulmans are commanded to rally. Its unat the expiration of the
within tlie year,
folding would be the signal for the outbreak of a
year, $3.00.
religious war sueh as this unbelieving century has
A dvkrtising Tkums. For one square, (one inch not seen and can but faintly anticipate; the call
for the Faithful to rise in arms for their menaced
of length iu column.) $1.00 for one week, aud
cents for each subsequent insertion. A fraction of religion and to put the unbeliever to the sword.
The call would be greeted with ardor from the
a square charged as a full one.
Danube to the Gauges, from the Gates of Hercules
The following are authorized agents for the to the Gate of Tears, and all Mohammedans, save
thoso of the heretic sect of Persia, would
only
Journal:
S. R. Niles, No. 0, Treinont St., Boston.
respond with alacrity to the summons of the Successor of the Prophet and Commander of the
8. M. Pkttknuill, <fc Co., 0 State St., Boston,
Faithful.
and 37 Park Row, N. Y.
The Saniak Sherif, or Standard of the Prophet,
Horace Dodd, PM Washington St., Boston.
is a black nag made of the curtain which hung beGeo. P. Rowell & Co.. 40 Park Row, New York.
fore the door of Aveshah. the favorite wife of MoBates & Locke. 34 Park Row, New York.
hammed. It was first used as a standard by Omar,
the conqueror of Jerusalem and the founder of the
Administrators, Executors aud Guardians ! Saracen
who assumed in addition to the
desiring their advertisements published in the Jour | title of empire,
Calipli or Successor, that of Emiral-Mume
nal will please so state to the Court.
mia or Commander of the Faithful. The sacred
standard passed with the empire into the hands of
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to | the Abbasides,
and next to the Fantimite Caliphs
have the address of papers changed*, must state the 1 of Cairo. At the close of the sixteenth
century it
Post Office to which the paper has been sent, as was
brought into Europe by Amurath III. and
well as tin* office to which it is to go.
deposited at Constantinople. There in a eliapcl,
called the "Hall of the Noble Vestment," it now
Subscribers are requested to take notice of the is. covered with forty-two wrappings of green silk
1
date on tin* colored slips attached to the paper. It and perpetually guarded by twelve Emirs with
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance, constant prayer. With it are"the stirrup, the sabre
1) Ma\ 78. means that the subscription is
paid to and the how"of Mohammed. ’.'Tie Sanjak-Shcrif is
that date. When a new payment is made, the date i seldom brought out to the light of day. The green
will be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIB- banner which is frequently confounded with it.
ERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR and which is unfolded at tlio beginning of every
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers iu arrears ! war. is quite another affair, and has attached to it
no sacred associations.
are requested to forward the sums due.
The

War

A little reflection will convince any intelligent person that a movement like

Indications.

tliis would

As the anny operations of Russia proceed, and the plan of the campaign de-

move

directly

on

Constantinople, quainted

in

ol' war would

ships

from

the

special despatch
I'hiladelphia/rimes

Washington

to

letter from Representative Hale, of Maine, which is indorsed by
the entire Maine Congressional delegation, deelaf
ing that Senator Maine lias no intention of attack
ing the President’s policy toward the South during
the extra session of Congress.
A

gentleman in this city has

of modern

arms,

that the French

history which
settle any question as to the

I here is an instance in

ought

to

effectiveness of Mohammedan fanatical

onslaughts against European discipline.
When Napoleon lionaparte entered Egypt
French army, he was attacked by
the Mamelukes in numbers so great that
they covered the desert. They were the

with

a

best mounted and armed cavalry in the
world, but lacked discipline, and each
man

fought

as

he

pleased,

but always
The French

with determined bravery.
infantry was formed in squares, which
the clouds of Mamelukes charged again
and again, each time receiving a terrible
tire of musketry. At last they fled in
dismay, leaving two-thirds of their number dead

on

the art of

the held,

it

was a

lesson in

that the Mohammedans
remembered for a long time. Perhaps,

|

war

after the lapse of eighty years, it may
become the duty of the Russians to administer to the Asiatic brethren of tlu:
Mamelukes
fare is

a

reminder that modern

war-

science, against which fanati-

a

cism and undisciplined bravery cannot
successfully contend.
__

Russian

and

Names.

Turkish

It is

reported that the night editoi
morning daily newspaper, when Ik*

of a

certain that the Russian

had

came

war

be-

begun, and contemplated the terrible

says:
u

to

Asiatic hordes to certain defeat.

discerning. That Rusexpecting such a

pean conflict.

thing impossible

and English in the Crimean war have a
lively remembrance of, will invite the

sia has foreseen and is

serting itself, for John Bull is all courage
for an} light, no matter what the odds.
If all signs do not fail, we shall soon become spectators of a tremendous Euro-

a

disciplined, with the best
and a desperate bravery

burn, sink and

swiftest ships of her navy. England perceives this, and her natural pluck is as-

war-

maintaining and moving of an army is
feeding it. The Russians, with
their vast and productive country at their
backs, traversed by railroads, will find
this problem easy of solution; while the
Czar’s millions of soldiers, thoroughly

the Rus-

contingency is evidenced in her policy of
sending abroad to both Atlantic and Paeitic ports a large number of the best and

probably

that of

destroy the English merchant marine.
That England will be able to avoid a war
is not believed by observers who are best
informed and most

might

the limited resources of Turkey. The
most difficult problem to solve in the

interferes, she must carry on a long, expensive and exhausting war with the
Russian arm} in Turkey at a distance
from home, and where her navy could be
sian

and

with European methods of

hordes would he

Turkish army to be present and equally
watchful. Meantime the large Russian

Meanwhile,

It

fare, without discipline, without proper
arms, and he little better than a fanatic
mob.
The mere provisioning of sueh

hut only to keep in that region an army
large enough to threaten and be ready to
strike. This will require tlie bulk of the

of small assistance.

to the Sultan but little

would call hordes from Asia to his standard; but they would he totally unac-

velops. the theory gains strength that the
great antagonist of Turkey does not intend to

bring

eil'ective aid.

1

prevented by

Ilarrimaii, East Bucksport, testilied:
-M.v adopted son, Andrew Harriman, lives with me ;
A«la Slow lives with me; knew Mr. Trim, Melissa
Thayer ami Josie; knew Edward Al. Smith; have
known him eight years; he has lived at mv house;

II

that has invaded

e

John \V

w I L L I A AI

Standard.

exchange, referring to the desperation with the approaches of the Russians
towards Constantinople will bo resisted,

army
Turkey
Asia,
Dr. Treadwell resumed the stand, alter a cross
examination of about an hour and a half on Satur
eastward of the Black Sea, will have its
day. His direct testimony is but slightly shaken own
way in that region, and make havoc
by the counsel for the defense. 11 •* further testi
ties that in pocket of coat was found some blood with tlie armies and fortifications of the
very easily distinguished.
.Might have been ox.
This is as shrewd in strategy as
rabbit or pig blood, they being very similar. Know ! Sultan.
the blood was not outside of die. Coat had been
it is able in diplomacy. Operations on the
dyed twice. Jlad it examined by an expert. After j
receiving coat, could see outlines of blood stains Danube, that would alarm other nations,
easily with naked eye, because it had been folded and provoke their interference, will thus
aw;.v
On coming to light it became fvss percep i
tible.
he avoided.
In eastern Turkey, too, the
Next witness was a lady, daughter of B. B.
will
have their friends the PerRussians
I knew
Thomas, who has heretofore testified.
Mrs. Thayer; 1 received from her (S7.’>0) seven
sians within striking distance, if the rehundred and fifty dollars, on tin* Sth of July, Sat
unlay 1 think. Cave it to mv father and he carried port of an alliance with that nation he
it to Bangor to County Treasurer.
correct.
Dr. Chase, of Boston, testified to finding blood
But in thus thinking Constantinople,
on Smith’s garments that
correspond with human
blood. He covered the same grounds as Dr. Tread
Russia can scarcely fail to arouse the
well.
Dr. Hayes testified as to the blood on the gar
jealous} and apprehension of England for
men is of Smith.
His testimom was substantially
her commercial supremacy in India and
tin* same as that of Chase and Treadwell.
Mrs. Charles Harriman testified that Mrs. Thayer
the east generally. Russian success in
and Ada Snow left the post ollieeat between quar
Asiatic Turkey threatens England at a
ter past and half past seven.
This closed the tes
timony of tin* State. Mr. Hadiock then opened for vital point. But still the advantage will
the defense.
he largel} with Turkey, for if England
SIXTH DAY.

Several witnesses described what was found the
after the fire.
Kmertou, who was first at ;
lire, found the barn door fastened; opened it
and found the horse loose near the door with bridle
and breast plate on. The wagon was also run out
of tin* carriage house.
The bones of Mrs. Thayer
were found under the barn and the trunk of Trim’s
body in the wood house. About four rods from
the drive way down the road, were found pools of
blood and Mrs. Thayer’s cloud, rubbers and comb.
There was a trail of blood from the fence circling
round and ending near where the skeleton was
found uiulcr the harm
Sheriff Devereaux testified to arresting Smith, who made no inquiry as
to the cause of arrest. The Sheriff found on Smith
a clean shirt and asked for the one lie wore
during
the week. Smith answered that the shirt he had
oil was the one. and
repeated it several times.
The Sheriff searched for the dirty shirt, but could
not timl it.
The shirt Smith had* on was perfectly
clean and without a wrinkle.
Found spots on his
pants and vest that looked like blood. Smith said
were
iron
rust,
hut
did not account for the
they
iron rust : found a gun with blood on the breech :
Smith told the Sheriff he did not go out to the
scene of the murder, because ho could not bear to
m-c dead bodies.
Smith was taken to the hotel and
kept in a room during the night. He awakened
the Sheriff, who found his wrists bleeding and one
swollen. The Sheriff claimed he had been trying
to escape, which Smith denied.
The Sheriff asked
for the coat Smith wore during the week and was
t"id it had been colored that morning, for the re a
"••a that it was laded on the back and shoulders.
Tim coat was produced and was found
very wet
with dye. more on the front than behind.
rim counsel for Smith subjected the Sheriff to a
'A'eiv cross examination, but
nothing new was
lieited. Kx City Marshal Walker of llangor, testified substantially to the same, but with more
particularity of circumstance.
This afternoon Walker, the detective, finished
testifying, h was mainly corroborative of tin*
quickly.
Sherill.
.lames \\
Fattersou, Deputy Sheriff, res
Vienna, May 7. Fifty Russian poni'lciit at llueksport. also corroborated the Sheriff
and testified to further conversations with Smith.
toons for bridging the Danube have been
Smith did not go to the scene of the murder be
completed at Cherbesti, on the river
cause he could not bear to see dead bodies; told
Sercth, and fifty more are progressing.
no one that he had been out there the
night pre
vioiis
Fattersou also took charge of Smith's There was a heav y rain all day Saturday.
clothe- and kept them until he delivered them to
The news of the English armament
ihe • 'oiiiity Attorney.
causes alarm here,
it is reported that
Testimony was also introduced showing that
Turkey is endeavoring to secure British
Mi
'1 liayei was in possession of >7f»U in
currency
intervention in return for the cession of
shor’ v before tin* murder.
t1
the harbor in Crete for establishing a na•!gi■ Snow testilied that the prisoner helped
him move a shed Wednesday previous and worked val station
commanding the Suez canal.
m Ids shirt sleeves.
Ehzkiioem, May 7. The Russian right
\N m Sma.l testilied that he saw Smith Wednesday and he had on a darker shirt than the one wing is reaching through Denies and
shown.
Tehilder, evidently with the purpose, unTin* attendance continues
very large.
less
the

morning

tin-
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The second day’s proceedings in the trial of
Dr. Harriman and Dr. Babcock were called by
Smith for the murder of the Trim famih consisted of evidence in behalf of the {State. Air. Gross, the defence, and testified that in their opinion hit
mail blood could not Ik* distinguished from the
a surveyor, was under examination with reference
blood of other animals.
i" plans and measurements of the scene of the
Smith’s wife and sister testified that he came
tragedy audits vicinity. Miss Ada Snow, a neiee
home about half past nine, after they had gone to
of the prisoner, testified that on Friday
evening. bed.
Mrs. Harriman. a sister of Smith's wife,
October 13th. last, Melissa T. Thayer, the uiur
testified that he v ore the same shirt he had on
dered woman, went with her to the post ollice. On
when arrested. A brother of Smith also testified
their return, which was about half-past seven
o'clock, she hade Mrs. Thayer good night, in front to the same thing. Other witnesses testified to his
of her (Miss Snow’s) house, and went in while
going hunting.
j
Mrs Thayer started on towards her own home,
distance about forty five rods. This was the last
The War in Turkey.
•m
seen of Mrs. Thayer, except
by her murderer.
Miss Snow identified the comb anil bloody cloud,
Beeiiahest, May 7. The Turks yesfound near the Trim house, as those worn by the
bombarded the city of Rebel and
unfortunate woman the evening before. Rufus terday
Rashi Bazouks burned all the shipping,
Moore testilied to being in Trim’s house, the father
of Mrs. Thayer, with whom she lived, with the old ! including that of neutrals.
gentleman and the little girl, all that evening. ;
THE HESSIAN'S CAPTEHH KAHS.
leaving them at '• o’clock, at which time the uiur
dered woman had not returned.
St. 1’eteksbekg, May 7.
Tlte RusTHIRD DAY.
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ar-

ray of unpronounceable names that lie
would have to wrestle with in the de-

spatches,

went and

hanged

himself.

It is

true that

they are outrageous to English
This seems a very roundabout way of orthography and pronunciation, 1 nit there
getting at flic sentiments of a gentleman is sometimes a comical appropriateness to
who has hitherto been abundantly able them. One of the officers of the Russian
to speak for himself. But, after all, does it.
navy, and the inventor of the circular

matter much whether .Mr. Blaine attacks
the 1’resident’s Southern policy or not i
Senator Blaine put himself on record

ship, is Admiral Eopolf, who
proceed to pop otf the Turks as
fast as possible. There is a poem by
policy, Robert Southey, describing Napoleon’s

against the President’s Southern
far as South Carolina is concerned,
during the late executive session of the
as

Senate, but he docs not appear to have

profited greatly thereby, thus far, nor is
lie likely to in the future. The sentiment
of the country is against him and with the
President, in this matter, and Mr. Blaine
has lost his usual shrewdness if he does

recognize that fact. The above despatch would indicate that he has recognized it, and modestly made Representative Hale his mouth piece.
not

The

Republican

State committee lixed

upon August for the convention, so as to
get at the drift of tilings in Congress before the Maine patriots should assemble.
Rutherford flanked them, however, by

postponing the

extra session of

Congress
to October, so they will have to speak
their minds without any prompting from
the national legislature.
Late advices from Utah state that the
Mormons

iron clad

will

disastrous retreat after the burning of
Moscow in
which makes a humorous
of well known Russian names, and at
time gives vent to the English
hatred of the Emperor. The Emperor

use

the

same

Nap is represented

as setting nut for an
excursion to Moscow “while the holds
were so green and the sky was so blue.’’

The poet thus relates the incidents of the
retreat—
Tin* Russians they stuck close to him.
All ou the road from Moscow;
There was Tormazow aud (himilow,
And all the others that end in on-;
Rajelsky aud Xoverefsky,
And all the others that end in •■t'slii;
Schamschetf, Souehosaneff, and Sehepehdf.
Aud all the others that end in ej';
Wasiltschecolf, Kostomarotf. and Theuglokotf
And all the others that end in
Milaravoditeh, and Juladoviteh. and Karatchku
witch.
And all the others that end in itch;
Oseharotfsky, aud Rostotfsky, Kusatichkolfskv.
And all tile others that did in
And Platofi* he played them otf’
And Markolf he marked them otf.
And Tutelikotf he touched them otf.
And Kutusotf he cut them otf.
And Worouzotf he worried them otf,
And Doehtorotf lie doctored them otf.
And Rodinotf he dogged them otf.
Aud last of all an Vdmiral came,
A terrible man, with a terrible name.
V name which you all must know very w**ll.
Nobody can speak, and nobody can spell.

arming, with the purpose of
resisting the United States authorities, if
attempts shall be made to arrest Brigham
Young or any other Mormon accused of They
are

crime.

Uncle Samuel will have to say
something forcible to those fellows.

There was great excitement at Waterville one day last week over the disappearance of little Daisy Nye. After the
w hole town had been searched, she was
found at midnight in an attic room of the
Continental House, where her playmates
had left her, a broken latch making her a

prisoner.
change has been made in the pension
agencies, so that one at Concord answers
for the three states of New Hampshire.
Vermont and Massachusetts. A saving
of .*150,000 is thereby effected.
A

Our George inaugurates a new department in to-day’s issue. The multitude of
seekers after wisdom have addressed to
him so many inquiries, in all departments
of human

knowledge,

compelled

to take a column and

that he has been

reply.

stuck close to Nap with all their might.
They were on the left aud on the right,
Behind and before, aud by day and by night
Nap would rather parley-vous than light :
But parley-vous would no more do.
Morbieu! Parbleu!
For they remembered Moscow !
And then came on the frost mid snow.
All on the road from Moscow
The Emperor Nap found, as he went,
That he was not quite omnipotent;
And worse and worse the weather grew.
The lields were so white and the sky so blue.
Morbleu ! Ventre bleu !
What a terrible journey from Moscow !
The devil take the hindmost,
All on the road from Moscow!
Quoth Nan, who thought it small delight,
To light all day and to freeze all night;
And so, not knowing what else to do.
When the lields were so white and the skv
Morbleu! Parbleu!
lie stole away, 1 tell you true.
All by himself from Moscow.

are wrestling with
questions, and desire the opinion of
the philosopher, can address a note to
Our George, Belfast.

Good

news

to those who are about to

purchase sewing machines.

The Com-

missioner of Patents has refused to extend
the patents on several essential portions
of the best ones, consequently any one
can make them, and the price will go
down from

one

half to two thirds.

It is said Hie word “cat” doesn’t occur in the
Hihlc. Please examine your commentaries under
the head of “Thomas." | lioston Post,

There

uilicance whatever, being only a quarrel
among the radical politicians of the neigh-

they

borhood.

took

arc

an error
an

were

two cats in flic ark, and if

not mentioned it must have been

of

Capt.

Noah’s first mate, who

account of the cargo.

blue,

But last week John T. Italy,

to want.

a

New York millionaire, troubled to insanity by the care of his immense estate, wandered into the country and hung himself.

English underwriters feel
of

a war

confident
which will involve that country,
so

that they are demanding heavy war rates
of insurance on ships for long voyages.
The editor of the Waterville Mail has
been eating spring shad from the Kennebec, and reflecting that if it wasn’t for the

Augusta d

in

he might have salmon.

Florida is full of forests, and yet the
orange boxes used there come from Maine.
Enterprising mechanical skill seems to be
needed there.
The Lewiston Gazette

supplement
the paper
is making

a

sends out a
thus making

now

Wednesday,
semi-weekly. Col.

on

an

excellent paper.

Waldron

and

Things.

OUR GEORGE.

BY

There is nothing that accumulates faster than
unanswered letters, unless it is warts on a boy’s
hand. I have got enough letters in my drawor
now to make a uew alphabet, and this week I
propose to dispose of sumo of them if I can. They
arc letters asking for information, on different subthat I

a

storm, previous

to

the Mood

1 came very near tumbling over the questiou
and saying No, but just saved myself in season.
You remember Cain and Abel, don't you ! Well,
when they had that little difficulty in which Abel
got killed. 1 think there must have been quite a
storm; at any rate, after killing Abel, his brother
left rather suddenly, and that undoubtedly was the
first

Hurry-Cain on record.
Farmer writes. I have an excellent cow, but
she is breachy and I cannot keep her in the pasture.
What can I do with herT
You might run her full of load. She is uudoubt
edly too light. 1 think that six or seven hundred
pounds of lead run into her, would keep her down.
Or you might saw off both her fore legs at the
knees, and 1 think you would always find her in
the pasture. Or, why don't you bore a two inch
A

augur hole through a tree, and stick* her tail
through it. and tie a hard knot in the end of it ( If
you have confidence in her tail, 1 think you can
There

hold her.
will

answer

lots of ways, blit any of these

are

your purpose.

Will Our George please tell me who wrote, “0
Uksky.
for a lodge ill some vast w llderness
Certainly, Henry, 1 will. It was Billy Cowper,
and it has done more harm to mankind than anything that w as ever written. It was the origin of
the credit system, and was moreover very foolish,
and shows that Cowper never belonged to a lodge.
What is the good of a lodge in a vast wilderness?
Who would go ! Any one who knows enough to
blow out a lamp, knows that a lodge needs to he
in a thickly settled eommuuitv, and Then its a
hard thing to get out enough members to form a
quorum, unless there is to be a picnic supper, and
then all tin* good feeders will bo on hand. Then
the principle of the thing is bad. “Owe for a lodge
wilderness.*' Don't you do it. Go
out west, and you will see thousands of young
men who owe for their lodge, and always will.
in

some

vast

Pay cash

lbr

your

lodge, Henry,

and don’t

owe a

Mr Cowper had the good sense to die,
cent for it.
and the probability is that he had money to let,
and held mortgages on every lodge in his vicinity.
Don't yon let Mr. Cowper tool you. Henry, with

any

of

his

nonsense.

1 called on a lady
I'm in au awful scrape.
friend, and accidentally knocked a little ornament
from the mantle and broke it. I cannot replace
\\ hat should
it, and 1 dare not offer to pay for it.
w.
t.”
i/i’U do {
It will not take me a minute to answer this. 1

should

swear

like blazes I

“What do you think of this blue glass excite
Do you believe there is anything in it ?
En\/1 IKEK.’’

ment !

and

Harbor rowing
have commenced.

County.

[Original.]

the English Premier
next
the President of the United States is most importo

Englishmen.

The Czar of Russia is fifty-nine years old, and
his birthday was colobrated on board the Russian
fleet at present in New York waters.

Mary Mills was found dead in a miserable room
in Orange, New Jersey, Friday. Twenty thousand
dollars were found among her effects.

Shall Belfast celebrate the
July I

A Nevada newspaper says of a man who has sued
it for libel that “lie petitions the courts to stitch a
golden patch over Ins rent reputation."

The first straw hat of the
week.

A portion of the roof of the now post-office in
New York fell in Tuesday, killing one man, fatally injuring another and badly wounding three.

The Jehus have

begun

to

make

appeared

The

Supreme Court adjourned finally

on

words: “Cattle Thieves.

A Bath man has just illustrated rapid transit by
his wife in one daraud having his bans with another woman published on t ho

clergymen.

day following.

The Manning girl that so mysteriously disappeared from Searsmont, recently, is believed to be

An old man in Now Haven. Conn., eighty one
years old, committed suicide because of the shrink
ago in the value of his property, and he was worth
$300,000 at that.

Some editors taint away at the

The Portland Custom House employes, Thursday, presented ex Collector Washburn with a mag
nith-out oil painting, representing a marine view
on the coast of Maine.

Georgia evangelist, formerly

a

circus

Mahan

thought of
| Prog. Age.

boiler exploded on the British steamer Side
iiian, on the passage from New York to England,
killing the Captain, three Engineers, autl throe tire
men.
She was spoken by the Cumird steamer
China.
A

proved

fatal.

robbing

parties

from the prolits.

Gentlemen from both parties who have just ar
lived in Washington from New Orleans speak in
Re
enthusiastic terms of the good feeling there
publicans say that the colored people are treated
better than ever.

an

[Bangor

some

jail

Capt. S. \Y. Kimball, formerly pilot of the
of the Hast, lately doing express busi

between llallowell and Boston, on the same
boat, bad a severe paralytic shock <»n Monday, just
before time for leaving on his usual trip.

them.

Silver mining in Massachusetts has not proved
very great success as yet. An expert says that
nearly 500 •shafts” commenced in tin* New
burvport mining region, not fifty have shone the
slightest color, and not live show indications of

out of

Hold oil, man! You don’t say where you lost
your wife. Was there a hole in your pocket, or
■ lid
you lose her out of the lining of your hat?
You ought to be more careful.
Why didn't you

The forts in the neighborhood of Halifax, art'
being supplied with improved guns and ainmuni
tion. Much activity is displayed by the military
authorities. Three iron clads art' to be stationed
there.
Another regiment, the 4\M Highlanders, is

have her marked as you do your envelopes—“If
found in ten days return to Mr. So and so ?"
Then you would not have lost her. You have not
got any kind of pluck. She may find her way back
again. Don't you know where you lost her ? Was

expected shortly.
A man by the name

Mr. McDonald, harness maker in this city, 1. wreceived an order ami is making a pair of haruesv
designed for South Ameri'-an parties They are

■>

Muhau. the agricultural machine operator in sti!
jail, having failed to furnish the required *L»0'
bail
It is reported that a number «>f special writ-*
m

They

are ready to be served us soon as he is release.’
coming from parties in different parts of the St.it
with whom he has had dealings. There are ul

forward. Mahan will need

benefit to you.

three shots each, rifles held at shoulder
without rest. Fred L. Carter made the best shot

-.*00 yards,

The Openini ; of the Permanent
E.vHiiirnoN. President Hayes lias accepted an invitation to be present at the
opening of the Permanent Exhibition in
Philadelphia on May in. The only marked change in the construction of the Mam
Pudding is in the centre of the north side,
where the high gallery has been connected with the Moor by ascending tiers of
seats, the great organ looming up above
them. This is a stage for a chorus of “50(1
voices, and in front of it there is an audience room that will hold 8000
people.
The foreign courts face the main aisle,
the structures being as a rule the same as
those used at the Centennial Exhibition.
One of the towers is to be turned into an
Indian encampment, and close by will be
placed the old log cabin and the New
England kitchen. Another tower will represent a German homestead, elaborately
tiled and lighted with stained glass. A
new bronze statue of the Goddess of Liberty is to stand in the centre of the Exhibition Pudding, and the art exhibits, including marble and bronze statues, plaster
casts, paintings, engravings and photographs, are to be arranged to the south,
fronting both sides of the main transept.
The main art exhibition will be in Memorial Hall. The educational section will
be very complete; machinery and agriculture have not been neglected; a large
space has been reserved for the hook department, and a French crystal pavilion
where foreign glass is to he exhibited is
one of the many new features that have
been introduced. The enterprise of Philadelphia in offering under a single roof so
many of the attractions of the Centennial
Exhibition is striking, and, according to
The Press “will reawaken deep and irrepressible enthusiasm.”

survivors of the inundation near Batiscon
in Canada, say that only live were swept away.
The slide occurred half a mile above the mill The
hills on either side slipped intouud down tile river,
carrying the water before the brick wall twenty
Tin* bed of the river is tilled with trees
feet higli.
twisted into all shapes, huge blocks of clay and
mud. Thu whole affair took only a few minutes.
Mr. Higgins of Bangor recently gave 1;is soil
14 years old. £130 to pay a debt with, but
instead of doing so the boy joined company with
another and started out to see the world. They
began operations by going to Portland and attend
ing the theatre, and on the following morning the
pair were arrested just as they were taking the
steamer for Boston, and all but £33 of the money
recovered.
A

Kdwurd,

At the Bangor city farm, there is residing an
aged lady, Mrs. Taintor 84 years old. who has elevchildren, all well-to-do and living in plenty.
The Bangor Commercial well savs, “It is one of
en

in the

and William Crockett, second, hitting the target
twice each iu the three shots.
Last week two pretty and smart girls did a profit
a couple of days in this city. d;s

tin* most shameful occurrences on record, for elevchildren all well off to let their mother remain
in the Poor House. David Taintor of Wiuterport
Mrs. Taintor is a nice old
is one of her children.
lady, with good eve sight and improves her time
in knitting or reading.”

en

Mary Clemmer writes of Wade Hampton—Wash-

to the manner born deem him the conflower of chivalry, a six foot knight, a
king of lance and spur. His face is a battlefield,
with the tracks of the conflict running all over it.
Jt is deeply lined, while Chamberlain’s is smooth
as a boy's.
Hampton’s dark eyes look out of sockets that seem to tell of years of sleepless nights
They might burn and blaze upon occasion, but
their habitual expression is sorrowful almost to

ingtonians
summate

tears.

The following extract from
written by a young man, now at
tellis ts own story:

a
<

letter

huaha,

Father, if you can use any in line lice. do what
you can to prevent young men from joining those
expiditions which promise to take them to the
Black Hills for a small sum of money. They are
frauds, and will leave their dupes penniless, to
if a young man wants to go to the Hills
starve,
he needs, on leaving Boston, at least $300, and will
not have much of that left by the time he arrives
and has bought his outfit. But 1 advise all to stay
are making
A few —and very few
at home.
but for every lucky one there are 100
—

money;
actually starving.

com

bond-*

w

can

wau

hut the

l

-,

lied

the I..1,000 bushels of potato
the past season, as mentium
make -Mime further statistics regai
to

shipped from Belfast
week,

last

we

Waldo county. There have been shipped f. <■
stations along the Belfast road not loss than N0,ot.
'bushels; from Winterport, 10,000; Lineolnv.il.mg

in.ooo. ami from other points not less than \;u,ooi
making the total aggregate ;eae!i Boooo.

more,

bushels.
1

The authorities of Belfast and North port will
obliged this season to rebuild the Little Bis*
bridge, that crosses the dividing stream, 'flu*
1

teution is to make it a very substantial structure
with granite abutments. a:id a thirty feet spa
Tile expense will be about $3,000. Many are 1
tav«»rof putting on an iron bridge which eau
built at an extra expense of a few hundred dollarand will

never

Such

tlooring.

need repairs except in the pluex
a bridge would be tbo most e«

mimical.
meeting of the stockholders of the Bello
on Monday the followm.
elected directors for the ensuing year: 1'lni

At

a

Manufacturing Company
were

c.
VV.
Marshall, N F. Houston, W.
burn, S. 11 Mathews and L A. Knowlton. M
Simpson declined a re-election. Mr Houston a
elected Secretary un«l Treasurer.
V commute
;
| consisting of IMiilo Hcrsey, L. A Knowlton and
| \V. Barker was appointed to examine the shoe ta.
tory. to see what repairs were iu-cdcd and t*>

llerscy,

!

port at
As
ness

an

adjourned meeting

on

Monday

next

instance of the amount of produce bn-,
that is done by Belfast dealers, we give ti
an

s transactions of one tirm.
Since last Oi”
her Woods, Math.-u s A Baker have bought 82, one
bushels of pototoes, averaging MO cents, and anion:

season

ing to>73,800
ton,

Hi no un

;

ting

2,000 tons of hav, averaging Sid pe
to > I ti.uoo; besiiles many buinl:

dollars worth of beans and other produce
\boii
2;*.(*00 lnislnds of their potatoes lm\ e heeii shippe
at intake weight to one Baltimore tirm, Shiple\ a

Sofsky. without one word «»r com pi ai lit from eith! party, as tt> discrepancy of weight, mi settlement
rv tinvi.iiNMKsr Mkkun,
The meeting oi
city government «*n Monday evening was
prolonged hut interesting one, lasting beyond uiid
night. The principal matter *f interest was ih

Ci

the

limd action ofthe board

on

the report of the

com

straightening High street, which has be
tore
been explained in these columns.
S
A
IIowes and thirty six others presented a petit 1
asking that but tilteen feet be taken from th.

mittee

on

•>.

southerly

side of High street, instead ofthe twen
the committee reported
\tier argument
by Fhilo Horsey for. and S L Millikeu ugtiins’
tin* petition, the movers were given leave to with

tv

as

draw

Then tin* report on the original petitio;
passed without a dissenting vote, granting
that the petition asked. This ends all arguments
Dr A »
f
and the street is to be straightened
limrvvood was elected citv physician in place
David Alexander was elec?
Dr Homer resigned
cd a policemen. Several petitions for sidewalk-*
were presented and reb*rred.
Among the m**-t
important was for a new walk on High stive

which render it probable that In* has no in
tentioii of returning.
Having become indebted
to Burgess A Alexander, provision dealers. In* gave
them a mortgage bill of sale of horse, carriage,

was

unco

harness, Ac., property to be signed by Mrs. Tuck
who owns them. Since bis disappearance, bis
wife says she did not sign the papers, and a com
parison of them with ln*r genuine signature seem-*
to bear out the assertion. There are at the Savings

er,

from MeClintoek’s block toward the Phueuix house
for a crossing from Chase's corner direct to tin

orders drawn upon her deposits,
Last
which she says she knows nothing about
Bank several

post office; for a walk to the lower end of Cniou
The lire department was ordered to make

October a mortgage was given on Mrs. Turk
er's house ill Lineolnville to Mrs. J F Hall, t<* sc
cure the rent of the New England House, and ihi-*
is a genuine document. The lease ot tin* bouse
run.

amountof

room.

addition

in

able business for

has a year to
other hands.

large

In the bright and bal m weulher
lie and l,
W hen there's no oim to ’.«»ervo
and the sky."

of

The

this class

If all
a

This is the wav the warm season is usher.*.!
this year
Just hold your breath and read
“1 am waiting for tin* summer." sang tin- maid,
at her loom.
“For l can't let Johnny kiss me with the old foil,

J

a

other indictments.

some

Samuel and John M. Clifford. ->f
the old story of marrying in haste

are

posing of Brazilian Perfumed Stones, from the
Noble of North Buck.- ; perfume cave in Southern Brazil." at twenty five
port while driving through the streets of Brower j cents per stone. The perfume was an undoubted
one day last week was taken very suddenly with a
tit and fell from his carriage. He was taken to hi.> humbug, but the smile that they beamed on pur
home, but did not recover from the shock and died chasers was worth the money.
it at a circus, or in a dry goods store ? Charlie in a very few days.
As the sell. Brunette was hauling through tinRoss has hovii lost four or live years, but his par
The 7th cavalry with 1100 men lias left Fort draw of tin* lower bridge on Friday, a small boy
of
Bull,
who
in
search
to
and
Lincoln
cuts don't give him up yet.
Sitting
gone
Ought you
marry
named (ieorge L. Young, attempted to take a line
is supposed to be north or south of the YellowDon’t you see,
again so soon? Certainly not
The command will from the schooner. In jumping to the pier lie fell
stone with some 500 warriors.
man. that you might be committing bigamy ?
hunt him down and bring in the hostiles when over board, and was only rescued by a man going
Hold on seven years, and we’ll try and hunt her found to the agencies.
down on the spiling and holding on to him until a
enclose
a
up. Send me a description of her and
Three Russian merchantmen are lying in the boat came up aud took them in.
photograph, if you have one, and I’ll guarantee Delaware, near Philadelphia. The crews take no ; 'I’lie first news has been received from tin* Bel
that I'll send her to you on a postal card in less interest in the war or in the Czar’s manifesto. They j
have enough to eat and their pipes are loaded t* * fast parties who recently left for tile Black Hills.
than thirty days.
tho muzzle, and they are willing to stay where
They had arrived at the railroad terminus and
It has just occurred to me
I*. S. Creat IVter !
the are until the war is over.
were contemplating a stage ridcof’JOU or :MX> miles
that you mean your wife is dead ! Why don't you
a
Pawtucket
encounter
Mrs. Hawkins,
woman,
over the snow that every where abounded in that
write in English, so a person can understand you ? cd a burglar in her house a few nights ago, and
vicinity. They had confidence, but said a man
a pistol; he drew his revolver; she tired
tiet married? Certainly.
Slip a fifty cent scrip presented
needed lots of money, to net back with, uudouht
he tired once, then knocked her down and
twice;
into your vest to pay the minister, and let me see
escaped through the window, empty handed, and edly.
your marriage in the Journal next week.
leaving a trail of blood behind.
Among dm Masonic doings at tin* recent s»*.vsi.mi
A remarkable mail has just died at (irimesthorp,
Will you please tell me if you
••On; (litoROE:
ot the Grand Lodge, are th»* follow ine; relative i"
He
was
named
J«*hn
believe that a person in drinking from a brook can ; near Sheffield, Kngland.
Waldo county
I nity lodg«\ at Freedom, wie
followed the Fit/
swallow any live thing that will live and grow in Carr, was P3 years old, and had
SO years.
Ho was j
the stomach ? 1 have a queer sensation at my j william hounds every year for
given permission to change its location t.» Tlmrii
and walked fifteen (
stomach, and I tear that 1 swallowed a lizard, or a noted runner and walker,
dike Station, and Trojan lodge, at Troy, to remove
miles every day until shortly before his death.
frog, or something, in drinking from a brook when
to West Troy.
John H. Gordon, of Brooks, ami
Charles C.”
out; fronting.
The wife of Col. A \Y Wildes »lied at Skowhc
George R. Merrill, of Soarsport, were appointed
gan Tuesday. She bad been suffering from asthBelieve it’ l know it. Were you at the CenDistrict Deputy Grand Masters for the Seventh
ma for a long time, and oil Tuesday procured some
tennial last year ? If so, did you not see that man
stramonium, and having steeped it, partook unite and Eighth Masonic districts respectively.
in the Main building who was just in your fix ?
freely, thinking she would obtain relief. This
It is quite a remarkable circumstamthat the
lie was the greatest curiosity there, 1 think. It doubtless caused her death, as she died a short
His name was -let me see—’twas time afterwards.
was wonderful.
brig II. D. Sibley, of this port, now here tor re
(’has. Y. Butler of Kastbrook, while taking a
an old name with a French accent—Sin -Smith;
pairs, has. cm every long voyage that she- has made,
from a cart, fell over backward and tin* lost a man overboard live in number.
Well, it seems that harrow
They uciv
yes, that was it—Smith.
harrow fell upon him. One of the teeth entered
Smith was out fishing, and had been eating suit his throat near the windpipe and penetrated thro’ in every instance knocked overboard by the main
boom, or some gearing about the mainsail. V«->
lish and was very dry, and kept drinking from the the roots of the tongue to the roof of his mouth.
At last accounts he was living, but bis recovery
sels of the Sibley’s size are better ami easier
After a time lie bestream every now and then.
as
doubtful.
was regarded
handled bark rigged, thus doing away with tin*
gan to feel a queer sensation at bis stomach, and was
A Nashville bank robber burrowed under a street j
had
an
deal
of
water
and
drink
a
to
heavy mainsail of a hermaphrodite brur
great
obliged
for five days, and at length came up in a coal vault
After consulting some emi
enormous appetite.
of a beer saloon, three doors away from the bank, j
An illustration of the danger of j ipes was bad
and was bitten in eleven places by the most im |
nent physician, it was discovered that he laid
in a bay storehouse a few days ago.
( 'apt. Baker
he
ever tried t<> conciliate. The I
dog
compromising
something alive in him. The doctor, who was an next time he
any mining operations lie j engaged a mail to work at handling bales. On
attempts
expert fisherman with the lly rod, tried him with will take a practical engineer along.
reaching tine building the man put bis pipe in his
a brow n hackle, and pulled out a nice trout, weigh
Sometimes, says the Newburyport Herald. Caleb J coat pocket and hung up tine coat. .Noon there
also
discovHe
of
a
iug about a quie ter
pound.
Cushing is spoken of as being old. lie is really was a strong odor of burning cloth, and in a few
ered that he was full of different kinds of fish and seventy seven. But he shows no signs of it. and
few men would move with such activity.
He moments the coat was in flames. If persons hadn’t
things. Smith got a law through tie* Legislature landed from an ocean
voyage one day in New been near by the fire, the storehouse would have
his
ex
on
from
premises,
fishing
forbidding people
York; the next, lie was in Newburyport ; and the been destroyed. The insurance people estimate
cept at certain seasons ; and when l saw him at third, he was on his way to Washington.
that fifty per cent, of the mysterious fin s proceed
Philadelphia he was just coining money hand over
When a San Franciscan gets to be immensely
from tin* practice of smoking
fist.
ID* asked twenty five cents for the privilege
weulthv he builds a palace of a stable, with marble
Mr B. F. Tucker, keeper of tin* New England
halls, Brussels carpets, and hot and cold water in
of fishing from him. he having whatever was
every stall; a Chicago millionaire builds a hotel
left this city secretly by the afternoon boat
caught. He supplied Limber’s restaurant with nine stories high ; a New Yorker builds a hospital; House,
frogs and trout all through the season. Don’t you a Bostonian builds a college, and a Burlington man April doth, and has not returned, or given any in
worry, Charles. If you are full of trout auil are builds another bav window to his house and paints formation of his whereabouts. Tln-rc an* some
his front fence. [Burlington Huwkeye.
What you consider a
smart, you can get rich
ugly circumstances connected with bis disappear
not

called to the advertisement of ]>.
u !m I*, at the
Mansion House »

years past at Castim*. His tirst sermon in his u
pastorate will be preached m-xt Sabbath. T'<
Kev. Mr. Pratt is assiirnrd to Morrill and Knox

The Belfast military company was out Saturday
for target shooting. Tim distance to target was

paying.

;

The Methodist Coufereuco has assigned to t:.
city Kev. James H Mooers. who hasbern fortlu

Belfast. It is
and repenting at leisure.

a

Sir: 1 lost my w ife about a year ago.
1 have three small children who need a mother's
care.
Ought 1 to marry again so soon ?
•Widower.’’
“Dear

the lot

The Doctor is on otic of his professions,
gusta
tours, and calls the attention ot all whose ntH
lioL" coiuu within tier lino of his specialties.

repairs,

Among tin' persons divorced at the session of
the Supremo Court, just closed iu this city, were
two brothers whose wives were separated from

ness

is

Lighthiil.

B

will be finished in about four weeks, amt hauled
the harbor on trucks

steamer Star

»»u

dr.

A young mull who thinks that the protection
his life ii; this dangerous locality demands tine
lie carry a icvolwr. was shewing it to some ladu
in the post offiei*, when the pistol exploded, sen
ing a ball into th tloor. Somebody should read t
him the law concerning the carrying of concealed
weapons, ai.il then administer a lecture on the full)
and danger T tie- praetice.

and twenty-four days apart.

Boston had eluded the detectives for months,
till at last one disguised himself in a pair of blue
glass spectacles, and before night the thief was in

secure,

I no brig H. t.. Sibley, (apt. ( olson, from lla\iv
about which souk* anxiety was felt concerning hei
safety, arrived last week after a passage of 1 days
Bail weather in the English channel made the pas

to

in

Attention

(’apt. William Burkett is building a yacht in tieon his place about a mile out of town.
She
will be of five tons burthen, -*? feet long, !> feet
wide and S feet deop, with a trunk cabin. She

healthy girl child was born
September 3. 187b, and a well developed living
boy, January kJ7,1877, the births being four months
A

round off the

On the way home and after her arrival the wum
bird so profusely that she became weak from t
loss of blood
! physician hail to be called.

barn

-New London, A. H.
of Mrs. Kdwiu Mes-

to

he very line, gold mounted, and will cost aim
*■£',>0.00. The order came through Boston m-m
who are making hearses to he sent to that count.

a long one.
She will undergo
particularly in spars.

m

van

coat, because accidents will happen; but on the
shoulder proper it would be strong circumstantial
evidence—v cry.

sage

left.

event 1ms oceurred

*

A girl named Webb living with a family in t
city, had a tooth extracted one day last we.

Commercial.

ser.

to

are

from the

Monday

troduclion of water from the well

im

blue glass, and what do you suppose was the
result
Why, in less than a week he had a chest
nut horse’
He then tried it on a wheel harrow,
and in ten days had ail open buggy! A noted thief
it

rare

are

Mr. L\ ueh, the architect who recently examim
the custom house and post office, will rocoinuiei.
several improvements, such an a now roof, tin. n

The tinding of a double length hair on a fellow's
shoulder will not convict him. | Prog. Age.
It might not, if found on the shoulder of his

his hen
A Westerly mail caught a thief
dollars on the spot, lie
roost and lined him
says he likes to do business directly with interest
and not have any Court to knock off
ed

A

their repr'eseu tat ives live
hundred.

ashore with him.

time the dose

on

or

Thursday last a woman in \\ interport who was
quite an imbiber of liquor could not succeed in
getting tiny of the precious fluid, and therefore
mixed up a punch of chloroform and kerosene,
which -he sipped from time to time during tinday. By night she was prostrated and in a short

A Pennsylvania woman, who went to Kansas a
few years ago, writes back that she has done as
well as could be expected under the circumstances.
She has had three husbands, two pairs of twins and
the ague.

Templars

Carter dir Co., is the one hundred and tirst ve.sa-that has been turned out by that firm. May the;

Eugene Aldus, a boy about I i years of .tfell
overboard from farter’s wharf at the shipyard, mi
Saturday afternoon, and was rescued m a drown
ing condition by John Frazier, who jumped in and
swam

All Good

proved post office boxes,

will be bricked up on the outside making
provemout all round.

In the heat of the last Presidential canvass a
Pittstield. Mass., Democrat vowed if Providence
should ever grant him a son, to christen him Til
deu, anti last Wednesday the true man kept his
wold.

potatoes

The steamer launched

The wooden buildings now on the site of the
Masonic Temple, will undoubtedly be moved to
the Pote or Alorison lots, on Main street. They

W. Lang of Brooks, has been awarded the
prize Bible offered by A. .1. Chase. Portland. G. W.
counsellor, through the grand lodge of Good Temp
bus, for best essay on ‘'Principles of the Order.”

week

of

aSundav schoolteacher. (Proir.

Brattleboro' farmers feel somewhat discouraged
at the early reappearance of the potato bugs, which
The bugs
are profusely unearthed in ploughing.
are also found in the cellars, preying on what few

I

Saturday of this
vited.

think there is lots of money in it. The
manufacturers tell me so, and the retailers corrob
I put alight
orate what the manufacturers say.
of it over a hen’s nest, and the hen laid a doubioyolked egg the next day. A friend tells me that
he took a common horse chestnut and subjected
I do.

The regular quarterly session of Waldo Count;.
Lodge of Good Templars will be hold with Green
wood Lodge, at the Head of the Tide, Belfast.

that he has traveled himself.

J.

ear.

garden in this city.
Our Republican men and brethren, whotaunte.:
l)r. Ellingwood with a failure to reach the position
of city physician, will see that the Doctor has go*,
it
They will have to take his pills after all.

Age.
Hope he didn’t direct the children in the path

The Supremo Court of the United States has
just decided that a sovereign State may prohibit
citizens of other States from taking or cultivating
fish or oysters within its jurisdiction.

forty

was ouci

that the state camp meet
North port, as was antici

a

An advertiser in to day’s paper offers live dol
bus for u copy of lV bite's History of Belfast, and a
liberal price for a copy of (Jov. Frosby’s Annals.

man.

at

It is remarkable that strawberry plants that have
grown m the open air should be in blossom on the
otli day '-t May. Such is the fact as can be seen in

The low price of coal is inducing consumers to
in their supplies for next winter. A good
many cargoes will arrive this month.

married his wife, baptized her and admitted her
to the church, all in one day recently.
See the
advantage of business training.

are

he held

not

The brig Matilda, of Providence, is on Dyer-*
for repairs. A portion of her keel has been
knocked off m coming in contact with the rocks

lay

Robert G. Blaine, brother of Senator Blaine, has
received the appointment from Sergeant at Anns
French of the Senate, of assistant superintendent
of the Senate document room.
A

mere

having their papers used as bustles.
Bring ’em to wiih Sal Volatile.

probabilities

railway

North Union.

at

sample of the month,

Cy Davis has got a young Florida alligator at Ins
saloon, which excites much interest among the
brethren who drop in for their lager.

Belfast manages to struggle along with twenty
three lawyers, twelve doctors and dentists and six

getting divorced from

of 320 tons

There would be a good deal of lying saved in i;
voroo suits, if the courts permitted the plea <»t
"don’t suit.”

The price of peanuts has not yet been visibh at
by the Turkish war.

Three men were found hanging to a tree near
Sherman, Texas, the other morning, with a large

supply

The time is near when you can sweetly sleep on
the turf under the trees, and wake with a bug in

footed

The labors of Moody and Sankey have not been
without fruits
Hold the Fort is nmv played
for a waltz.

a

a

pated.

Thurs-

This is the season to be careful, very careful
about putting otf your underclothing.

bearing the

The

iug will

of

The Ames Manufacturing Company at Chicopee
have just taken a contract to make 50,000 sal)re
bayonets for one of the European belligerent gov-

schr. Malabar

It is curious, but the fishing party that takes the
biggest demijohn always reports fish the scarcest

day morning.

ernments.

Mathews Bros, have laid in
coal at their factory.
If the tirst week in .May is
prefer April weather.

last

race courses

loading

we

the streets.

The Sewing Machine Companv in consequence
of the expiration of the last of the patents owned
by large manufacturers have reduced the price 50
per cent.

card on them
Such is life.”

of

your

season

aro

midnight

with hay for Salem.

Fourth of

coming

that extend to

parties

Win. Pitcher «fc Son

Hark! from the barnyard’s silent, dusky walls
Old Chanticleer in clarion accent calls.
On dewy bough the answering robin trills.
With matin songs the wood responsive thrills.
Adown the west night’s mantling shadows fly,
As rosy dawn ascends the eastern sky.
Now Phci'bus, joyful, leaves his cloudy cave
To beam in splendor o’er the dimpling wave.
The verdant fields with countless jewels blaze.
And blowing censors scatter fragrant praise.
Light, gladness, hope and joy on all around.
Peace, purity and harmony abound.
How strange that man, insensate, blind, should
choose
To turn his pillow for another snooze.

The recent freezing weather in Nebraska, while
not harming the crops has destroyed the grass-

tant to

gimblets, pick-axes, plasters and draughts,
and if there is any information in me, I am bound
to have it out.
The first letter l find is from one
who signs himself "Young Probability,’’and ho says
that he is much interested in the weather statistics,
and wants to know, is there any reliable account

I)ny

of the City
morning.

ora-

There are more men on duty nowin the English
army than at any time since the Crimean war.

am

screws.

of

Oon. J. P. Gilley delivers the Memorial
tion at Augusta,

an

awful thought that forces itself upon
looked at as a sort of book of general information, an unabridged dictionary—that
at any minute 1 may find some one digging into
me after some fact, as swallows dig into the sand
bank. I have spared no expense in preparing myself for this occasion. I am surrounded by cork-

jects. It is

me,

News

Generalities.

hoppers.
The Spectator says

disaster limy prove

We often hear that people destroy themselves from poverty and the fear of coming

Hereafter those who

hard

so

of Men

street.

No. 2 engine, and to put it in lirst class
Also to purchase tor each engine in
exceeding 200 feet of hose. A petition to tak*
Condon street into the city district passed the
board of aldermen, but the council failed to eon
cur.
The. comm it Ices oil highways and bridgeand sidewalks were ordered to assign a certain

repairs

on

condition.

but it will probably go into

The steamer May Queen was successfully iatineb
ed from Darter’s yard on Monday morning, and j
sum to the surveyors to la* expended each month
will be ready to go upon her route in about two j
'file committee was also ordered to open ami build
weeks. She is built upon a tug boat model, very
a street from Fierce street through what is culled
handsome, and will In* used for towing in cornice
the Cook neighborhood. The annual uppropnu
Her dimensions
tion with her regular business.
tions us passed amount to $00,700, «»r $3,000 h-are si feet long. D>J feet wide. 8 feet deep, and
interest on ruilroii.i
than last year, as follows
she is of about 84 tons, carpenter’s measurement.
bonds. $3«'»,000; contingent expenses, salaries an
interest on city war debt, $7,000 ; for the pool
$2,000; schools, $.’>,000; tire department, $2,000

Her accommodations below are an sifter cabin, for
ward cabin and kitchen. The after cabin is bund
somclv finished in ash and black walnut, has two
staterooms, besides berths.
Above the main is a
hurricane deck, giving her
S200 persons, without being

a

reservoirs, Ac., $.'SR) roads, bridges ami
walks, $0,000. Thomas Condon presented a claim
for damages from falling on walk in front of J. Y

repairing

seating capacity of

uncomfortably crowdHer engine came from the firm of G. M. Bird
A Do., East Boston, and is
supposed to be strong

ed.

I

and durable.

It is believed that a paying route
be established between this city, Dastino and
Brooksville, by judicious management and a fast
and reliable boat. The May Queen is supposed to
fill the bill. She is owned by parties along tin*

j

can

route, but principally in this city, and as before
stated will be under the command of Dupt. Fred
A. Gilmore. She was built by the old and reliable
firm of Carter A Co., which is a guarantee of her
thoroughness. The building material is hard June
and hacmetack.

!
j
j

McClintock s residence on High street. \Y 11
Frohock presented a claim of $200 for damages for
injuries on horse by breakiug through on North

port avenue. Zenos Stephenson presented a claim
of $200 tor injuries received in driving over bank
near Hazel Me Keen's.
Instead of offering a dis
on taxes the
following was passed—“Voted.
That the lf>th day August, 1877, be fixed us the
time within which taxes assessed in said city shall

count

be

paid, and that on all taxes remaining unpaid
after the first day of September, 1877, interest shall
be paid at the rate of one per cent, per month
iu accordance with the statutes of 1870."

May 30th will be Decoration Day. (when it b
customary to lay dowers on tin* graves of those win

It will be remembered that a
selieme was started a year ago for a line
ft 11 in the late war. There is a movement to ob- of steamers between Whitehaven, near
serve the day in this
city.
Capo Cansean, and a port on the western
The Masons will be ready to lay the corner stone coast of Ireland, that would make the
°t their Temple about July 4th.
The ceremonies trip between the two countries in live
Since that time a company has
on that occasion
may form an interesting feature days.
been formed and a line of road surveyed
in the day's entertainment.
from a point on the Intercolonial road to
Evening sendees at the Unitarian ehurcli next
Whitehaven, which is about loll miles
Sunday, at 7.30 p. m. Lecture by the pastor. Rev. nearer Ireland than Halifax.
15y this
I Bixby.
Subject. Adaptation of Religion to route
passengers will pass from New York
Human Nature. Lecture to be followed
by a social on their way to Kttrope without change
sing, led by the choir.
of ears over tin1 above named roads until
The Belfast Reform Club have moved from they reached Monekton on the Intercolo<'base's building, and now share the room with nial. when their car. instead of proceedto Halifax, will lie switched on the
Homan Temple of Honor, over the new
millinery ing
c my-on High street.
The building was fornierlv branch road to Whitehaven, where they
,‘upied as a liquor saloon. It seems appropriate, will take the steamer.
after having captured the citadel of tin*
enemy,
The Extra Session.
that they should garrison there.
nicnt.

Deputy sheriff Rich lust week seized atjthe de
At Thorndike station el.-veil bottles of
liquor
y
-’no..
Tlc-y vwn: hinned by Daniel D. St e

Washington, May <1. Although Saturday has been set aside lit the President
as a day in which \ isitors would not be

received, yesterday

hens .n ami wmt Montviiie. who first said it
Wiislarti afterward that ii was liquor for medicinal

was

quite

a

busy day

Inhaling

will

cure

hot vapors of Forest Tar Solution”
Asthma. Catarrh, and is best for the

If your lungs are irritated, oppressed and sore,
no method of treatment will
compare with inhaling
the hot vapors of Tar. The “Solution of Forest
Tar” with inhaler, is the
only preparation of tar for
this purpose.
5wtd
To all,

particularly invalids, spring

attended to.

lowing
system

the bowels to become
to

remain in

a

ying.

indigestion,
or

itself.

we

An

ounce
ail

old

very preva-

now

disordered liver, want
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SHOE DEALERS
THKOUGIIOUT THE STATE.

WHOLESALE DEALERS & JOBBERS

We

know of

in its action.

strikes at the root of the disease amt

Boots& Shoes

NEW

83 Main St., CITYlBLOCfC,

kinds of

Thursday, May lOtli.

BOOTS ^ SHOES
Suitable for the State of Maine trade,
which they will guarantee to Sell as

O
AND

IS

W

NO.Ml-;

LOWER
Thau

BOSTON

PRICES
or

fOUTEAXL) dealer,.
'-

-U

••

CASES

Having had 1I\E \ KAILS experience
in Jobbing Sinus r.> Di'alers. lhe\
feel eonlideiu that
the

w

they can

meet

ants of all. and

w o

Come

AND

GEO. W. BURKETT
Would this day

1

1

-1

....

..it--.
lie-,

the tarnnm* eomniunitv

a

I. tiutherford If 11 aye-. IVt idem of tile failed
States, do. b\ virtue of the power to this end in
me vested
by the Constitution, eonvem- both
bouses ,,| Congress to assemble at tln-ir respeetive
eh.imhers at I oVjoek noon. .Monday, tin l.'ilh of
flelohei next, then and there to eoiisider and de
t'-rmnie -in-h measures as in their wisdom, tln-ir
duty 111' l the II el la.I' till- people may seem to
demit! i. 1 u wilm-s wheiv. >i I I,:ix .■ lu-reunto cl
my hand. etc.

hand

winch In- claims great credit.

lor

ill spec; itl attention to the Art
i.X !n bltiou ol Belcher .1 t
to be given at Ua\
'• i
Hail, oil Finlay and Saturday evenings next.
A'

>•:i'

lo

>

readers nut} be assure*l that these gentlemen
Mirnish a most beautiful ami attractive entertain

Du

i'-!.t.

Tin*

phot'•

apji

aieiiiM light
on a
tlieir eject.-.
Urn*

■

icw
-n

\*-n

Signed)

by double
mv'absolutcly lartliug
s. t now u

altim t

i.«■ feature i..

through tin- Centennial, showing all tin- feat
the great Lx position. Tin-highest praise
h i.- been awarded wherever this Exhibition has
'•■•ii before the
people. At Bueksport. Ellsworth
md other places tin- large amin-nce- were
delight
'•'I as letters from well know u eiti/eus attest.
three masted sehr. T 11. Livingstone. of this port, halve recently had a rathei
neigh experience with llie Spaniards. Last year
tin*

of the

liter dim barging

cargo of oil at Si*
informality in ln-r inuni
fe-it. which w as an error of the
shippers. The gov
eminent refused tin* bond of Baring Bros, us secur
vro-i.

v.lle.

was

a

!i;u*d SloOO fm

ity pending

investigation, and forced tin- im
mediate payment of the gold. Capt. McDonald
constituted D;a-eia llermauos. ship broker, agent
an

tin- vessel,

prosecute the claim lbr a refund
ingot the moneyx Bv smile means lie procured a
remission oi the tin.-, and ri*eeivi*d the money.
But to all mqu.ries by letter he returned answer
that i1 ha»l not been paid
A claim was then tiled
i*»r

at

to

resignation.
Louisville

C B. Ha/.eltine. agent lbr the
when. alter some diplomatic correspond
the Spanish government replied that it had

Washington by

paid tin- mom-v to the broker Jl'-ruianos.
authorized to rei-eiv** it. Then Mr. H
-""••d.-d "U an-Aher hunt after tin*
delinquent.
A i, vV day-n ago la* received a letter from lienuanos.
-a* iug that in- invented tinmom*} m shares ol a
’■0- since
was

mining

e

leaving him without tin means to pay the owners
the Livingstone
Regretting his inability, he
ega'-d

ration,

*

i si-i

I-* assure

Ac.

them of his distinguished consul

At*.

Capt. (1 curve Keller was very seri
us!} injured on Sunday, by being thrown from his
.image. Tin* liaruess broke,
frightening the horse
si.oi;-

A very useful and interesting volume
«f B7L
pages has just been issued by the ohl and well
known advertising agency linn of S. M. Pei m.n
<au.
a
Co.. .New York, entitled Petten<;ii.e'>
NEWsi'Ama: Bnu;< r<*u\ ani* AnvinnisEKs’11 am*
B.h,k l'oii 1S77
'flic jireparation of the work has
involved much careful labor, information
having
been sought from every city. town, and village
where even the smallest newspaper is published-

which

was a young colt), smashed the wagon t*»
and stove things up generally.Mr. Milton
Whitcomb has lost twelve head ..f cattle the past
winter. b\ a disease unkuown to tiim.The farm
ei-s here
put their seed in very early. Now they
are troubled !>y the li-ar that it max rot.There
have been tour houses burned the
past winter,
three entirely destroyed, the fourth partially.
n

ees

East

Maine

Methodist

The leading facts

given respecting S.b7 1 sepa
rate publications, designating the political **r other
distinctive eliaraeter. the frequency of issue, the
names of publishers, etc., and showing how mam
of each edition (daily, weekly, monthly, etc..) are
published in each State and Territory in tin* I 'nited

Conference.

annual session of tin* Fast Maine Con
li«*id in Thomaslon. beginning \Vdines
Jd,
and closing Monday, May 7tii. Bisli
May
Ml.. Sri it I pre.-idl'd
Rev. B S. A ley.
JStone
;i-hI \\ W Marsh were elected Secretaries.
Bishop Scott and l>r. Freeman occupied the j ml
I’d ‘0 the M. F church mi Sunday, and members
"I the roll ter*-I lee
supplied the pulpits of the city.
1 t.. Irish, B. c W .-ntworth. C. N. Fldridgc mid
P Smith wnv m um d Flders. and S. i!
Bailey.
{ d'i'*and S
I l.’eco ds were ordained
P* aeon*., and mi \londa\ tin* following
appoint
incuts were made .1 In* doth

«ih

1

K"«
W

tvi.AM>

iiisii.n

i.J. U.

States and

Rockland. «i. It Palmer. Tiiomaston. \V. 11.
dlianis; So. 1 Immastmi. P. 11. Sawyer; \ inallm

be supplied ; Frielidsbip, P. P
\\ aldoboro. S. II. Beale; Pain
usbiiig. 0.
in-cotta. A I,. I ownsend; Bristol, J 1*. Simon
Bremen. .1 K. Baker; Slucpse.ol Bridge. M.
*
Pres* ott \\ i-easset, B. C. W entw orth ;(ieorge
1
W li it man
oiwn. F
Westport. F. Biekmoiv :
P.oothiiay. <' F. kiiowlton Wool.yieli. F. 11. Till*
i: iceli tV
Piodmi. .1. Bean; Fitlston, C. F.
Palermo. \\ 1 4 'base Morrill ami k mix. <i. Fratt ;
Winslow, P. Smith : North and Fast Vassalboro,
<
B lle.YMChina, .i I
rosby t'liutoii. S. L.
1 mmi, P
Ilanseom
A Brown. Rockport A .1

Thompson;

Tyler;

1

are

Province of British America.

'flu* book is elegantly printed from new type,
ami. beside its mine of information, it contains
portraits of leading New York journalists, and ii
lustrations of the extensive others where the pub
lishers transact thei:- business in New York, i'hii
udclphia. and Boston. It i> sold at the low price
"f Si.uO per copy, and is ei-rlainly cheap at the
man who does advertising,
pri*-e to any busiu.
or to any person who is interested in the extent «.f
tin- Newspaper business in America.

Pity Presiding Filler

to

President.

“What every body says must be true.”
'Pin* incontrovertible! testimony ottered l*v those
win* have used Hr Pierre's Favorite Prescription
ill*bleed the doctor to sell it under a positivc guar
aider.
Many ladies have refrained from using it
Libby: on account of a general feeling of prejudice against
advertised medicines. Let me ask a question. Are
you prejudiced against sewing machines because
you have seen them advertised ! or can you doubt
tin* ingenuity and skill required in their ilivvntion
Clifford.
Again, would you refuse to insun your house b*
cause tin* company advertised that it
CAMJOK iilsi nil i. \ Prim.*. Presiding Filler.
had paid
millions
and yet hail a capital of several
Bangor, tirst church. 11. W Bolton, I'nion street, millions'in losses,
Ho
such
advertisements
shake
4
stom*. P. r>.
your
Hampden, <B Punn Winter confidence, and create
Then whv re
prejudices
P"ft. 1 B. Tapper ; Brewer and Fddiugton. W. B.
tuse to credit the
testimony of tlio.se w ho haw
hldrid.
L
Oi'oiio. Win
Brown: Cppcr Still
found the Favorite Prescription to he all that is
water M. P Matthew*: Newport. C. F.
Springer; claimed for it in
overcoming those ailments pecu
Lincoln, s. B Bugle) Pittstield, T. tierrisli liar
t*» your sex
liar
Why submit to the use of harsh,
mony, ti. A Plummer; Fxetcr W. AIderdici ; for
and
caustic
"treatment, thus aggravating
perhans
«nth. F A Bragdon ; Pexier. I.. L Uunseoni; Do
when
relief is guaranteed, and a
malady,
your
••
H
4,r.
L. Rich ; Brownville. C. A. Southard;
posi
Bradford. C. W. .Sleeper; Puilfmd. .1 A. Morehill: five. perfect, and permanent cure lias heen etVeet
ed in thousands of eases
Patten. L skinner ; lloulton. John Morse; 'fops
Wai; \mi Si a ion. Ill Oct. 1th. is; ii
hold J. 11
Bennett Maim* State College. C. F.
M H.. Buffalo, N. V.
Alh n. I)
P
C. H. Triboii. Chaplain C. S.
Navy IL V. Piekce.
Si,
\llow me to extend my most sincere
i.i 4'Ksi*"iri
ms iui i. C.
\. Plummer, Presiding
thanks to you for the great benefit my w ife has
Flder.
received from the use of your Favorite Prescrip
Bueksporl. W W Marsh; Fast Bui ksport. B. B. tion. She suffered almost intolerable before using
rue
A
Church.
South
Orringtmi.
By
Orriugtoii. your medicine, and 1 had tried the skill of several
1* SI True: S.ar.sport, \\ T Jewell; Belfast, ,1.
physicians but to no purpose. Finalh. I thought
1! Moore: 4 istim*. B w Avery: Penobse.ot. M. P.
I would give the Favorite
Prescription a trial, and
Miller Surry. O. R. Wilson
Fils worth. B M.
she is now sound and well.
Mitchell, Swan's Island. B. F. Stinson: Franklin,
H A. IJI NTLIL
Very gratefully yours,
5 Wentworth: Mill bridge. B. c. Blackman; liar
ringtou, ti. <i W inslow Columbia Falls, t li Fs
Mus. Hauuiei Beeciiek Stowe, after a resi
terbrook: Machias. V P Wardwell; Cutler. < F
deuce of some wars in Paris, and a thorough trial
Rogers; Lubce. A .1 Lockhart: Calais, ti. N FI
oi foreign makes, wrote as follows in
bridge: Milltown, L P. Wardwell: Robinstmi, S tion ol \\ alter Baker A Co.’s standard commenda
preparations:
M. Dun ton.
N«• one need to look abroad for a
it
superior art ide
Forsyth, Fast Maine Conference Seminary.
of Chocolate, in
of
its
any
preparations, to that
H 11 Clark, ehaplain, l
S. Navy.
which you manufacture.
New

lloute

to

Europe.

At the last meeting of the Maine Central Railroad directors a proposition was
received from the European and North
American Railroad Co. for a change of
gauge, from broad to narrow, so that its
tracks may correspond to the American
It is understood that private
system.
parties w ill furnish the sum of $50,(NMI for
this purpose, and if the connecting
roads,
the Maine Central, Eastern and Boston
and Maine, will provide some further
assistance, the American directors will
change the track to the narrow gauge lietween Bangor and Yancclioro, and the
English directors that portion between
Yancclioro and St.John. The Maine Central directors accepted this proposition,
and the Eastern and Boston and Maine
roads will without doubt do their part.
The change of gauge will be accomplished by the first of August surely, perhaps
much sooner. The whole, work, as in the
case of the Grand Trunk, will be accomplished in a single day.
When this is done there will be a continuous rail from New York to
Halifax,
without change of cars, as the Intercolonial road was changed some time ago to
the narrow gauge. Passengers will leave
New York at 11 A. M., arriving in Boston
the same day, in time to take the S P. M.
Pullman, arriving at St. John the next
evening, and at Halifax one day and
nineteen hours from New York.
It is repoited that this is but the forerunner of a still more
important move-

No Hotel has received during the past Year more
unlimited or well-merited praise from "its guests
than tin* American House, Boston. This ftmous
Hotel has alwavs borne a good name, and we eon
gratulate the Proprietors on the reputation ther
have achieved. [Chicago Hotel Reporter.

Fills, Potions

and

Pungencies.

Think for Yourself.
Thousands lead miserable* lives. siilfering from
dyspepsia, a disordered stomach and liver, producing biliousness, heartburn, coslivcness. weakness,
irregular appetite, low spirits, raising food after
eating and often ending in fatal attacks of fever.
Tiiky know tiiKv ahks'ick. yet get little Ryuipatliy.
The unfailing remedy, which is yearly restoring
thousands, is DaCosta’s Radical Cure sold by W. o.
Poor A Son, sole agents for Belfast. A. .!. Jordan.
, agent for Bucksport.
A *J5 cent bottle will convince
you of its merits.
Don't delay another hour after reading this, but go
and get a bottle, and
relief
is
as certain as you
your
live. Will you do it. or will you continue to sul
fer
Think* for yourself.
Professor Parker's Pleasant Worm Syrup is perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No physic required. Costs‘J5 cents.* Try it.
tl'I'J.

False

Impression.
generally supposed by a certain class of eiti
zens. who are not practical or
experienced, that
Dyspepsia can not invariably be cured, but we are
pleased to say that Dkkkn’s* Aiolst Flo win: has
It

is

knowledge, failed to cure Dyspepsia
and Liver Complaint in all its forms, such' as Sour
Stomach, Costiveness, Sick Headache, Palpitation
of the Heart, low
spirits, Ac., Ac. Out of BO.OOO
dozen bottles sold last year, not a single faiiure
was reported, but thousands of
complimentary letters received from Druggists of wonderful cures.
Three doses will relieve any ease. Try it. Sample
Bottles 10 cents. Regular Size 75 cents. For sale
by R. H. Moody, Belfast; Kittridge, Rockland:
Fletcher, Camden : Smith A Sons, Searsuort: Rob
inson, Thomoston ; also to be found in Waldoboro
and Bucksport.
lyeow4‘J

never, to

our

Resolution-.

In Morrill, May 1st, by J. R. Meats, Mr. Riley M.
Jackson ot Knox, and Miss Etta M. Tucker of M.
In Appleton, April UUd, Jacob McLain and l.iicinda Bickford, both of Appleton.
In Rockland, April U*th, Mr. Frederick A. Black
inglou and Miss Lizzie F. Brown, hot li of Rockland.
In Rockland, April UMh, Mr. II. M. Brown, Jr.,
and Miss Nellie,). Blood, both of Rockland.
In Warren, April Nth, Mr. Win. II. Harrison and
Miss Mary E. Cummings, both of Warren.
In South Thomastoii, May 1st, Mr. It II. Clay and
Miss Anna M. Bierce, both of South 'Thomastoii.
In Waldoboro, May 1st, Mr. Eerov S. Winslow and
Miss Ida «’., only daughter of (apt. Charles (’ornery,
all of Waldoboro.
In MariavilJe, April Mb, Mr. M. E. Hayden of
Corrinna, and Miss Menia Young of Mariaville.
In Tremout, April U5th, Benjamin (iilley and Miss
Lizzie Harman, both ofTremont.
In Dedham, April until, Mr. A. W. Billington and
Mis» Carrie E. Camber, both ofDedhain.
--*

-»•«**>*

Mail promptly attended to.

has made

B 1? K A Iv

FT y* U^XIU
q n FI T?
JLU
Even dosinible st\!r that could bo obtained from the leading houses of
l»oston have been secured.

at the

receive and
against tinestate of William McLilvery, lute of Searsport, deceased. represented insolvent, hereby give notice
that their linal meet'iig will In* held at the office of
Henry H. (Irant, in said Searsport, on Wednesday,
the sixth day of dune, lsT7, at ten of tin; clock fn
the toienoon.
W.M. L. rifOSHY,
w.
Coins.
f'KOSHY,
( HAS. r. LolJDON. N
Hated this Mh da .t'.Muy, 1S7.
4\n 1.7

CARPETINGS!

per yd.

Wiuterport,

Me.

CASHMERE!

good Car
our aim to keep the
best goods and most desirable styles \\v

slump.
lliu.iMNi., lioston.

4 wl>

Ibices were ottered that
would meet those of Boston Houses, ,.o
that citizens of \\ aldo would not he. com-

Black
not

LOWELL Coops,
known from the fact that they arc the

Alpacas!

fail to look at the Alpaca
at 05e per yard.

we

sell

only Carpets wound

Knickerbocker Dress Goods!!
We shall open this

day one ease of these
goods, which we shall sell at the
startling LOW Pl{ICE of Pc pelyard. Nice quality, do not
fail to inspect thorn.

lc. to I(V jicr vanl.

Try^Tftig

|

HAMBURGS!!!

a

Look

at

Lot at

each.
Splendid
only J.de each.

Silk:

Straw

SHAWLS

HAYFORD HALL, Belfast.

MJLCfln & CO’S
BEAUTIFUL ART

Entertainment!

Woolens for Men &
We

—OF
Scenic Effects !

Boys

A

open 1 his ilnv Kpmiil ltnrpniiu- of nil U uul liuiGassimeres at AS and Toe per yd.

35 Cents.

LED

lor

the

Con 11cur-

City
by
Clerk until <» o’clock P. M., June -tth. The City
Council reserve the right to accept any one ol' said
proposals or to reject all ol the same. Per Order,
L. H. MURC11, City Clerk.
iw-15
Bki.past, May •>, 1877.
municipal

Hair

Work.

well acquainted with all manner of 1IA1 It
WORK, 1 respecttuliy solicit patronage lor any
new work or repairing.
Hair combed from the head straightened, and
made into switches. Hair colored any shade desired. Old Switches remade or mixed with Gray. Also
particular attention paid to making Hair Jewelry.
3w45
SARAH S. PRAY, Searsport, Me.

BEING

White’s

History of Belfast Wanted

(’opy of the hook, published by E. Fellows, Belfast, 1827, entitled “A History of Belfast, with
Introductory Remarks on Acadia, By William White,
Esq.” The Advertiser will pav $5 for a copy of the
above work. Also, those numbers of tin* Republican Journal containing the Annals of Belfast,
by
Hon. W. G. Crosby, for which a fair price will be
paid. Apply at the'Journal Office.
Belfast, May 7, 1877.
3w45*

A

ilas. W. Clark
I Las removed his Stock of

Boots

&

35 Cents.

putting up Six Pieces of .Jewelry,
in Caskets, that could not be bought separate
for less than $<» in any City in America. Having pur
chased the entire stock of a foreign Importing .Jewelry House, we can make this oiler until the stock is
all disposed of. At the rate ir is going now it will
soon be all out,.und we cannot replace it for live
times the money. For Thirty-fire ('ruts ice »undo
Casket by Mail cotltal/lia;/
Retail Price.
1 Fine Gold Plated Solitarie Grecian
Diamond Stud,
$ l 50
1 Pair Fine Gold Plated Collar Huttons,
50
1 Fine Gold Plated Watch Chain,
1 oo
1 Pair Elegant Gold Stone Sleeve Buttons,
1 00
1 Very Heavy Grecian Gold Wedding Ring, 3 00

WE

$u oo

Grecian Gold is
metal worn by the Egyptians,
and it is the nearest approach to the finest California Gold known.
American travellers through
Greece and Egypt have been struck with astonish
meat at tin* beauty of these Grecian Gold
Rings, and
as they were just like line gold,
they are worn by tin*
most aristocratic people in Europe and Asia. They
are a perfect imitation ol' a $30 eighteen carat Gold
Engagement Bing. This Ring you can sell for $3 or
$3 each, very readily.
PRICES—1 Dozen Caskets, by mail, $3 00, sells
for $4 30; 3 Dozen Caskets,
50 sells for $13 00 ; 0
Dozen, by express, $15 oo, sells for $35 00; 13 Dozen,
by express, $38 00, sells for $50 10. You get $0 00
worth of .Jewelry for 35 cents.
If you want something that will sell to everybody
that you show it to, send for a suinple of this Wed
ding Jewelry Casket, and then judge lor yourself its
value. It is a beautiful present for a lady or gentle
man.
BOWEN & BICKFORD,
J"15
Brockton. Mass.

1

Remnant

GOODS

Every day of the LATEST STYLES, and BEST
QUALITY. All we ask is to call and see us.

Our Prices Can’t be Beat!
Ladies' French Kid

Hoots, all Grades.
Ladies’ American Kid Bools, full Line.
Ladies' Seryc Button and Congress.
Good Line in Men’s Low Cut Shoes.
and Childrens' Shoes of all h inds.

Boys

JAS. W. CLARK.

TOWELS.
e

sell J Towels, 10 inches long. IS inches witle>
all Linen heavy, lor Jh cents.

20 to 60c per

LG\\

attention to our
Stoc k of Laces at
PHH’LS. Notice tif Curtains and Fixtures
will he found in another et»lumn.

Dr. C. B.

Lighthill,
Oculist and Aurist,
Mansion House,

Augusta,

Has taken the Agency for Maine of the celebrated
“NE PLUS ULTRA” Glasses, the best artificial aid
for failing, weak, or otherwise defective Eye-Sight.

Price of Fine Spectacle or Eye-glass $2.50
Will be sent on receipt of price to any address by
mail, and a perfect fit guaranteed for five years. In
ordering state age, and whether glasses had been
before, and if so, send

of your old lenses if
possible. Address Dr. C. B. LIGHTHILL, Mansion
House, Augusta, Me.
Dr. Lighthill, who is well and favorably known in
t his State, for over 18 years as a successful Physician
for the cure of Deafness, Blindness und Catarrh, can
be consulted on all diseases of the Eye, Ear, Throat
and I.ungs, personally, at the Mansion House, Au4 Hf
gusta, Me.
one

lot

KID

Corsets,

this day our Full Stock of Parasols. Vary
ing in price from Jhe toSh.UO

LINE

Silk & Worsted

HE At EM liElt THE STOKE.

W.

83 Main St.

Rirkett,
City Clock.

unusually

attractive, and amon," them will he
found the Ladies XF.W 'S'l’YI.K

Instep.

i>E

Boot

The Easiest

Ever Worn.

Fringes, Ham-

p.

WARE, JR. & CO.,

Very Latest Styles
—AT

Till’.

LOWEST

PRICES!

U

In oilier tn furnish our eustoiners will,

fall list nf 1 louse keeping (Joods,
we

have

thought

11 for

interest to purchase

these

goods,

we

LARGE

selling'at

as

a

STOCK

Have

LATEST

Mrs. Richards & Miss
the

prices that will

warrant an immediate sale on them.

AND

Warrant

Red

May Styles

of Millinery and Dressmaking, and
invite the

NEW

HOODS,

Every Pair.

the Shoe tor FA KM WOKK.

Slippers Very Cheap!
Boots anil Shoes for

School

Boys

that will not rip \ will

Wide Boots a
W

Housekeepers! Read!!
Family Soap White & Clear.
DOES MOT ST.I/.Y THE CLOTHES.
Strain the (ircasn nail

WILL

<fc Girls
wear

like iron.

our

MISS SOUTIOVOKTII.
Belfast, Me.

11 Main Street.

TIIKV

we

LADIES
I'o call and
and try

(Cl SIMM

some

Hayes

just returned from ROSToN with

our

mailt

ADE,)

Iti < hl l mtoiavv
They are just

I lave

hail

recently
M

Spring Millinery!

MRS. KICIIAUHS.

W hich will be sold at

:0-

B.C.Dinsmore&Son

Trimmed Hats & Bonnets.

NEW CURTAINS!

o

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.

en-

selec-

-C:

l,oW PRICES.

a

have been

abled to make good

are

FARMERS!

our

Curtains and Fixtures,
on

e

I lon’t hesitate tn come and see us whether
yim are ready tu buy or not.

we

Warrant it.

-o-

J list received another

Cask No. I White

Specialty.

lit the WIDEST Root with a
perfectly easy hoot.
Something new in BLACKING for
Ladies Boots that will not CRACK the
Leather.
e

can

Is*" Remember you

can

always tint I the

of BOOTS \ SHOES
for the LEAST MONEY, at

Biggest Assortment

Potash, B. C. Dinsmore & Son’s.

10 CENTS A POUND.

WM. O. POOR & SON.

Geo.

W.

Burkett,

LADIES !
wish

Geo.

& Lratios,

Styles

Some of which, will he found

Hosery, Gloves,&c.,

'aantrij Merchants.

rP"(Joo<ls delivered to all parts of the
city promptly and free of Charge.

.ill :lu‘

Which are so popular in \"v. York, and
which are the MOST S i N l.lsll and
at the same time

Handkerchiefs,

burgs.

Certainly Goods have never been sold cheaper
than at the present time, and it is our intention t<*
fulfil the prophecy of an eminent prophet, who
predicted that competition would he lively—for
lively it certainly will he.

Special Prices matte to <

i.m'

LILLY. YOl'Nti, I’R \ I I' \ HR \K1 I I
and others, and can show the

Colors,

PARASOLS.
We open

THAN EVER :

Button Boot,
Only 42c. Kid
Without
Seam across the

CLOVES,

OF KNTIKK

50 Cents Per Pair.

PRICES

winch

Spool Thread 1 Ct!
yd. PINS, Full
Papers, only ONE Cent.

CLOVES.
of

LOWER

Latest

oE

German

examine

Only

used

j
!

tions and have secured

Laces, Curtains & Fixtures.
Nottingham
We cull
New

Boots £ Shoes

liver brought into Lellasl, and
tin", now otl'er at

Theii St«u*k f"in|>!
.loi;

Kenl. from tilt' factories selling limn

In consulting experienced judgment
W

if

STOCK
—

For tinn lenten's wear they have a line
assortment of "'ends from tin* eel>
bruted factories of

|
Table Ihimasks from Jhe to
per yard.

—O I

Rest Duality KID O I.OYKS, e\erv I’air
warranted, we are selling at SI.do.
Kormer I’rice, S-'.0(i.

STOCK of'

Cents

lla'ino newly fitted and furnished theii
Store, have just returned from the
different shoe Manufacturin'.:
tow ns of Maine and Massa
chusctts. with the

Only 50 Gts.

Carpets

|

Hosiery.

yard,

A ( i A I \

LARGEST

10 Cents.

I (ICK

SwTI

Complete.

HID

Large X^ot, of

—

si. Jh

STRIPED SHIRT-

IT IJ.

Gentlemen look at tin* ■Stocking we sell at lie per j
pair, well worth lit Ac per pair.

Splendid Assortment

Shoes

WE ARE RECEIVING

Is

Mr. & Mrs. A. D. CHASE.

any

a

Crashes he per

Don’t forget to call, and get the very best bai
to be had in this cite, at the “LADIES l.\
CHANCE.”

b. c. mm & m

Si 11: E IT NH.

Per Yard.

S

Cottons.

Remnants, less than i wo Thousand
Yards, at 4 Cents per yard.

gains

re-

i

Mil ward's A Crowley's ltest Needles he per pap«-r

Linen and White Goods.

*( R

large stock and

our

Bale

We would call your attention to the fact
that

Only 25 Cts.

NEEDLES.

Gents

Per Yard.

Fancy Goods

yd.

will well

Brown
One

Belfast, May 1, 1877.

i x n.

55 k (i5r.

are now

Total,

To No. 3 Phenix Row.

NEW

Jewelry Casket.

5 Cents

Linen

TOWELS, yard long, 1^ inches
wide, bordered,
l-£ Cent*.

ERIN r. Choice Styles,

The Charm Corsets

IPins and. Thread.

GRECIAN GOLD
*600
WEDDING 8600
FOR
FOR

PIECES

HIIOWX

room

.AH1
Real ill CKABUCK

['HINTS. REST yl'Al.ITY.

WIDE

I

Ladies, we have no Pins at le per paper, and no
Thread at le per spool. We do not wish to cn
counter the displeasure of any lady enough to sell
her poor Pins or Thread.
We sell a good Pin at
f*e per paper, and a Xcw Thread, JIM) yds. t» cord,
suitable for machine sewing, at he per spool.
CLAKK'S <l (OATS' sroni. TIWKAIK
only he per spool

LlNEN.;

Gents.

interest to Bl'Y.

I

Illusions!!!

ALL

20

Carpet

our

Dress Pattern of 12 Yards only 75 Cts.
Dress Pattern of 12 Yards only 75 Cts.

at i2 1-2 Cents

Selling

WARRANTED

“

pay you; inspect

AN I'

State,
collecting
SEAtv and Proposals
Municipal faxes of this city lor the
the
year will be received

visit to

lor till' Boy., the little M issi-s, t lie youllg I.mlit-s,
tneir Mothers unit (irnllil-mothiTS.
All new styles,
perfect goods, whole pieces, fast colors, and Hie
pride o| America, for
6 1-4 Cents Per Yard !
6 1-4 Cents Per Yard !

LARGE LOT of

a

“

l\c per

CORD!

hy actual ini'asuri-ntt'iil of moiv than
EIGHT THOUSAND YARDS!
EIGHT THOUSAND YARDS!!
Of tlie Staunch amt Uilintilr

MEliEIMAPKs.

Only 25 Cents.

“

yd,

t:\*

MAX!'HE STEP'S,

Size Damask Towels,

ND PRINTS.

Oil Cloths from .'ill to 50c per

Wear-

MysteriousITransforination Scenes! !

rent

Very Large

“

25 ami 30c per vd.

sale of the three thousand

HEXSELEs
AM) WASIIIXOTOX'S.

“

you will learn that it is fur your

Pa islet/, India Striped, <(• \\"oolen S/ititrls,
Are under the supervision of M r. Brannagan, whose
services we have secured, and whose long experi
cnee iu the Dry Goods business,
eminently tit him
for that department of Goods lie likes so well

VS,

“

Mattings only

unprecedented

ONE

in all shades,

Cot ten Ciains Marked Down from 50 to .‘57 V.

1-Id.fclis.

?

R BETS as LOW as the
bought lor CASH
with
a
anywhere,
stick, or with
out it stick as you please.

hundred yards, advertised two weeks ago, sold in
the county and out of the countv,
up river and dow n
the river, across the waters to the distant island- <<;
the sea, ha- stimulated us to the purchase Inna tie
great Auction Sales in New York ol

IT A REE LINEN.

Lowell, Ex. Superfine 96c per yd.
poi
90c
Hartford. Ex.

The quality Silk lblfehs. so successfully run ly the
large linii.- in Boston, have been secured, and
sell at the prices quoted by them viz
Twenty live t Vuts eat !i.

Saturday Fveifs,

can and w ill s, 11 ( A
same quality can be

PRIfSTS!

75 Cents

\l.l IA

quality

1‘J'e

W.-

I'OCHECO'S,

Only

Day:

Carpetings Splendid Stylos.

Cloths,

STRAW MATTINC.

rri h'KEA RED T \IU.K I) \ \l \SK
Warranted East Colors,

n

Hemmed Stitched Hdfchs.
Job

EXT A SI’PEES,
THE EE PL Y 1.0 WELL'S,
HEA Cl' 1XOEA1XS.

The

25 Cents Per Yard.

Oniy

Only

nice quality

MAY llth and 12th.

City

Naylor Carpets

Hemp Carpetings
A

KI DDE EM / .VS TEE,

IE I SS. U K S,

Huckabuck & Damask Towels

Price List this

.•

Belfast-

lilt l/SSELS,

IIEMP AM)

4 Cents Per Yard.

All ffool

Dress Goods.

CARPETS!

1-2 Cents.

I’OI’l.l

^lil.lNbi'oX

J^EMYT

Embroidered silk, at •.‘.do per pr.
the i IK A \ Y quality of Hon*- \c>ell two
pairs for Tew nty tiv »’cuts.

SAILED.

Doors open at 7: 15. Commence at S.
Reserved Seats and Tickets at Woodcock’s.

A N L>

nr

1

llamburgs.

open this day

Colored

Black and

(.'ASH.MEKE,

CRASH, only 5c Per Yard

Balbriggan Hose,

May ;;d, schrs. W. B. Darling, Pendleton, Bangor;
A. II. Whitmore, Webb, Deer Isle; Lucy Elizabeth,
Webb, Bangor.
AIa\ -1th, schrs. Lillian, Ryan, Boston; E. S. Wil
son, Patterson, Roekport; < >rion, Patterson, Bangor;
P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Yinalhaven.
May nth, schrs. Rio, Coombs, Bangor; Charles
Comery, Creamer do; Onward,Turner, Isle au Haul.
May 8th, schrs. I). K. A rev, Pattersliull, Bangor;
Wild Pigeon, Arey, Yinalhaven.

of

Hartford and

“

HOSIERY!

May 7th schr. Bmim r, Knowlton, Bangor for Salem; sloop Fly-a-way, Barter, Isle an Ilaut; Comet,
Filch, Orono; Liberator, Parker, Cape Ann; Wild
Pigeon, A rev, Yinalhaven.

Reserved Seats. 35c.

MOHAUfS. HASKET CLOTHX.
MEL 1 XGL'S. 1 Hl. f.\ (i T<> X x
wash ix orox mix ;//./>

A I.l’ACC A,

Only 37

87k
Naylor,
j y
Extra Weight all Wool Carpetings
5 Gts.
MICE (,d
Only 70 and 75c per yd.
Only
Tapestries,desirable patterns-SI.10

Ladies of this cit\ can vouch for the trut li of the
statement when we publish the fact tliat we sell
Hamburg's, line quality. Heavy Work, good wheel
patterns A iu. wide f.»r *Jde per yd. that actually
cost to
>,i ode j»e yd.
Tiiis is the greatest
drive of the season. We are making a splendid

e

Novelties.

OTTOMAXS,

\ CK RK1I.EI \NTINE.

j)i.

Also

Cotton Cloths! i

W

ever

Matellasse Dress Goods

4-4 and 8-4 Oi3

25 Cents Per Yard.

i

Empire, Ryan, Boston.

Startling Optical

IU.ACK

add

M

Ellis, Ferguson, New York ;
Harmona, Collins, do; Malabar, Welsh, Newbury
port, .Mass; Abby dale, Darby, Boston; Sea Flower,
Brown, do; Onward, Turner, Isle au Ilaut; sloop
Hershel, Ames, Bucksport.
May f»th, schrs. Moses Eddy, Warren, Port Penr.;

Illustrating by means of tin most powerful and expensive apparatus in America, the Wonders, Mysteries, and Beauties of the Science of Optics.

to

us

to our Stock the

Rockland.
May 5th, schrs. A. W.

Admiatiion, 25c.

Recent Competition compels

The war in Prints still continues, and for
a solid shot, we
open this day three eases ;
of all perfect, nice quality, desirable styles j
of I Less Prints at 5r per yd.

run on

Wool, full

25 Cents Per Yard.

In order to compete in prices.

<x>

all

KX

;

I

BELFAST.

sell them.

can

e

on

WOODEN ROLLERS.

liii'Wii Cuttiiiis lrom

w

\ 1.1 IIES

LARGELY of the

son,

Gorgeous

to a

pelled to go abroad in order to secure a
long and favorably known as a durable good and desirable Carpet, at a fair valufabric, selling at 05c per y ard.
ation. With these views we purchased

l)o

Mathews, Winthrop, Hoboken
Banner, Pattersliull, Boston; Amazon, Robinson,
Bangor; brig Matilda, Haines, Islesboro.
May -4th, brig II. C. Sibley, Colson, Havre, 51 days;
schrs. Orion, Patterson, Boston; D. K. An y, Pattershall, do; Swallow, Coombs, Buck’s Harbor; E.
S. Wilson, Patterson, Rockland;
Brunette, Rich,
Searsport, to load for Boston; Baltimore, Hutching-

and

access

could select.

Dress (jJimmIs

Arlington

money, than

NEW and BEAUTIFUL all-wcol

Lupin’s

ICKEKIh >CKER \ 1*1.AID DRESS
Hoods,

our

that Belfast needed
pet Stock. It was

per yard, a quality- deserving
notice. Look at our lilark Cashmere I {- y d wide at P7 Lie.
sold for s | .05 per y d.

Sij
KAIJ.MINL & SlOLIv LANDS
for Sale.
I’as-age tickets to all
points West, fill I .MM hit: \nt\s

Stock of Carpetings
first with the knowledge

Y\7E purchased

ATWOOD,

schrs. ('.

Friday

the

From 62c to $1.25 Per Yard.

( JO, ID

50e.

:tt

same

Spring i Summer

1 he

10 and 12 1 -2c Per Yard.

from flu

mv

ARRIVED.

May -Id,

see

50 Cents Per Yard.
INI: |,M

Look at our nice quality of Pluck Silks
from si.UJ to Sd.Oll per yd., former
prices si.‘15 to s-2.50 per yard.

Maud May Makes!
I Aril HKD expressly for
TIJADK,
and for SALK in any (JUAN’ITfY,
MA.Nl
LOW
l*K ICKS. “<«et 1*1 ire:

rp MF.WK
OF

for uhicli

ON Tilt; FIJKT.S OF

must

PORT

\J

Black Silks anil Cashmeres!
BLACK

be /jo id for.
In Brooks, May 4th, (iilmuu Roberts, in his eighty
Hint li year.
In I nity, April JOth, Eli Vickey, aged70 years and
U months.
In Stockton, April JUth, Mrs. Clara Bowdoin, wife
ot David Bowdoin, aged 07 years, 5 mos. and 4 days.
We loved her on Earth,
May we meet her in Heaven.
In Hope, April U7th, Agnes C., daughter of Augustus and Mary Drake, aged years and 11 mos.
In Waldoboro, April uud, Mrs. Mary overlook,
aged 84 years.
In Rockland, April Until, Mrs. Margaret Hamilton,
aged 80 v( ars, and 0 months.
At A>li Boint, April U.stli, Miss Lucy W. Hurd,
aged M* v ears.
In Rockland, April UCth, Sadie K. Fleming, aged
17 years and 10 months.
In Ellsworth, April Ulitli, James Bresinihun, aged
58 years.
In West Ellsworth, April U8th,Owen Cassady.aged
7 1 years.
In Franklin, April Kith, Rachel It. youngest child
of Neamiah C. and Jennie Whittaker, aged4 mos.
and U1 days.
In Tremout, April Uoth, Eliza A. Hodgdou, aged
UU years and I months.
In Bluehill, April Jotli, Mrs. Hattie N. i’arker,
aged 85 years and u months.
in (fOuldsboro, April 15th, Mrs. Mary Young, wife
of Alfred Young, aged about 54 years.

Latest

you will

as

width,

Lew Price of-.!5o

exceedingly

CASH !

for the

more now

before since the creation.
Mrs. CHASE 1ms just returned from B'»SToN,
making her third visit this season to keep our store
supplied with the

Assortment

CASHMERE,
pi.ACK
U

undersigned, (’ommissioners to
rjPIIL
1 examine the claims of creditors

rmnrn tmi~

FOR
buy

(.’.in

'! APE STRY

(>loTE

per yd., rising In P7 !

DIED.

sill

Fine

rl
i on
pf
tl i]
U U
'J i UII

d

Ml

Commissioiior’s Notice.

Hr.. A.MMI

ready ti> welcome you
welcome them when you

Aiv

a

o R-

iivu

Men and Women purchasing

Attract universal attention. The colorings are
Steel, Light and Medium Drab and Brown.

NEW GOODS

B. 0. Dinsmore & Son,
All Wool Dress Goods
r.El.l'AS r.
MAIN E.

Lr mm., one
Ulimv.N as SI- \i:s

All

and the remarkable

\\ E

FRED

Mr. & Mrs. A. I). Oil ASK.

T j (> w P id c e s

A Careful Examination of their
Stock is Solicited.

hill

OIK

EXLIIAM'E,

Custom House Square,

CAS H M K it K S

Obituary notices,beyond the Date, Xante and'Aye

1

A

on

MARRIED.

PettengilPs Newspaper Directory.

■

■

the

To Hi* Fxeclleiiev, Rutherford R. Hayes. Presi
‘lent
tin* I ’ailed States
The citizens
Louisville. irrespective of parly,
at a mass ne-eting assembled joyously ciw glory
t" (ii«l on Inch. and thanks to
yonr patriotism that
the I nioii is once more perfect and complete in its
•
•very part a union of hearts and a union of hand.-.
and earnestly pray that <L»d in ilis mercy may
forever vouchsafe peace, prosperity and happiness
to the American people.
Cn.\s. if J.\<-on. Mayor.

*ui]-awhich promised great re
But uufort I'laiely tin* company
collapsed,

CUTS

Thanks

Lor jsvilli-:. Kw. May I. At the cdrhnition to-night of tin* removal of the
troops from Louisiana ;m«l South Camliua. tie* following was sent to Pres'ulent
1 laves:

vessel.
'•one.

[IAVi

W'.n. M. 10X \UTS, Secretary of State.
1 11. excitement uy ci' the postponement
of the meeting of tin- extra .session is rapidly cooling dow n. A member of ilie Cabinet said to-night I lint w lieu Congress cuine
together no one would dream of reopening
the Southern question, and no one would
be found who would want the old Governments in Eimisiunu and Smith Carolina, restored. lie said President I laves, of course,
felt this advantage would lie gained, and
Other questions could then be considered
without the interference of the Southern
question. It appears that the sudden ;mliiiealion of the proclamation was at the in
stance of Secretary Evarts, who sprang it
before McCrary could have timetn change
his mind. McCrary did not know it was
published till lie saw it in print unit was a
trille miffed, which gave rise to the false
rumor here to-day that he had tended his

a

I'soi

owners

It,

liy tin- President.

‘;c

The

K.

Committee

that he

announce

-mo: '*'■-

by

Right Along!

WE EXPECT YOU!

WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!

Orders

Lower Prices than Ever

our

...

>

—0 f—

Fixtures.

First Grand Opening in our
Xew and well lighted Store. For the
past three weeks our pat onage has been
exceedingly large, and our store thronged
with customers, (as the citizens of Belfast
can well testify) still we have not been
enabled from the want of sutlieient help
to present to our customers the many attruetix e bargains secured for their especial inspection.
Having received extra help, we are enabled to give the trade that attention it
hasuhvaysjbeen our aim to give. Citizens
of Belfast and of Waldo County, we inite you to inspect our goods, learn our
prices and see if our opening is not a
grand ovation in fat or of our patrons.

give

.A.t. tlie Old. Stand

THE

LADIES’

H.HJohnson&Co

STORE,

Would call your attention to the fact that
they have a Large Assortment of all

L

Inducements

Curtains,

Geo W. Burkett’s

May Day Proclamation
FROM

—O F—

B. C. Dinsmore & Son

feverish skin, to take with-

><>

ouee

al-

advise all who

delay. Sehenck's .Mandrake Pills.
harmless and decisive
remedy

It at

by

he

and the

of cure, is

troubled with the complaints

of appetite, nausea,

no

develop
pound

a

Therefore,

sa

lent-headache.

out

once

SPECIAL

Carpetings,
DEDICATION

Keepers

disordered condition, until

the disorder has time to

and truthful

constipated,

Store

trying

a

Fatal diseases may he caused

of prevention is worth

are

is

Indications of sickness should at

season.

There was no produces a healthy tone to the system. People
session
of
the
but Secre- never need sillier from any disease arising from a
Cabinet,
r.'je
were
regular
taken before Justice
purposes
parties
taries Evarts, McCrary and Thompson, disordered condition of
Mo.-r. ol R lfu.-t. who held court at Thorndike on
the liver if they would
Uiit-s.iay The wile was acquitted, but Stephenson Attorney-General Devons and Postmas- take this excellent medicine when
they feel the
ter-General Key each had long interu as convicted
ol single sai<* and tilled S30 and
views with the Executive. The subject lirst indications of tin* malady. Families leaving
r-!.«,
for keeping liquor with intent to sell, he
under consideration was the extra ses- home for the summer months should take three or
w.i.s lined S •!' and costs
ii.• was ordered to reeo.
sion of Congress, whieh had been rein l In- sum of spun m each case.
four boxes of these pills with them. They have
opened since the adjournment of the
At a meeting of the Masonic
Temple Association Cabinet yesterday.
Mr. McCrary lias an almost instantaneous ellect. They will relieve
“0 Tuesday evening, it wa* voted to
jn-oeeed im
been opposed to postponement of the tin* patient of headache in one or two hours, ami
mediate!} with the erection of the building. The date of the session, and went to the
will rapidly cleanse the liver of surrounding bile,
st'.oon have been subscribed, but with tin* midi
President with some fresh considerations
i-oi.u. laud, which will
require a larger building, for his attention. Among other things and will cH'eetually prevent a bilious attack. They
11 " :iy be
necessary 1 » increase the capital stock.
he suggested that the part of the sol- are sold by all druggists.
V building committee consisting of Hiram
Chase, diers' pay which is withheld until their
N ft
Hon-t.
.1
V
ottreil. Dr. L W. lhmile
discharge could not be paid without pro- SPECIAL NOTICES.
*••11
-s D Mathew- were
appointed to take the vision by Congress. The conversation
Matter in ciiarae
Tin* occiipanls of tin* land have lasted two hours.
The President and
A CARD.
0 ■■•*n noli tied lo
quit the premises, and bv the time Mr. Etarls were both firm, and Mr. .McAl a special meeting of Hydrant Engine Co. No. U
held last \\ ednesday ev ening, the following Resoluat.
his
tin- committee will he re.ldv to break
ceased
’h'\
Crary
objections.
Hayes, tions were
passed
Evarts and Scliurz are the men who
ground.
Whereas, At an entertainment given by the Itap
have
controlled
the
and
the tist Society of Belfast, Monday evening, April :»0th,
matter,
\\ Burkett us.-.s two columns in to
day's other members of the Cabinet have been a fireman's trumpet was offered as a prize to the
Fire Company in Belfast receiving the largest num-a;irr. to chronicle liis new and huge stock of fain-v
obliged to y ield to them. All the objec- ber of votes, and,
ntss eoods.
His opening to
(arpets. curtains. A.
Whereas, Through the exertions of some of the
tions were overruled, and the following
w ill he a gland atfair
citizens of Belfust^aml not by any money paid from
Burkett is enterprising vv
as issued by the President:
the treasury of the company, No. U was the fortunate
d i.- (f-toHiiiiieil that no
competitors shall heat
recipient of the trumpet, therefore,
X CIS» I.A.MA I ION.
Um hi catering totlie public
.1 c. Thompson has
Resolved, That We, the officers and members of
W iiriisis. tlui linn! adjournment of the Peru
U, through this preamble and resolutions,
Hydrant
■‘'moed h.s furniture -t-el; to tie- new store in fourth migiv-s Without making tin- usual appro
express our sincere and heartfelt gratitude toward
W ill it priaUou I'm 111*1 support of tin* army for tin* iisc-.il those persons, who by their labors materially aided
y.ur moling .blue ail. ists, presents an extrauixli
us in vv inning the prize.
M an eh'g;ii*!
i: ! ',-1' w «•! til lo.Jillg over.
iiarv invasion, n-ijiiiring tin- President to exercise
Resolved, 'That a copy of these resolutions he pub
.1
\\
the power vested in him by tin* t onstitution to Jished in the local papers of Belfast, and also that a
of the same be presented to each of these per
convene
in
of
ti\.
.l
tlie
tlav
copv
Congress
:
!'•:!•
d t
.mother store, wln-iv hi*
antieipation
sou's.
W. F. BERRY.
by luu for their next meeting: now, therefore.
•Ml
.uul.eiv of bools and shoes Fred
C. M. CRAKE
at the Executive Mansion.

rT O

Lungs.

83 Main

St., McClintock Blk.

BELFAST.

MAINE.

you
DO
any kind ?
Ilicks who has

a

nicely
It

so

The attention of SHOE DEALERS is
called to their JOBBING advertisement
in another column.
4w44

tit ting Dolman or sacijue of
call on Miss A. A.

please

just received the latest and most, desirable styles from It. II. White’s establishment,
Boston. Stamping done with neatness and dispatch.
I w44
A. A. HICKS, in MoClintock Block.

Meadow

king Mower.

Red
BY

Riding-Hood.

JOHN GKEENLEAF WUITTIKU.

the wide lawn the snow lay deep.
Ridged o'er with many a drifted heap :
I’he wind that
through the pine-trees sung
\ he naked elm
houghs tossed and swung;
" biie.
through the window, frosty-starred.
Against the sunset purple barred,
c saw the somber crow
flap by.
The hawk's gray flock along the sky.
The crested blue-jay flitting swift.
The squirrel poising on the drift.
On

Erect, alert, his thick gray tail
to the north wind like a sail.

Sei
1:
W

came to pass, our little
lass,
ith flattened face against the glass,
And eyes in which the tender dew
J »f pity shone, stood gazing through
The narrow space her rosy lips
Had melted from the frost’s
eclipse;
"°b. see,” she cried, “the poor blue jays!
^ hat is it that the black crow savs !
The squirrel lifts his little legs
Because be has no hands, and begs :
He's asking for my nuts, 1 know
May 1 not feed them on the snow ?”

Halt lost within her boots, her head
A arm-sheltered in her hood of red.
Her plaid skirt close about her drawn.
She floundered down the
wintry lawn :
Aow struggling through the
misty veil
Blown round her by the shrieking gale
\<»w sinking in a drift so low
ilt r scarlet hood could
scarcely show
Its dash of color on the snow.

Thou, whose eare is over all.
ho heedcst e’en the sparrow's fall,
beep in the little maiden's breast
The pity which is now its guest!
Let not her cultured
years mal;e less
The childhood charm" of tenderness.
But let her feel as well as know,
Nm harder with her
polish grow
Lamoved by sentimental grief
That wails
some printed leal.
aloi^ig
But, prompt with kindle word and deed
To own the claims of all who need,
Let the grown woman's self make
good
The promise of Red Riding-Hood!
(St .Nicholas.

SWEET NAVY CHEWING TOBACCO!

Ster-l

Adilreas for ^
prices and full
description of
Plows, ultivntors Sc llorse
Hocs.T. It. m

F.ach package
Inhaling lube,

inkL,)Ie.

NEWSPAl'Kit-.

FOU

and Devotion.

IN THE STAFF <>F

VN

the\

trade, and among which
found

.some

Choice

lie

mav

Yen

Novelties !

Ladies please call and examine

our

a

trifle

the

incunlv is

1 is

takes

a

us

merry to have that taken from
from God.

as

Store,

No. 8 Main

St.,

and at

cr.lKKOlil).

WM, I!.
Successors to A. S. Nichols.

I t we look upon
to be used and
oil be done, all its

life

as a

gift

of

days,

at a time,
improved
burdens borne.

The most civilized are as near to
tl.c most jMilished steel is to rust.

metals, have only

only one
all its duties

.Many persons are judged harshly by the world
because they allow no eye but Gods to see into
the inner sanctuaries of their hearts.
W hen all is summed
up, a man never speaks of
himself without h »>s: his accusations of himself

always believed, his praises never. [Montaigu.

Men rather trust to their
eyes than their ears
tuc effect of
precepts is, therefore, slow and
whilst that of
is
and effectual.
examples

tedious!

summary

It often

happens that

a man when touched in his
that whatever other faults he
inu} have, this fault at least is no part of his char-

weak

point

acter.

hey say that il

bee. wasp or hornet stings it
the expense of life. Thus a
slanderous tongue will ultimately
damage its pos
scssor more than its victim.
a

at

Over dress leads to false
expectations, and con
firms a deceitful vanity which
prompts to pretence
"r wealth, and all the
iniquitous means bv which
it may he supported.
The grandest and strongest natures are ever the
calmest. A fiery restlessness is the
symbol of
I null tics not
yet outgrown. The repose’of power
is its richest
phase and its clearest, testimony.

Though thou

aeest another
some enormous

openly offend, or
even commit
sin. yet thou must
not from hence take occasion to value
thyself for
thy superior goodness; for thou canst not toll how
thou
will
he
able to persevere in the narrow
long
path of virtue. All men are frail, but thou shouldst
reckon none so frail as thyself. [Tbonius A.
Kempis.
The man who stands upon his own soil, who
tccls. bv the laws of tin* land in which he lives—
by the laws of civilized nations—he is the rightful
and exclusive owner of the land which he
tills, is,
by the constitution of our nature, under a whole
some influence, not
imbibed
from any other
easily
source.
[Edward Everett.
It would not be worth while to live if we were
to die
entirely. That which alleviates labor and
sanctities toil is to have before us the vision of a
better world through the darkness of this life.
1 hat. world is to be more real than the chimera
which we devour, and which we call life. It is the
supreme certainty of my reason, as it is the supreme consolation of my soul.
will be said, and it.
may be said with truth,
t hat great measures cannot be carried without
po
litieal party ; yet the
country and the world would
he the gainers it we haul a
large number of inde
pendent men who simply aim at what is best. No
doubt this requires sell-sacrifice; but more has been
done for mankind by single
martyrdoms than bv
successful combinations. [Dean ilowson.
It

A curious railway signal has
recently
been invented in Illinois to prevent one
train from running into a preceding one.
As the inventor believes that considerable of a demonstration is necessary to attract the attention of the average engineer, and as it is difficult to find living
men who will stand on
high pedestals and
make frantic gestures at stated intervals,
he has inventedamachine man, who flourishes a flag, rings a bell and displays a
changeable light in his hat with unfailing
regularity. The machine is worked by
electricity, wffiieh is set in motion by the
passage of the train, and the frantic contortions of the effigy are said to be almost
ridiculous enough to make the iron horse

laugh.

H. JOHNSON <fc

High Street,

Jin.'19

Mower

Stoves ami Tin

Shop

1

hand.

WOBK

JOB
Promptly

on

and
am

faithfully

sole

attended

We claim for it the Greatest Benefit to the Confrom the smallest outlay.

sumer

For Sale in Belfast by

HAZELTINE &

That

such universal

Coine and look at my
my store.

,R.
Belfast, April In, is,,.

new

satisfaction.

-I.’tf

Everything in fact kept in

MILLINERY!
r o r

OPENING

The Most Extensive Stock
OF M1LLINBKY
EVER

OFFERED

IN

THE

CITY.

Bonnets, Hats, Flowers, Ribbons
Silks, Laces,

and

Ornaments.

Main Street.

Babbitt Metal,
Machinery.

Babbitt, or Anti-Friction Metal, made
of the best Type Metal, and for sale in quantities to suit Machinists, Millmen and others
tl
At the JOURNAL OFFICE, BELFAST

GRAND OPENINGS
MILLINERY.

confident that their work cannot be

passed by any in New York
be

Thursday
To exhibit
of our

a

and

or

sur-

Boston, and will

prepared on

Friday, April

full line of

.1 T l.

FULL LINE OF

only

^Y

A

Very Superior

Article.

Celebrated for
STltHXdTU A .V/> FIXHXKSS OF TOSH
Also

a

VioliHi Bass Vial ami Guitar Strings
At
HERVEY’S
Jewelry Store.

irrMI E following list of Taxes on real estate of nonX resident owners in the town of Stockton for the
year 1870, in bills committed to lb F. Grant, Collector of said town, on the 30th day of May, 1870,
has been'returned by him to me as remaining unpaid,
15th day of April, 1877, by his certificate of that date,
and now remains unpaid; and notice is hereby given
that if the said taxes, and interest and charges, are
not paid in the treasury of the said town, within
eighteen months from the date of the commitment
of the said hills, so much of the real estate tuxed as
will be sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will without further
notice, be sold at public auction at Selectmen’s office in said town, on the 30th day of November, 1877,
at eleven o’clock A. M.

lVleg Staples,

Alonzo D. Ames,
Alfred Berry,
Albert Nichols
Benson llnrriman,

11.

$20.43
f*.85
27.01
1.20
2.00
11.42
4.85
70
11.50
17*.70
13.11
7.30
14.78
4.00
H-.5L
25.00
300
2.02,
8.55
4.00
11.00

Partridge,

Lumas Park,
Lemuel Dorr,
S. P. Blanchard,
Samuel 1,. Griffin,
Mrs. Sarah E. French,
Willard Mudgett,
William and Josiah Black,
Robert Ross,
Mrs. Prudent ia Clark,
Samuel II. Dale,
STEPHEN CLEA VES,Treasurer,
May 1, 1877—3w44

two ex
weighing ego lhs.
and the other 1‘JOO lbs. For particulars
=«nd terms apply to
ELLIS & (JINN,
v:»» Church St.
Belfast, April U», 1877.—lw4‘J

Polishing

JUST RECEIVED!
A New

work, and cordially invite our friends
and the public to examine them.

own

400 Misses’ School Hats for 20 and 25
Cents each.

Mrs. B. F. Wells.

and Choice Lot of

Vermont

Maple Sugar

—A T—

Wadlin’s

Stockton, Me.

native (iranite

our

polished superior

tiranite.

to

j'uhsoriluT oll'ors
.side Vl \ 1; N K\V
double seated (iroorrv
Wagons; also a number of second baud riding wagons. ( all at my shop on Washington street, op
TIIOS. HANNON.
posite the Has Works.
-tin !*>!
Belfast, April lt», 1877.

f’l'HIK
1 lor

OF THE REST OF

American Marble,

and

Glass!!

*s

in want of any

Marble
Will

save

ware

thing in the

Granite

or

money

by calling

on

us,

HASH,

prices, than

do all
a

can

CEO. F. EAMES. D.D.S.,

our

superior

DENTIST,

be done

by hand.

I

Call and examine

our

work and

get

our

MRS.

Meadow

King Mower?

Kl\('I'.I V KI >. 75 Boxes Assorted Si/.es
For Sale at the Belfast Hard
at
YI’.RY LOWKST PRICKS for
at No. 1 I'henix How.

OAKES ANGIER.
4wPJ
Belfast, April Is, is:;.

Line,

as we

Polishing withjmachinery,therefore doing
of work, and at less

1

Hlass.
Jl Herman
the
Sturt*,

'utmi III'/:, Elm

S/.. lll'/'KSPf )1{ I\ ME.

prices be

4_»t f

C.

LOMBARD,

P.

CLARK & FERNALD BROS.,
High St., (opposite
A. K. < 'LA UK.

Court

House)

F. FKItNAI.li.

«

Belfast,

o/

Chiii'li d- S/>riin/ Str., Ji Kit FA ST.
Htf

To the Tax

Payers

of Belfast.

Blacksmithing,

Plows! Plows!
Also agents for the HUSSEY FLOW of Unity,
and the HUSSEY and DOE FLOWS made at

Liberty.
Every Flow fully warranted, and satisfaction guarrant eed.

Castings of all the above makes, constantly

on

hand.

large

assortment of

Shovels, Hoes & Manure Forks,
Just

received, to be sold at lowest

CASH
Call and

see us

KICK
rpII
1

i

will be cost made on all Taxes remuining unpaid after the fifteenth of May, 1877, including taxes of l87(i. 1 will be at mv office, over
Oakes Angier’s store, each day from ten o’clock until twelve M., and from two o’clock until four 1*. M.
‘•iw44*
O. L. 1*11011 KB, Collector.

(or HANSON) Flows 1'or

E. J. Morison &Co.,

A

PRICES.
before purchasing.

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
52 Main Street, Belfast.

LINEN
TilK

decided to remain in Belfast for the present, would inform my old customers, and others
having HAIR WORK to do, that I can do it as well
and as cheap as any one that in secrecy learned the
most of what they know of me by occasional (friendly) visits, while I paid for learning, and have had
years of experience. Thanking you for past favors,
I hope for a continuation of the same.
MRS. S. B. VENNER, Bav View St.
42tl
Belfast, April 19, 1877.

GLACE

NK-PLUS-ULTBA

STARCH POLISH!
Combines

readily with Starch, hot or cold. Prevents
“blistering” and the iron sticking. Saves twentylive per cent of labor and starch.
Hives a beautiful ivory finish, and brightens ail
colored fabrics.
Is warranted to contain nothing injurious.
Hannents will keep clean much longer, will not
crack, and are not so easily affected by dampness.
For doing
uj> Infants’ Clothing, Muslins, Cambrics,
Laces, etc., Linen Hlace is invaluable.

25 Cents per Package.
For Sale by
FRANKLIN
dlitf
Block, Main Street.

Bamboo

HAVING

Valuable farm for Sale!
f

Work,

Wood

Painting
Trimming
promptly attended to.
and

All my old customer* are cordially invited to call
ami see me at my new whop, and as many new ones
as can

conveniently.

w
Belfast, March

J. G. DAMON

1S77

:im:W

HALL’S

j
:

1^111C subscriber oilers lor sale a
1 beautiful and productive t'unit,
situated on the Kast side of he
river in l.eliast. only 1 1-J mile.'
lroiu the Cilv Post Ollice.
The
larm coutau mg one hundred acres ot land, free
from waste, well divided into wood, pasturage and
tillage, is we'l located for 21 milk farm, and has every
facility for such purpose; it has 21 large two-story
House, Till, 'shed, and Barn, all in good condition,
is well supplied with pure water, ami has a young
orchard of s-wenty-tive trees all grafted and mamhearing. The land borders on Belfast Bay, and
from every part of the farm a good view of rite Bit'
and ily and tin ir .surroundings i' had, making it
one of the most delightful l.amtions for a re-ideuce
in this vicini \. Tin1 laud is all of good ijuali'.v ami
will give a good return for labor spent upon it.
Terms rea.-oimble ami made known by the proprie
tor on the premises.
AMBIIOSH STItOTT.
.'.mos.{.'»
Belfast, Feb. 24, 1M77.

B.

SWIFT, Wadlin

Chains,

Rubber and Jet. Long and Opera Cbaius.
At

Necklaces, Lockets, Crosses, dr.,
HEBVEY’S
Jewelry Store.

Meadow

King

Mower.

This Book also contains More than Fifty
Prescriptions for the above named and
other diseases, each one worth more than
the price of the book.

«-

Little Rogue,"
Ji. \ f*l«»n|» riff, (•••litre board, *.' ft.
ii
II
t'l.
inch
beam, a •'nod able |
long,

VACHT

HAIR

RENEWER.

boat and

a

fust railer.

Four berths

in cabin, .-ails ami ri^in^. all in j_-..
•COlidition. i rdtull sell tile -an
k

Tiiis

standard article

greatest

i-

with

compounded

the
great

bargain

it

Its effects

wonderful

as

and

satisfactory

as

or

all

removes

Belfast, April l.>,

use

becomes white and clean.

propertied it restores the capillary

de.-drabl**.

l»r. A. A.
says ot it
intended

Hayes, State Asoaver of Massachusetts,
“I consider it the best

:

preparation for its

purposes.”

BUCKINGHAM’S

DYE,

This

one*.

preparation,

und

effectually produces

which will neither rub

nor

FOl.l.KI I
Main Sir.

A.

kltf

>o

»

t.

a permanent color
wasp, ott.

»K Sal*-, the Stock ot tlroceri. s owned by tin
undersigned. A new clean lot ol goods. No
dead stock.
Also to let the More owned and occupied liv tinsame. situated iu a good location for w ater, country
and city trade.
Brick Store, m arly new, twenty
li\ e by s»-veiity-th *-. w ith excellent cellar and rhumb
er, large cistern, counting room, etc
etc., titled up
ill good shape for hu si lies-, food 11 ude eMaldi-h*d.
The owners are interested soinewh.it in o--il
property, and hav*- some iullneiice which they will
use for the hem-tit of In purchaser.
A good chance to do either a Wholesale *<r Ketuil
b usines*.
A. P. .MANSI- II !.|> .Sc CO.
Foot ot Main Street
4Iff
Belfast, April 11, 1*77.

17V

monos ot

rare brilliancy
“Altogether, in its xreuth-n and tin* rich Mematerials, and size, this
decidedly the n
«

lts

noticeable medal ev
purpose w lmie\ er.

struck in this country for m
It t- well worth the inspecti..
ot Numi-mati-ts
It was tairU won and worth
bestowed." Massachusetts Ploughman, June
-Catalogue
n! on receipt ,| nc. lor
postage
hither id tli*- above works sent by mail on re. *
I hAl nl.y MhhK A 1. IN.s I
f-M. e. Addri
I l 1 h. bo. 1 Bultineh Si,, Boston, Mas-, opi. p
vere Mon-*
b b
1 hi author can he consulted on the ah.,
mum ,I
di-ea-i
well as all diseases reqtiirin.
a
-kill. M-rriv. and experience. Office hours, *.» \
toiif. ,m.
iv::
if,)

Bankrupt

>

order ol‘ said Court, notice i~
hereby given that the second and third general
of
creditors
in the estate ot Hiram \V\
meetings
Thomas, Bankrupt, will !»«• held at the Custom House
in Belfast, in said District, on the :toth day of May,
A. D. 1877, at 10 o’clock A. M., before Mr. Register
Hamlin, for the purposes specified in Section 7>W2
and f>oy:{, Statutes of the United States, title Bank
WM. II. FOULER, Assignee.
ruptcy.
Dated at Belfast, May 2, 1877.
2w-H

P-RSI

AN T to

an

In tin* District Court of the United States lor UnDistrict of Maine.
In the matter of HIRAM O.

)

Bankrupt, j

ALDKN',

Iu

Bankruptcy.

order of the Court aforesaid a second general
meeting of the creditors of said Bankrupt will
be held at the Custom House, in Belfast, in said
District, on the dOth day ot May, A. D. 1877, at lu of
the clock A. M., before Charles Hamlin, Ks«j., one
of the Registers in Bankruptcy in said District, for
the purposes named in Section .'•0P2, of the Revised
Statutes of the United States Title Bankruptcy.
NATH’L II. HUBBARD, Assignee
of IIlKA.M o. Aijikn, Bankruj)t.
In Bankruptcy.
Dated at Belfast, April .'50, 1877.
2wll
In the District Court of the United States for the
I >istrict of Maine.
In

the

matter of

EMERY A.

CAEDERWOOD,
to

Bankrupt,

n

1,1

bankruptcy.

order of said Court, notice is
hereby given that the fourth and final meeting
of creditors in the estate of Emery A. Caldervvood,
Bankrupt, will be held ;.t the Custom liou.se in Bellast, in SHid District, on the .loth da\ of Ma>, A. 1).
1877, at 10 o’clock A. M., before Mr. Register Main
liu, for the purposes specitied in Section .r*00.{, Statutes of the United States, title Bankruptcy.

PURSUANT

Dated at

an

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Assignee.
2w-H
Belfast, May 2, 1877.

District Court of the
Maine.

United States.

In the matter of HIRAM W.

Sewing Machine.
Price Five Dollar*,
how easily and nicely tln-\ work ,.t
Picture Frame and Furniture lb-pair
Booms, High Mrn-t, opposite Court House.
low k
Belfast, March H, 1*77.

fall and
Sanhiiun's

/

1,1

,,

B»«kruptcy.

FI'YHIS is

to give Notice that a petition lias been
I presented to the Court, this 20th day ot Julv,
187»*, by Hiram W. Thomas, of Searsmont, a Bank
rupt, praying that he may be decreed to have a full
discharge lrom all his debts, provable under the
Bankrupt Act, ami upon reading said Petition, now
on the 21st day of April, A. D. 1877
It is Ordered by the Court Hun a hearing be had
upon the same, ou the first Monday ot Julv, A. D.
1877, before the Court in Portland, iu said District,
at 10 o’cloc
A. M., and that the second meeting of
the creditors of said Bankrupt, be held before Clias.
Hamlin, Esq., Register,on the :toth day of May, 1877,
and the third meeting of tin* same on the :t0ih day
of May, 1877, and that notice thereof be published iu
the Bangor Daily Whig & Courier and the Republican Journal, newspapers printed iu said District,
once a week for three successive weeks, and once in
tin* weekly Bangor Courier, the last publication »<•
be thirty days at least before the day of hearing, and
that all creditors who have proved their debts and
other persons in interest, may appear at said tinn
and place, and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said Petition should not tie granted.
WM 1*. PREBLE,
:Uvll
Clerk of District Court, for said District.

District Court of the United States.
DISTRICT

OF

MAINE.

Inthe matter of Ciias. M. Lit )
Bankruptcy.
ri.KKiKi.it,
i
Bankrupt.
nuns is to give Notice thut a petition has been
JL presented to the Court, this 2.U1 day of April,
1877, by ( has. M. Littlefield of Belfast, a Bankrupt,
individually and as a member of the firm of A. J.
Harrimau Sc. Company, praying that he may be de
creed to have a lull discharge from all his debts, iu
dividual and copartnership, provable under tInBankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
up n the same, on the first Monday of .Inly, A. D.
1877, before the Court in Cortland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof be pub
lished in the Bangor Daily Whig Sc Courier and the
Republican Journal, newspapers printed iu said
District, once a week tor three successive weeks,
and once in tlie Weekly Bangor Courier, the last
publication to he thirty days at least before the day
of hearing, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest,
may appear at said time and place, and show cause, it any
they have, why the prayer of said Petition should
not be granted.
WM. 1*. PREBLE,
:iw4'»
Clerk ot District Court, lor said District.

District Court of the United States.
OF

MAINE.

In the matter of Ai.ox/o
1,1 ““"kruptcy.
(
kiman,
Bankrupt.
is to give Notice that a petition has hern
JL presented to the Court, this *.!3d day of April,
llurrimun of Belfast, a Bankrupt,
Alonzo
1*77,
individually and as a member of the firm of A. .).
llurrimun &
praying that he may be dr
erred to have a lull discharge from all his debts, individual and copartnership, provable under the
Bankrupt Act, and upon reading said Petition,
It is Ordered by the Court that a hearing be had
upon the same, oil the first .Monday of July, A. 1>.
1*77, before the Court in Portland, in said District,
at 10 o’clock, A. M
and that notice thereof he published in the Bangor Daily Whig & Courier and the
Republican Journal, newspapers printed in said
District, once a week for three successive weeks,
and once in the Weekly Bangor Courier, the last
publication to be thirty days at least before the day
of hearing, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest,
may appear at said time and place, and show cause, it' any
they have, why the prayer of said Petition should
not be granted.
WM. M. PKKBLK,
3w43
Clerk of District Court, for said District.

by

BOARDMAN,

Notary Public,

No. 211 Main Street.
April I, 1-77.

-.

l Tell It All
**

plete
Life,
wurrmr r!7en^!Jevelo/m!ent^T!^^oriiioiasm^^Ti\^^or^yt 1
"Ann Eliza, Wife No. 1 IK" w tohl in full by herself. Tina thrilling book is now telling like wildfire. Ministers say "Hod
Ten# of Thousand*
S/teed it;" Eminent women Indorse It
are waiting for It. and Agents are selling lO to 241 a day;
60th thousand in />re<w. 6««« more Agents wanted N4>W.
Cnndars Free,
Men or Women can earn • 1001)0 a month.
o.. Hartford, Couiu
AddroH.i A. P. Wortiiinotoh

WANTED.
hire two teachers, or wide-awake business
men, thirty year* of age and upwards, to solicit
orders for a new work. A good chance for the right

TO

parties.

3w43

CROCKER (l STICKNEY.
333 W ashlngton St., Boston.

u

HILLS,|

PATENTS,

Beach,' Mo.

French’s
■'imos.'IO

HOMER, M. I).

Wfii'f.'»!» Sain Si.

No. 76 State St., opposite

MAINE

N. l’».—Particular attention given to Sn
-•// and
Female Diseases of long standing.
lie* may ho lound in his otlice every fmsdav,
Thursday and Saturday of each week, other dmdevoted to Surgical operations and isiring patients
l v.tt
residing in the country, etc.

Bonnet

t

Commissioner of Patent•‘Inventors cannot employ a person more ti
hv or more eapahleof sec-uring for them an a
and favorable- consideration at tin Patent OUio
Kl>Ml NI) i;l i:K 11, late Com. ,■! Paten!
K< >- I N
October Id. Is;
IP II
-I>.*ar S.r
l.l’l'A, I
you procured t
me. in l.vlo, m> tir-t pate nt,
since then you ha.
acted for and advised me in hundreds of cases, ai,
procured many patent.*, reissue- and evteti-iouhave occasionally mploved the best agencies* in N
York, Philadelphia and Washington, hut 1 -dig
he whole ot my bu.-iuc.-s, in your li;
you almost
and ud\ i-e ot hers to employ von.
Yours truly,
tiKl'liUK 1 »U A I I
win t

iood morning Mrs. drundy. "d :,iv! wtiere
T did you get aueh a lovely hatt iood gracious
Mrs. day! "haven't you heard the u.-wW'hv,
Black has a nice lot" ot NEW STYLES. and the
Indies are almost crazy to have their old huts made
over, he makes them over so nice and cheap, at
the sign of the Straw Works, East side ot* the ri\ r."
Belfast, April J, l>rr. im-IO
S. A. BE.U.K.

(

Poston, dan’y 1,

Pile
6c Humor *///r,
Cure.
Hot He warranted prrfeef
all hinds

/’//./ >'.
Two to four J’-oftlt -: ill tlio le-a-st eas.
// /•/:<>.<),
Sf'itoi i i. i, v.i/.y /,///
m,
tan r.\r,t r/s \r, ajdxhy<. />}>/•//•>//, <
i'Alililt, awl all diseases <■/' the >'A/.\ and Hi fn>D
Internal ami External use.
Entirely Veg.-table.
Money returned in all cast ot* failure; none for 1>
years. $1 a Bottle. Sold everywhere. Send lor

.1(1-1 publish- d, 11 new .III t<>11 111 19
u,'4‘rw‘‘H " (XHtrutcil »•
'»>» tin
ni <ti rr without Mi'
cine) iiI'mm u\|.\ iniiuiiu AorSemm
W.akiie--, 1 iivoluntary .seniiual Losses, imim>i
v, .Mental aini Physical Incnpaciiy, lmpediiio
t" M irri.ige, etc
also. (\>\
mimiun, i.pn
and fils, induced by self indulgence ir sc xual
truvagance, &o.
nv
tit) I’rice. in a sealed
lop' only six cents.
I be celebrated author, in t hi-admirable l.ssu
‘‘learlv d'-monstra''
trmit a thirty M ars’ succ s-:
practice, that the alarming e on-e .jiieiices ot
abuse may be radical !v cured without the dangeru-e ..t'internal medicine <»r the
application oi
knit.
pointing out a nn.de ol' cur.- it once situ;
certain, and ethdual,
means ot which e\ erv -u:
b rer, in* matter what liis couiiitlon may be, um
cun- In in st-If cheaply,
privately, and
tt^- Hiis Lecture should be in the hands ol .-vri
vouth and .a cry man in tin land
>eiit under seal, in a plain
envelope, to unv
x cents or tw
lid, "U ieeeipt ol
j
age stamps.
Address the Publishers,
"“•*

Pamphlet.

and
CO., Montreal
■‘•IlieOW P‘.

■

Boston.

Caution.
VITII ElvEAS, my wife, Martha E. dilke\. has left
T ?
my hed’ainl hoar«l, this is to notiti all p.
sons from harboring or trusting her on niv account,
as 1 shall pay no hills of her contracting.
B HEX Idll.KIA
Belmont, May V, ls:r. iw If

by

cm/n’u////.

THE MILD POWER

CURES

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,

HUMPHREYS*
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS
general

use

f

or

flic

t

w

nil

most

11 Ann St.,

medicines known, They are Jn*l whaf
flit* people want, saving lime, money
sickness and suffering.
Every single
specitle the well tried p»y .scriptIon »!
an eminent physician.
< '*■ i« t
Noa.
Cure*.
2
1. Fevers, Congestion, Inllnninmtion^,
2. Worms, Worm Fever, Worm «'<•<:<
or
uf
3. Crying-Colic,
infant*,. 2:.
Teething
2
4. Dlarrhtra, of Children or Adult*,
5. Dysentery, Griping, Bilion* Colic,
2
b. Cholera-Morbus, Vomiting,
7. Coughs, (’old*, Bromhiti*.2'.
2*.
8. Neuralgia, Toothache. F.teeache,
2
l». Headaches, sick 11.-adaeli.
\crtigo,
10. Ilyspepsla, Bilious Stomach.2
11. Suppressed, or Painful Period*.
2
12. Whites. n»«»
27
Period*,
13. I'roup. Cough, Difficult Brent him
27
14. Halt Hlieiim, Erysipelas, Eruptions.
2:.
17. Rheumatism, Bheunmtir Pain*,
2r
Pi. Fever and Ague, chill Fever, Ague*,
7tt
17. Piles, blind or bleeding.To
18. Oplithalm>, and Sore or Weak Eyes.
To
111. Catarrh, acute or ebronic, lntluenza,
Mi
20. Whooping-Cough, violent cough*,
7"
21. Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
'o
22. Ear Discharges, impaired hearing,
M
23. Herotula, enlarged glands, Swellii
!•*>
21. General Debility, Physical Weakness,
f*i
25. Dropsy and scanty Secretions,
f«
2b. Hea-Hickness, sickness from riding,
27. ltldney>Disease, Gravel,.Mi
28. Nervous Debility, Vital Weakness, 1 in
2*». Sore Mouth, Canker,.7o
3». I’rlnury Weakness, wetting the bed, mi
M>
31. Painful Periods, or with Spasms.
1 ini
32 Disease of Heart, pulp1tMt1.-1.-4, !.•
\
itDam-.-.
00
St.
1
3.3. Epllepsey, Spasm*,
70
34. Diphtheria, ulcerated sore throat.
35. Chronic Congest Ions and Ki options. Ml

|

Srlce.

Moody.
iy

»

THE PILES

directly

on

the causes and are

Lhe only medicine advertised for that disease which do.
Remember—TheUNivmssAi. I’ii.k l’n.i.s
and take no other. Cure Warranted where
88 00 worth are taken or money refunded.
For sale by S. A. HOWES & CO., Bellast. and Druggists everywhere.
The Universal Liver Fills are the best
in the world
iimds

t

luma
HI LL, ri >iiNof, ,n:. n«.
Herd Lh gist.
American .lerscv t’uttle I 1 itr
will l» kept tor s erv ice at the Par ui of the subset
•rill Prospect, tile Ollliug -easou.
llshlioc, .1
was bred by ,1. \\
North', M. I», Augusta, M
iishnoc
IM
ti
dropped March
ire,
I homas Motley
.ock, M.i
1'am, .Mimosa In
out ot
Mad.'i in Bishop,
imported l ain
Mor* p ir,iculars about pedigre.
Shunter, s|
apply ng.
I to- Bull
thrift
n
line I v marked, and
of deep III Iking shams .-! blood,
see milk ivc.-i
•d
I’iiiii Mum -a in Maine farmer, Nov..in, |ending the year. li-rins lor the season, $ L.'.u. t'a-i
at time >»t -erv ice.
I llf.L M A N PAIM U I!m 1
Prospec

I

Also for sale

a

--.

.lersev Bull

<

'ait,

months old,

do bushels dear >>• ed «fat Ih sal*-.
P
!‘.M f
L. PAlU'IM 191 If.,
Stockloll.

•».

Addr.--

Prospect

Foreclosure Notice.
liriJLKL\>. I Adi. P la-.wind Me-lmra, i'..iu
tv "I \\ a-d". amt St it* o! Maine, bv bet m.-i
i
dat. d lb.- I Ml. -lav of August,
h. l*s J. m
1 gag.
I', corded in the Waitlo Legist rv "t (feeds, book
;. niortguged t" l.lbridget; Knight a
p 'g'
pare,
ol laud
in said Isleshoro and bounded aJ l"W t..situate
vv it
Beginning at a stake and stones at tin
west bay of Penobscot near a spruce tree, then-,
f .-south .s. degrees Last .4 rods, to stake and ston*
rod- and
1 thence North 41
degrees Lust,
links, to stake and stones; thenee South to d.
IJ rods and .' links to stake am
giees
Last,
| stones; thence South .'»*.»
degrees West, » r.-.l
! and 11 link- to stake and stones, thence Soul I
■'*** degree- Last, II rods ami Id links, to stake an'
! stones at tin east hay of Penobscot, thence Souti
» rlv
by said buv, '.1 1
rods, to stake and -ton.-thence North -«* degrees W.-t, l::j rods, to stake at
stones at the west bay ot Penobscot; thence Non.
ast by the hav, ‘.1 1 :t rods, to tin tir-t mention,
bound-, containing twenty live acres more or !«
And win reus the condition of said mortgag* havbelli broken, UoVV I ll.-re fori*, I hereby give II"!:
that 1 claim to foreclose the same bv reason tin n
M\!iA II. K N h 11 f, Administratrix
Uv 14
By .L II. M«»N l«.ovti-.i;\, her Atl'v
1

j

Freedom Notice.
I ^11 IS is t«> certify that I have this dav given to n.
minor son, I’ll \i;i.i s W. Ki.i.in. the rcmuind'
4
of his tiim* during his minority. I shall claim non
of Ids wages nor pa\ any hills f his contracting all*
this ilute.
WIN III KOI* KlJ.I.v
April js, i>: r. ;:wn.

N<

CAN BE CURED ONLY BY USING

THE UNIVERSAL PILE PILLS!

Post oilice Box,

|>.tm fuchsia,
handsome, >jre Idaho,
and a tew grade and high grade Jersev Cows atIleiters of various ages, all good animals, hr.
tcom as clioi. •• stock as the country atford*.
A.•>

....

family casks.
Case, Morocco, with aho\ e 1*5 large vials and
Manual of direction*,.$10.00
0.00
Case Morocco, of 20 large vial* and Book,
These remedies are sent toy the ease
to
of
or
the
vial,
any part
single box
country, free of charge, 011 receipt ui
Address
umphrey*’ Homeopathic Medicine Co.
Office and DejH»t, 502 Broadway, New Y ork.
For .sale by alt Druggists.
For Sale in Belfast by W. O. Poor & Sou

York

v

....

...

vv

Notice to Stock Haisers.

y years.
s A li:,

SiniM I .I K OXniM Vl atid Kli U lKM

R. H.

lyr'.T.

Manhood: How Lost. How Restored

..

Every where proved

1

•/■

Of

H. D. FOWLF &.

<

>

S
’I

I'lMnxi \i.s.

regard Mr. l-.ddv as oneof the m>»t rupuhtr
ssfin practitioner- with whom 1 have had
cial intercourse.
i'll As. MASON,

Bleaching.

a

s

“I

s>ir,,

-o-

F O W L E

Kilby St., Boston

I’.ltelil.s in file l tlited >fUt«
«J-m ill l.l'.'u
r.ritaiu, 1 ranee and oi her toreign countries,
op,,
ot the claims ot any Patent furnished hv remit
one dollar.
A"lgtuueiiis recorded at Washingt.-.
.Vo
ttu
in
I
'nitnl
C.'< //«•//
Slirtt* /»•».s.-vs
fnriiif irs r.>r ubtuiniiu/ /‘utrnts or iisccrttiim n
it ii oi'iim nt im,.'!.
jtitti
K. II. Kl >1 > Y. Solicitor of Pate n;
See II res

IlcsiilrniT, Church St

BELFAST,

act

mm

Ft. FF. i£DDY,

JOHN

They

Sent hv

R E Y S H 0 M1

OPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY,
1
liliuADWAY M U \DKK.
! For Salein tielliint by W. O. Poor & Sou
and H. H. Moody.

Surgeon Dentist,
Lincolnville,

five vials and $-\00 vial ot powder.
receipt of price. Addfe-s H U M P H

tf

ISAAC

ACiENTS WANTEL

IDOK

T

'intes t tie
iii ire man.
lieni u-ed twenty vears \\,:
perlrct success by tiiousaud'. Sold I* y dealer
Uric.', i-l.ou per single vial, or $.Von per package

I

BELFAST. ME.

DEBILITY.

Vital weakness op depression : « weak e*
batiste it let-liiig, no energy or courage, fin* result
mental over-work, Indeserehons or excessome drain
upon the system, i> always cu
ses,
• ‘
»■> HUMPHREYS’ HOMEOPA i HICSPEC
It
toneIFIC No. 28.
up ami invigorates tintem. di-pels the gloOUl Hint
despondency, i 111 pit
strength and energy, stops the drain ami reoiv-

COUNSELLOR at LAW I

aud

By Mrs. Btenhouae, of Salt Lake City, for 25 year*
the wife of u Morin..u High Priest. Thin is the. true
Story of a" Womans Life m Mormotusm," fully disclosing the secret doings and inner life of the MorIntroducmons UA* a unite awake Woman sees them.'
it gives a comtion by Harriet Beecher Stowe,
account of the Mountain Meadow Massacre, and of the
Trial, ('onfiulnn. and Kveentlon of John IK Lee,

--

NERVOUS

see

<

Bankrupt.

THOMAS,

District of

«

ol

AND
In tin* District Court ot tin* United Mutes for tin
District ot' Maine.
In the matter ot
HIRAM \Y\ THOMAS,
In Bankruptcy-

er

he attached to any old

CYAN

EMERY

R. P. HALL & CO., Nashua, N. H.
Solti by all Druggists and Dealers in Afeilieine.

1

e

Amateur Scroll Saws.

elegant preparation

may be relied mi t..
change tin* color of the beard from gray or any other
undesirable shade, to brown or black, at discretion.
It is easily applied, being in one
and

quickly

1S77.

NOTICE.

youthful color.

eruptions, itching and dandruff,

scalp by its

its tonic

faded hair to it*

glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldness,
ami making the hair grow thi-k ami
strong.
As a dressing nothing has been found so effect uni.
or

toi at

F.
are

ever.

By

culled

car.-.

AUo, another aluable medical work treating
elu>ive!\ on MlblAl. V M • > hi; Vo l s 1*I>1
I-.S ; more than ',oo royal octavo pages, t\\cut>
guut engravings, hound in substum itil muslin. I• ri.
only $-.00. Barely enough to pay tor printing.
“The Book for voting ami middle aged non:
readjust now, is the Science of Idle, or Self l'i--vatiou.
I he author tins returned from
Kuro|
excellent health, and is again the Duet Cun-u,<,i
I’lty sician of the lVahod\ Medical Institute, N
Bultineh Street, Boston, Mass.” Kepuhlican .)
mil
I he Science ot‘ I it* is beyond all
comparison :.
most extraordinary work on
Physiology ever p
lished.’’ -Boston lleiald.
“Ilope nestled in the bottom ot Pandora's U
ami impe plume- her wings anew, since the is-m
of rtiese aluahle w ork-, published l»y the i’eul..
M'dical Institute, which arc tending thousui..
how t<> avoid the mnladi* s that
-ap the citail*
lit*.' Philadelphia i-.in|iiirer.
"It should 1 read by the young, the middle ug*
ami even the old
N*-w 1 ork tribune.
I lie lir-t and only .Medal e\ r conlen •••!
upon ai
Medical Man in th« country, as a recognition ol -k.
ami pl ot*'v-ioiml service-, was
presented to t!u
tliorot these ,V.,| ks, Man'll list, WO,
1'be preat ion was noticed at the lino-ot its occurn-nc.
the Boston Press, and the leu.ling journal* Ihrougi
out the counti \
1 In timgi lie* lit Medal is
gold, set with more than one hundred India *1
«

For Sale.

VE6ETABLE SICILIAN

Company,

-O-

rnilK celebrated FRYE
X Sale by

(good

ALL KINDS OK

rpUlIS

N. FKIiNA I.I».

2ni38

cause

cultivation ami i-* well fenced
and watered, and in all respects eonvenn-nt.
It has upon it hr-d-class huiitiiut>s in thor
ouph repair, and ail engrafted orchard of hearing
fruit trees, ( all at office ttt. Main Street, or on the
premises at the intersection ot the i.incolnv ille and
Little liiver roads in the south part of this eitv.
1
>1 HOARD MATS
Belfast. April lt>, 1877.
Utf

Trimming shop.

...

Corner

It treats upon Man
itih*i>, how lost, how regained and perpetuated,
and cure of hxhausrcd Vitality, linpoteutc>,
Premature Decline in Man, Sp» rinatorrha a.or ben,
iual l.t»>-es
nocturnal and diurnal
Nervous am
Physical Debility, 11 y pochondria, Gloomy Fort-bod
ing-, Mental >epresHon, I.-'-ent energy, flagga;
Countenance, Confm-ion ot Mind ami Loss ot Mem
ory, Impure State ot the Blood, and all diseam
arising from the Kkiuiks ok Yon it or the indiscr.
titois or excesses of mature \ears
It tells sou all about the Morale of Generate,
Physiology, the Physiology of Marriage, ot Wed
lock uud Ollsj ring. Physical Contrasts, Ihe Moralit
Kinpiricism, Perversion ot Marriage, Conjugal Pr
cept ami Kriendlv Counsel, Physical Infirmity, 1Causes ami Cure, Relations Between the SexProof- of the expansion of Vice, 1 he Miseries -■
hnprudei ce. Ami. lit Ignorance and Krroris, Meanok Ct'ttE, Cure of Body and Miud.
l etK Pkinim.es ok I'ki.a m en
Address to Patients and I
valitl Rentiers, t he Author’s Principles, The pn,
ot this book is only $! 00.
or,

pi*
uated, contains thirty acres, i» under

Shop,

to

DISTRICT

Me.

Medical Association,”
March 31st, 1876.
published by the PKABODY MKDK A1
IN ST nr IK. a new edition of the celebrated
medical work entitled the “SCIKNCK OK L1K1-

vei

shall be happy to wait on all my customers.
This shop now is connected with H. W. fruudy’s
Wood Shop, also with Wales .Sc Blcknell’s Paint and

purchasing elsewhere.

4F*~All work warranted to give satisfaction. P#

MliETIUMiX IlILLIilA COPIES S Li).
Gold Medal Awarded to the Anthor by the

on

Been In

Also

Monuments and Tablets
Foreign

for Sale.

Grocery Wagons

Scotch

-o-

CHAS. FARNHAM will open a store in
Hayford’s Block May 2d, for the sale of House
and Redding Plants, Vicks Flower Seeds, Vegetable
Seeds, Pots, Trellises &c.

Swift’s,

Block, Main Street.

Monuments and Tablets

PLANTS.

20,

Trimmed Bonnets and Hats

PIPES.

Franklin B.

fore

Tax 1ST otice.

article for

sale by the subscribers,
T^Olt
1^ eellent horses, one

__

Wtf

quality

full line of

next

LIKE;

Or, SELF-PRESERVATION.

most

Dm

"S

MEADOW KING MOWER

Strings.

healthy

pure and

Horses for Sale.

High Sts.

Marl Si Granite Work

4m39

19 &

perfectly

WATER

MEADOW KIAO MOWER
Belfast Steam

a

By using this piping all risks of s toppage of supply
by rust or poisoning by lead is remoued. For sale
A. D. FRENCH.
by
4otf
1*77.
Belfast, April

MOODY,

Corner ol Main and

is

rjlIllS

Remedy.
A full Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician's
Prescription and Family Receipts carefully com-

ly28

COS

Rubber Coated Pipe.

reliable Catarrh

PL. PI.

1 .V

Patent Vulcanized

Reader's German Catarrh Snuff.
The

DAYS

This is a bona tide offer as we are closing up our
business and .-hall sacrifice our goods so as to make
A. P. MANSFIELD,
a quick sab* of them.
Loot of Main Street.
41 tf
Belfast, April 11, 1877.

Glass!
E E E Violin

Howard,

Revere House.)

TilE SCIENCE OK

rooms with a large stable attached,
and everv aecommodatu n, inelud-

now

Notice.

BY

CROCKERYWARE,
GROCERIES, ESS
77/
T.

at

Warranted Strictly Pure and to give entire sal is
faction.
DR. R. MOODY'S Vegetable Ritters tin- best in

CIllOlCE

Lyman

Have returned from BOSTON where they have at
tended all the

And feel

be found

Drug Store

P3 TUPLE SPICES!

CO.,

Cornelius Staples,
Emery B. Colcord,
George S. Black,
John French’s heirs,
Joshua K. Partridge,

Mrs. Wells and Milliner

OF

tirst-class

Iw-fJ

THIRTY
|^OR THE NEXT
We shall Sell

dv.

JUST RECEIVED

Of

& Summer!

NOW

a

ANGIER.

Out.

Selling

R. H. MOODY’S.

People

Meadow King Mower.

Spring

Poteder,

Sponges, dv.,

A

juices to suit the times, at No. 1 Phenix

Belfast, April 17, 1*77.

location, and examine

FRANK CLARK.

at

OAKES

and Combs,

42tf

For

Furnace,
Winthrop
gives

Block,

April 19, 1877.

to.

Agent for tin*

for Sale
Bow, bv

Tooth Brushes,

MODERATE.

MTV A- ST. I X PA HI) (i r A AM XT H HD

\

Wadlin

WARE

Buttled,

IS

IT

The Best of

Constantly

a

pounded.

PROMPT. ACTIVE, & RELIABLE.
1’kn years’ successful use lias shown it to be
OF I’llF YFRY HIGHEST QUALITY.
<Jt'.

To No, 9 High Street,
The Store lately occupied by (Jeorge F. White, where
I will be pleased to welcome my old customers.

STOVES & TIN

in that line,

everything
fogether
ITVMBBACINC
li with complete Stock of
Paints, Oils, and Varnishes,

i/i Hulk

Pomades,

can

Tools!

Farming

the market.

K/tires.

FERTILIZER.

BELFAST.

REMOVED MV STOCK OF

I HAVE

In

Fancy (toutIs,

1

the market.

A No. 1

00.,

REMOVAL!

answers

nearly always

King

PRICE
barbarism as
Nations, like

superficial brilliancy.

a

H.

AND

Shoulder Braces

SAWYKII.

SOLUBLE
PACIFIC GUANO.

B, E T A. I L

BUILDERS HARDWARE

1 he best and most durable

and

the
O R

variety

of

TRUSSES !

day.

neatly

Laundry, Beaver St.

Meadow

hven man has in himself a continent of undis
■overed character. Happy is he who acts the Go
iuuibus t" his own soul.
Man without religion is a creature of eirciiwstances: religion is above all circumstances, and
will lift him up above them.

and great

Hair Brushes

by
Experienced Workmen.
Orders loft at C. H. Sargent’s

ill lu* sold at

!

which

large Stock

A

and

Goods called for every

W «• lead the book of
experience only backward,
and find it punctuated as God willed.

Of all kinds.

Face

II. S.

than

Jttt)‘Excellent accommodations for Passengers,
I’ilOS. Bl.KtiESS.
CAi'i
$1.0 0.
tflO
Belfast, Sept. 7, 1870.

Opposite

Farm for Sale.
Jl’ST
otter for sale the
y desirable small farm
whi. h 1
Thereby
SK1.K 1*KK>KR NATION.”
live. It is
a>anth 'it

MAXUFACTL'HKD 11V

are

No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston,

s.

notice.

Country produce of all kinds will be purchased at
the going prices. When in port the Captain may be
found mi board the packet at flaradeu’s wharf, or at
the store of Woods, Mathews & Baker.

Genuine Patent Medicines

LAUNDRY!

highest things.

meaner

sailing packet I*. M. ItONCapt. Thomas 1’urgess, has
again resumed her weekly trips between this city and Carver's Harbor,
Vinalhaven, ami will run until further

I—.©t,.

“National

For the Whiskers.

K last
rpii
1 NKV,

and Chemicals !

Drugs

Portland,

Carver's Harbor Packet.

I

Pure

Knox, 0.17, Brooks, 0.41, City Point,

at Belfast 7.05 p.m.
These Trains Connect at Btiruham with
Boston and Bangor Trains.
4o
April XI, 1877.

llatr Oils,

All classes of work
promptly executed

uneasy pillow.

dike,
arriving

DRUG STORE!

BELFAST

dislikes the world to know it.

fidelity arc

WORK

MOODT’S

REMEDY/’

I

w

STRAW

Perfumery

STOCK!

1 !u* (iniuls

OLD

K. (i. DY Kll.

this office.

Is pleasantHas threefourths ot au acre of land and an orchard ot 100
trees. Inquire of
MlCHAKL COLLINS.
8w :W*
Belfast, March 'i'i, 1877.

leased the NEW and

ON

made over with neatness and despatch. #^'(’all
and look at our stock. Our openings are even dav
in the week.
MRS. R. SHELDON.
MISS EDOt’OMB.
l.i High Sta-et.
Belfast, April 24, 1877.—TUT

at

L

ELEGANT Brick
Ihave
G.
ford, formerly occupied by
Shop of A. Huy
door
the Munslield
where I

and the

!

and tini-hed

inga never-failing well of good w ater.
ly situated in a good
eighborhood.

REMOVAL.

MILX-IXTERV!

d 1:1:.

WONDERFUL

Blacksmith

DK.KKIXU,

and attrr Monday, April
trains will run as fol
lows
Lonvt* Belfast at 7,5.‘»
a.in., City Point, s.o^. Brooks
s
dxi, Knox, 8.0x1, I hormukc, 0.10, L nity, O.VO, arriving at Burnham at 0.00 a m.
Leave Belfast at 4 oo p m., ( ity Point, ‘T, Brooks,
4.47, Knox, 4.or. fltormlike, 4.10, Unity, 1 40, urriv
ing at Burnham at 0.< <> u.m.
Returning—Leave Burnham at lo.lo a. in Unity,
10.4o, I hormlike, 10.04, Knox, 11.00, Brooks, 11.<18,
City Point, lx.’.04, arriving at Belfast at lxi loa.m.
Leave Burnham at 0 xiO p.m., I nity, 0 47, Thorn-

high,

stories

rpiIK house on Miller M., former
A ly known as the Eastman house.
Said building contains six good

D. S. BABCOCK, Prest.
A. A. FOLSOM, Sugt.
Providence & Stoningioii
Boston & Providence
:sm ti)
Railroad.
Steamship Co.

It

THE

his

peck-,

It restores gray

Our large experience in this business has enabled
us to make such selections as we feel confident will
suit the times, and our continued success warrants
the belief that our large run of customers have ton
tide nee in our cltoice.

JA's.v/ s. It’r/.sii Potter
(ientlemen,—Your Collins’ Voltaic Pi. v.vi lk is a wonderful remedy.
I
have sutiered with a weak and painful hack more
than right years before I sent for your Collins’
Voltaic Plasti.k. The pain reached from my
back to my sides and hips. My left side and hip
are feeling very well, but I think 1
require another
Plaster for my right side. I am so much improved
that 1 can walk and stand, but before 1 got your
Plaster I was unable to walk or stand.
Respectfully yours,
M US.'PI Ti A RD GORM AN.
Lynchburg, \ a., July 22, 1870.
P. S.—Since I finished my letter some of my neighbors have conn* in and wish me to send for some
more of your Plasters.
I am recommending them
to all my triends.
Please send me six of your Colpins’ Voltaic Plastlks. Enclosed find $1.25.
Mrs. Gorman.
Sold by all druggists for 25 cents each. Sent to any
part of the United States and Canadas on receipt of
25 cents for one, $1.25 for six, or $2.25 for twelve,
by WLLKS & POTTER, Proprietors, Boston.

the

Which Mrs. SHELDON has just manufactured,
together with a full line of

two

To

expressly

Will

had reference to those nice

sale

Belfast, April -,'l, 1«7.—MU

For this purpose it is intended to run the magnificent and well-known Steamer “Rhode Is’aud” in
connection with the new and elegant Steamer
for this route, and
“Massachusetts,” built
fitted in a manner unequalled for comfort, elegance
aud safety.
On both Steamers the Dining Doom is on the main
presenting an unobstructed view of the passing scenery and the luxury of taking meals in pure,
sweet air, avoiding the close, vitiated atmosphere of
a saloon cabin.
„Yo other Sound steamers possess
these great improvements.
fhese superb steamers will run from Providence
to New York direct, making no intermediate t,Hidings, thereby assuring au early arrival in New York.

on

SPh'IXO A.XP SCMMKlt Tit A PH

Battery, combined with the
celebrated Medicated Porious Plaster, forming
the grandest curative agent in the world of medicine,
and utterlv surpassing all other Plasters heretofore
in us.*.
1'liey accomplish more in one week than the
old Plasters in a whole year. They do not palliate,

ply

line.

1,127 Tons Burden,
commence her trips from Portland to Machias
Friday, April ,‘0, making one trip per week until
further notice. Mir will leave Railroad Wharf, foot
of State Street, Portland, it 10 o’clock p. m.. for
Rockland, Fastine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Southwest
Harbor (Ml. Desert', Bar Harbor
Mt. Desert),
Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport. Returning,
will leave Machiasport Monday morning at 5.:W
o’clock, touching as above, arriving at Portland
same night.
The steamer Lewiston lias a large ca
pacity b>r freight and passengers; has 75 large and
staterooms,
airy
including lu family rooms.
KDWARD FI Sil INF, Acting tjen’l Agent.
Belfast, A pril 11, 1877.

for

throughout, is suitable for two small
families. The location, commanding a
view of the harbor and bay cannot be surpassed it
the city. In the summer season 4its close proximity
to the salt water, renders it cool and comfortable.
The lot attached is suitable for a city garden
Ap-

PROVIDENCE LINE.

ARRANGEMENT.

t'Al'T. C'llAKl.KS

Bay

years old.

An Express train (built and equipped expressly
for this line) will be run by the Boston & Providence
Boston at (5 00 l*. m. daily (Sundays
Railroad,
excepted), making the run to Fox Point Wharf,
Providence, distance 42 miles, in about one hour.
The Providence Line, in the character and equipment of its Steamers, and its direct railroad connections with the South and West, will oiler to the
traveling public advantages possessed by no other

.S’TKAMER LEW I ST OX,

!d

Is/T.

FOR

PLASTERS. |

Goods!
in

|

in all

Electro Galvanic

“A

Comprising everythin;;; adapted

Improved I
use

SPRING

offers

acre

on

On or about May 1, 1*77, a new passenger route
will be opened between Boston and New York, to
be known as the

Richmond,

MT. D ESERT & MAC Hi AS

and Summer Hals

Spring

ot

KILBY, Mastkr,

alter April Mil, will leave Portland every
Monday, \\ ediiesday and Friday evenings at lo
o'clock, lor Rockland, (arming next morning at I
o’clock
Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Searsport,
Sandy Point, Bucksport, Wiuterport, Hampden ami
Bangor, (arriving about lu .’.u o’clock a. m., Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday mornings at <> o'clock, arriving at Rockland about 11.. u a. m., and in Portland at
op. m.
1’ickets good on any train following the arrival of
steamer over Pastern and B. & M. Railroads. Also
tickets sold by Boston and Portland Steamer to
Boston.
CYRFS PATTERSON, Agent.
Belfast, April 11, lsrr.

“A thing of Beauty is a Joy Forever”
undoubtedly

WEEK.

and Bangor.
C.

\\ hen the poet Keats sail 1

Ho

COLLINS'
VOLTAIC

TERMS OF A !)\ ERTISINO
OFFKKEF)

contains Dr. Sanford’s
with full directions for

i

$l.ou. For sale by all wholesale and
retail druggists throughout the United States.
WKKKS & POTT KB, (ieneral Agents, and Whole
sale Druggists, Boston.

'EXTRAORDINARY

Belfast, April I'd.

PER

Ml ami

1 Tit cut Medicines, Staple Drugs, Trusses,
Fancy Goods, Perfumes, Ac., in great
variety and as Cheap as can he
found in the State.

!

in !•;

k_l

City

IT.

MANllFACTUKKltfi.
ALSO

Price

cases.

is the essence of heroism.

ho gives
trifle.

1

!!i

Iron.

i>

S T K A M 1. K

Him, 0, PoDr&Son, Druggists,
!

$2.50
3.65

TRIPS

Portland

Sale
Increases.
have
been
tried Thirty
They
Years and do not Fail.

liquid, which, by heat, j
receiver, bearing with i

a
over

hen itll else is lost, the future remains.

\N

is

s.SEV,it<irl!i

Millinery

son. who looked from thoughtful eyes.
And moved .aid spoke in quiet, grow n
up wise.
Having my law the seventh time disobeved.
1 struck him. and dismissed
With hard words and unkissed.—
His mother, who was
patient, being dead.
1 hen. fearing lest his
grief should hinder sleep.
1 visited his bed ;
But found him slumbering
deep.
\V ith darkened eyelids, and their lashes vei
From his late sobbing wot.
And I, with moan.
Kissing away his tears, left others of mv own :
For on a table drawn beside his bed.
He had
put, within his reach,
A box oi counters, and a red veined stone.
A piece of glass, abraded
by the beach.
And six or seven shells,
A bottle with blue bells.
And two French
copper coins, ranged there with
careful art.
To comfort his sad heart.
S<» when that
night 1 praved
To God, 1
wept and said
Ah : when at last we lie with tranced breath.
Not vexing Thee in death.
And 1 hou rememberest of what
toys
We made our jo vs.
How weakly understood
Thy great commanded good.
Then, fatherly, not less
Than I. whom Thou hast molded tram the
clay.
Thou'lt leave thy w rath, and
say :
"I will be sorry for this childishness."

Faithfulness and

THREE

INDIAN BITTERS

es-

Roix,

All freight must he accompanied by Bills of Lading in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid on
i> LANK, Agent.
delivery of goods.
Belfast, April1S77.

CELEBRATED

DO

Wm. R.

Lowell,

Complexion,

WILL

Capt.

Fare to Boston,

i n s j

is made to pass
into the
it tie* healing essences or juices of these plants and
herbs, free from every contamination, pure and
colorless. Thus the active, medical constituents ol
thousands of pounds of herbs maybe condensed into
a very small compass.
In this way Sanford's Back ai. Ci m. D divested of the
nauseating, worthless
features ol' all other remedies, while its curative
are
increased
tenfold.
It is positively
properties
the greatest medical triumph of the age.

O F

1

an

HEADACHE,

OSGOODS

an

mingled

Johnson,

Will leave Belfast for Boston every Monday, Wedand Friday at '■! o’clock F M.t commencing
Monday, April .».
Returning, will leave Boston
every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 5 o’clock
!’• -'F, connecting with new .steamer for Castine,
Brooksville and Islands.

Brighten the Eyes.

And

J. P.

KATAHDIN,

nesday,

cur-

and

Spring Opening

Aly little

arc

,,'t

forms, is

senct* to

Send tor list ot papers and schedule ot rates. Ad
dress (iE<>. 1*. ROWELL & CO., Advertising
Agents,
No. -11 l*ark Row, New York. Iict\ to tin l'.iitor
of
this J’aj/er.

late

lie innocent seldom lind

Capt.

the Liver,

THAT

Clear the

herb that yields its medical
plant
I^YKBY
2J
it, is placed in
improved still and
there
with
solvent

MAINE.

I've just come from the club ;
My wife sits silent, but a light
l nseeu before, lurks in her eye.
unce more 1 muse on that calm
night
W hen lirst she met me at the
gate,
And wonder, while her eyes flame still.
If ever 1. in days to come
Shall wish it had been cousin Will.
“Brie
a Brae;" Scribner lor
I
May.

^

CAMBRIDGE.

PURIFY THU SYSTEM,

Prepared by Distillation.

Is

CELEBRATED
PLOWS
III

heso stars are moons, or rather months
dust live have flitted since that night.
And two of these have
calmly shone
CP‘»n our wedded life. It quite
Surprises me to think of it.
And she is queenly, tall and fair.
\N ith lustrous eyes, and such a wealth
uf—well wo call it auburn hair.

1

Surely

Prevent such Troubles,

STOP

subscriber

of land
THE
dwelling house and 1-6
View Street. The house is three

NEW_YORK.

leaving

Stupid Feelings.

Invigorate

SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE

ill rS SKY’S

i

Jealousy

You Cun

House for Sale.

NEW LINE

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

I'reruil.

and

Drousy

CUAE

even

the Route.

on

_A.ppet.ite F'ails.

that comfort and happiness may be made
years of misery, years of suffering, by a
persistent use of it. l'he method of treatment originated by l)r. Sanford, viz. the local and constitutional by a remedy prepared by distillation, is the only
one ever offered to the public that will bear the test
of time.

was awarded the highest prize at Centennial exposition for its fine chewing <|ualities, th excellence
and lasting character of its sweetening and flavoring. If you want the best tobacco ever made ask
your grocer for this, and see that each ping bears
our blue strip trade mark with words Jackson’s Best
on it.
Sold wholesale by Boston and Portland Jobbers. Send for sample to <\ A. Jackson & Co.,
Manufacturers, Petersburg, Ya.

AHK

Noli trust

J able, and
| to follow

disease,

for the

Two Steamers

Spring.

Complaints

Bilious

CO.,

LOWELL. TO
Seacon of 1877.

AND

Arrangements

For CATARRH
65 CENTS.
worked
revolution in the treatment of PRICE
Catarrh. 11 has demonstrated beyond all doubt j
HAS
TRY Til KM.
that this
in its severest

JACKSON’S BEST

MORSK.

Thought

of

Debility

SANFORD’S

Extra Tine Tlixed Cards, with name,
lO cts., post-paid. L. JONl'.S Sc CO.. Nassau,
New York.

Soft arms embraced me, as, perplexed.
I stood one blissful moment, while
A sweet voice soothed
my ear; the next
It rose into a shriek, then sobbed
"0 sir. how could you keep so still (
lien all the time 1 l-uoir you knew
1 thought you were
my cousin Will."

Jewels of

BOSTON

IT!

REALIZE THE

ALL

iaacrtiscincnts.

wt)

As thus 1 stood, absorbed in
thought,
1 pressed against the
gate too hard,
it opened with a sudden
jerk,
1 found myself within the
yard.
A form came gliding down the walk;—

—,"f

SUFFERING.

prostrated.

%y ST

strolled last night in musing mood
Reflecting on my lonelv state :
Till, wearied out at last, \ paused
And leaned upon a garden gate
l iie old moon's mellow radiance
hung
lu golden mists among the trees,
F tint odor-, borne from distant flowers,
Fbbed idly on the evening breeze.

So

PRESERVE

STEAMSHIP
-FOll-

a

1

■

OF

Health!

Health!

TEARS

RADICAL

Will.

l'HILir

TWEXVE

SANFORD

A GREAT OFEERii

<>.
A

liV

I

catarrh;

(w'e.)itleiitt n —About twelve years ago, while traveling with Father Kemp’s OldFolksConcert TroUpas a
tenor singer, I took a severe cold and was laid up at
Newark. N.
This cold brought on a severe attack of Catarrh, which I battled with every known
remedy for four weeks without avail, and was dually obliged to give up a most desirable position and
return home unable to sing a note.
For three years
afterwards I was unable to sing at all. The tirst attack of Catarrh had left my nasal organs and throat
so sensitive that the slightest cold would
bring on
a fresh attack, leaving me
In this wav
1 continued to suffer. The last attack, the severest
l ever had, was terrible. I suffered the most excruciating paiu in my head, was so hoarse as to be
scarcely able to speak, and coughed incessantly. 1
thought I was going into quick consumption, and I
firmly believe that had these symptoms continued
without relief they would have rendered me an easy
victim. When in this distressing condition, I commenced the use of Sanford's Radical Cure for
Catarrh, very reluctantly, I confess, as 1 had tried
all the advertised remedies without benefit. The
tirst dose of this wonderful medicine gave me the
greatest relief. It is hardly possible for one whose
! head aches, eyes ache, who can scarcely articulate
distinctly on account of the choking accumulations
1
dispose of lOO PIATO* A OIKGAXM. in his throat, to realize how much relief I obtained
Hew iiHil Nfnmil hand of first clawM ma- ; from the tirst application of .Sanford’s Radical
Ci i:K.
Fnder its influence, both internal and exker* including- iVATKH^ai lower pri« e* for cw»h or 1 n*iailment* *rr 10 let unternal, 1 rapidly recovered, and by an occasional use
of the remedy since have been entirely free from
til paid for than ever before offered.
WATER*’ORA Sift *4*1 ARE ami HP.
Catarrh, for the tirst time in twelve years.
RIGHT PI A VO* All* ORCSATM (I TRespectfully yours,
< L1IM\(. THEIR TEW MOlVET1R
GKO. W. HOLBROOK.
\\ althain, Mass., Jan 8, 1876.
ami HOT ROM R) are the HESTMAHE,
7 Octave Piano* $150. 7 13 «lo $1(10 not
r. s.—l purchased the Radical Cure of GKO.
u*e«l a .rear. **2” Mlnp Organ* $50. A
II. ROGERS, Druggist, Rum ford Building.
*to|»» $5*. 7 *top* $4i*. * *top« $75. IO
Klopi $**. 12 *iop* $1044 ca*h, not used
a tear, in perfect order and warranted.
LOCAL and THAVELl.VO A 4- ETT*
WATTER.
Illu*trated
faial»<>ue<i
TI ailed.
A liberal di*couiit to Teachers,
Ministers, Churches, etc. *ltrec music at half
price. HORAC E WATER* A MOT*.
Wanufaciurem. and Healers, AO East
lAth *1., I iiIoii square, H. V.

Hero

She dropped for bird and beast forlorn
Her little store of uuts and corn.
And thus her timid guests
bespoke:
“Conn-, squirrel, from yon hollow oak.—
< <>uie, black old crow—come
poor blue jav.
Before your supper’s blown awav !
Hon't be afraid; we all are good:
And I’m mamma’s Red
Riding-llood!"

Cousin

The Providence Press is authority for
the following: “A hoy was driving one
of Kennedy &- Gough’s teams down Manton avenue last Friday or Saturday, when
the horse began to run, the reins fell out
of the boy’s hands and lie was tints at the
mercy of the beast. A large Newfoundland dog belonging to the firm was in the
wagon and, taking in the situation,
sprang for the horse and fastened his
teeth in the animal’s tail. One of his
teeth gave way and the knowing cuniim
saw that he eould not stop the horse in
that way.
I5y this time the frantic steed
was running down
Broadway. The dog
leaped out of the wagon, seized the horse
by the nose and succeeded in bringing
him to a halt, no particular damage inn
ing been done. The owners of the sagacious dog say that they would not take
8500 for him.

Waldo Co.

)TICK.

Agricultural Society

noth Annual
f|!HK
hold* n at the
*

f air of said Society will l»
Fair (irounds in this city, on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and I'hursday, Sept.
-Itil, 2olh, 2ftth, and 271 li, A. L). U<77. Other Soci<
ties

please

not hold fairs

at

the

same

time.

I Vr Order,
KM Kit V IIOAKDM AN, Secy.
Belfast, May 2, 1S77.
:iw44

Springfield
desirable
PlKICIKS
d7

Fire Ins. Co.

in this reliable Company written on
risks at current rates
FKKL) AT WOOL), Agent,
Winterport, Me.

